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Earl suffers from a guilty obsession with a monster catfish. Eddie Klomp 

searches dog tracks for the ghosts of his lost childhood. Mike Towns is a 

hopeless blues musician who loses everything he cares for. Blair Evans 

learns to love a pesky wart. Americana becomes confused with the difference 

between knowledge and sex. Do Not Eat Fish from These Waters And Other 

Stories is a collection of short stories that explores the strange and often 

defeated lives of these Southern characters (and one from the point-of-view 

of a feral hog). Each man, woman, and hog flails through a period of 

potential metamorphosis trying to find some sort of meaning and worth in 

the past, present and future. Not all of these characters succeed. 
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An Interview with William Nelson Taylor 

William Nelson Taylor IV was born in 1969 in Dallas, Texas. He has a B.A. in 

English from Rollins College and is a candidate for an M.A. in English with 

an emphasis in Creative Writing from the University of North Texas. Mr. 

Taylor has recently accepted a Teaching Assistantship at the University of 

Alabama in Tuscaloosa. He will begin work toward an M.F.A. in their 

Creative Writing Program this coming Fall, 1995. Mr. Taylor lives with his 

three cats: Thursday, Huff, and Little. 

Q: I've got a list of questions here we don't necessarily have to stick to. More 

or less just to start and maybe keep the ball bouncing. So here it goes. We '11 

start with an easy one. If a friend of yours, someone you know quite well, was 

going to tell someone else about you, what do you suppose they would say? 



A: That's about the hardest question I can think of to start out with, and one 

that really depends on who you ask. I'm prone to say, ask them, because it's 

always hard to know what others think. I've changed so much over my short 

life that if you were to ask ten different people, you'd get ten completely 

different answers, and from both ends of the spectrum too. I used to create 

these images for myself that I would try to live up to, and not always good 

ones. I was never interested in just being me. I adopted the ways of people I 

idolized, even some that I hated, never sticking to one persona for too long. 

Q: How would you sum up yourself now? 

A: I have finally stopped creating all the facades, but I don't think I could 

sum myself up, or put words into the mouth of a Mend. If I did, I might be 

creating another self that I would feel obligated to be. I just don't worry how 

others perceive me any longer. I'm pretty ashamed of a lot of my past, but all 

that lying to myself and others has proved instrumental to my fiction. So if 

you were to ask me if I'd change anything, I'd be inclined to say no. That 

would be fucking with something pretty cosmic, and I believe everything has 

its purpose. 

Q: You say instrumental to your fiction, how do you mean? 

A: I feel like I've been in so many different shoes that I can sympathize with 

all walks of life. It helps in really getting into my characters. There's not one 



persona that consistently pervades my stories. I see many collections, or 

series of novels where the main character is always the same person, just in 

different scenes, with a different name. Character is just an extension of that 

author's own self. Thus, he or she is writing only what they know. To me, 

that's limiting. Gary Snyder wrote, "I really urge people to enjoy working in 

contradictory manners because that is what is truly revolutional, truly 

radical—to live inside the belly of the beast, learn how it works and turn it 

against it." I think that sums up what I have done in my life, as well as in my 

characters. Sometimes that's going to mean having an ugly, immoral 

personality that hopefully makes some sort of change, or, at the moment of 

possible change, the character spins the wrong way. I say wrong. What's 

wrong? Just a word, because many wrongs are right. I mean that all endings 

are not happy, and neither should they be in fiction. We all do what we can, 

make the best of our mistakes. 

Q: Why and when did you start writing? 

A: I first started writing poetry in college, doing all the things that a professor 

would tell one not to do, a lot of generalizations with an abundance of loaded 

words. Freedom, love, hate, war. I wrote one short story, then, about a boy at 

a small traveling circus that was saved by an Indian spirit after the circus tent 

caught fire. I was into reading Carlos Castaneda at that time, and that's where 

the idea came from. But, I really didn't start writing seriously until I started at 

the University of North Texas, about a year and a half ago. I was an English 

major as an undergraduate, and admired writing, but I really wasn't into it as 



an art. It was also the easiest major, one that I could often bullshit my way 

through to get passing grades. 

Why I started writing is a little more difficult. At first I was after the 

glory. I admired the image I had of the writer and the life, and as I said before, 

1 wanted to adapt myself to it. But that fascination wore off quickly when I 

learned how difficult writing actually was. When I started graduate school, I 

was going through a transition phase in my life. I wanted to dean up, get my 

thoughts and feelings under control—just basically to stop lying to myself and 

the others around me. I've made a lot of pretty horrendous choices in my 

life, and I felt that by writing I could somehow rectify that. Many writers say 

that they use their fiction to get back at people (I'm thinking of an interview 

with Amy Hempel I recently read, which I think is rather cheap and childish). 

But that made me realize that I use a lot of my fiction to get back at myself in 

some way or another. But the more I got into learning the art, the more I 

realized that my manipulative personality could drive my fiction. Rick Bass 

made an excellent analogy to this while talking about the borders necessary in 

fiction. He wrote, "And then once you have crossed [borders]... then you've 

got to lie like crazy, fuck things up, make up deceits and such like you've 

never done before, in order to thrash your way into the truth, in order to 

make a story. Lying is the most important part of storytelling, the most 

important part of truth finding (as opposed to the reporting of facts), and it is 

the hardest part to teach." 

Q: That's pretty similar to what Snyder said about "the belly of the beast." 



A: Right! And so maybe I have that going for me, because I used to be a hell 

of a liar. The best part is that I no longer need to deceive. Fiction took over 

that part of my mind. Now 1 like to believe that writing is what I was meant 

to do, that I had no choice. And thus, the why of why I started writing no 

longer exists. 

Q: You mentioned Rick Bass. Who else has been an influence on you and 

your work? 

A: I first started out really digging Beat stuff: Ginsberg, Kerouac, Corso, 

Burroughs and Ferlinghetti. But I've come to the conclusion that I was more 

interested in what they stood for, rather than what they wrote. I've tried to 

read Naked Lunch four times and never made it past page twenty. When 

Nike came out with commercials featuring Burroughs, I was really turned off. 

I heard Ginsberg speak (Or should I say perform. He played an old Chicago 

harpsichord while singing some of Blake's poems.) while I was in school in 

Florida. After that, I decided that he was more of a presence, a character. I 

went back and read some of his stuff and for the first time thought it 

predominantly sucked. That's not to say he doesn't have his moments of 

genius. "Howl" is one of this century's greatest poems, but I decided he was 

predominantly too blunt for me. I wanted more mystery, more hidden 

treasures. Snyder was the best to come out of the Beat generation. I think 

he's still putting out stuff that is meaningful, stuff with a purpose behind his 

aesthetics. He has moved on to bigger and better things. Ginsberg seems to be 

writing the same stuff. 



Then I started reading Carlos Castaneda, Tom Robbins and Kurt 

Vonnegut. These guys have their moments too, but each book is usually like 

the next. Once I got into writing short stories, though, I was turned on to a 

world I never knew existed. My biggest influences now are probably Rick Bass 

and Mark Richard. Others who I can read over and over are Denis Johnson, 

Larry Brown, Elizabeth Tallent, Kevin Canty, Amy Hempel and Tony Earley. 

They all write so differently, and I like them each for their unique quirks, 

their own certain mastery of something particular. 

Q: I want to get back to that, but let me first touch on the fact that all those 

you just mentioned are all very contemporary. How about others? 

A: Of course. Let me just say that I believe in knowing who my fathers and 

mothers are as it pertains to writing. I believe in knowing what is succeeding 

in the literary market place right now. But in studying some of these more 

contemporary writers, it's important to understand that I'm learning from 

who they learned from as well. There will always be that link to the past. But 

particular authors—who I would call more well-established, or wise—I have 

an affinity toward are William Faulkner, Flannery O'Connor, Jim Harrison, 

Barry Hannah, Gary Snyder, and Marquez. I've also just started reading 

Nabokov and even though I don't know much about him, what I've found 

in Lolita and Speak Memory ranks up there. 

Q: Can you explain some of the "unique quirks" you mentioned, and how 

they relate to your own writing? 



A: I think I steal a bit from every author I read. That's how I learn, and 

believe how most writers learn. Nabokov disagreed with this when he said, 

"Derivative writers seem versatile because they imitate many others, past and 

present. Artistic originality has only itself to copy." While I think that's 

romantic, and would love it to be true for me, it just isn't. 

I must say that I'm very indebted to Bill Cobb, who was my first writing 

teacher. I learned a sense of dramatics from him. He always stressed that 

something needed to happen in a story. Sounds simple, but it's funny how so 

little happens in so many stories. Characters end in the same place they 

began. Just another day in the life. I believe in high drama, yet I want to try 

to branch off from that notion, and see if I can create a character or a narrator, 

whose inner thoughts drive the story. Amy Hempel said, "I don't have any 

great interest in the sort of dramatic writing that would be necessary to give 

you the wreck, the murder, the whatever. I come in when people are sitting 

around later with their heads in their hands, just looking around the room 

saying, 'Now what?"' I feel I have been unsuccessful with this up to now, but 

I believe in trying what I cant do, so will stick with it. 

As for Rick Bass, he just really bowls me over with his ability to tell a 

story. I have lived in many of the same places he has (and thus where his 

stories take place) so I have a natural affection for his settings. What I most 

admire about his writing, and what I try to incorporate in my own fiction, is 

his sentence rhythm, the long flowing lines. He's got a great ear for the music 

of words. His stories always leave me with the most complete feeling. I'd say 

that's a problem I'm still having in my own work. I mean, I'm not very 



consistent with my rhythm, which leaves an incomplete feeling at the end. 

My ear is not quite tuned right. 

Richard's book of stories The Ice at the Bottom of the World is the best 

collection as a whole that I've come across. I like every story, and can read 

them over and over, finding something new again and again. That's my test 

for a great story. His prose is so murky and convoluted, and for me it's magic, 

the way he pulls it off. 1 can barely ever read one of his stories straight 

through. I have to stop, what seems like every other paragraph, and really 

think about what he says. His words do flips on the page. What I most 

admire about his work, is that it seems so fresh, that he is breaking from 

traditions, mostly syntactical and grammatical. He's found an original way to 

say something. Knowing that Faulkner was a big influence on his writing; 

I've begun reading a lot of him again. 1 think this is where I get my interest 

in the Southern Gothic traditions, and my sense for the grotesque. Maybe I 

should add Flannery O'Connor here. I think all their characters are 

interesting, odd people that aren't all that much likable, yet I feel drawn to 

them and their actions. They can create sympathy for the worst characters. 

Examples like O'Connor's The Misfit in "A Good Man is Hard to Find," or 

Faulkner's Emily in a "A Rose for Emily," or Richard's Mr. Leon in "Feast of 

the Earth, Ransom of the Clay," or Big Guy in Hempel's "The Most Girl Part 

of You." I think that generally the South is a pretty strange place, and I'm 

drawn to its peculiarities. I don't know if it's because of losing the Civil War, 

but maany Southern people have a certain defeated characteristic which I 

think works well in fiction. 



Q: Most of the authors you've mentioned are Southern writers. Would you 

consider yourself to fall in that category? 

A: It's definitely been said of my work, but I don't think I'm so limited to one 

region or place. I'd like to think that at least. Funny thing is that after 

applying to ten or so creative writing programs, the only ones I got a nibble 

from were schools in the South. I've read that Southern readers like to read 

Southern writers, so maybe I am. I do love the South. I really don't want to 

live in it, I just love it because of the fucking lunatics. Alabama is about the 

last place in the world I want to live. After telling a Mend this, he said that 

the last place one desires to live is often the best test of the soul. 

I do try to mix up the settings in my fiction. Now that I think about it, 

I've lived most of my life in the south: Florida, Mississippi, Texas, and then 

Wyoming for a couple of years. So I guess my settings match where I've 

lived, for the most part. Some are places I've only visited. I've been reading 

a lot of Gary Snyder's essays lately, and I'm real interested in his discussions 

on the nativity of place. It's no new fact that people generally aren't as 

grounded as they used to be. It's rare now days for someone to actually have a 

place to call home, much less to have grown up in the same community, 

neighborhood, as did their parents or grandparents. I think of the South as 

the most grounded region, though, not as transient as other regions. In an 

interview, Lee Smith said, "I think, traditionally, the Southern writer has had 

a very strong sense of family, possibly an even stronger sense of the 

importance of place, of ritual, of tradition, of simply knowing everybody in 

town and what their father did . . . and just a sense of community." It's no 



news that our world is becoming more global. We, Americans especially, are 

not so much interested in our own corner of the world any longer. But, 

families generally still stay closer to one another in the South. I know many 

people whose grand-parents live across the street, some in the same house. 

In this respect, place is what I'm most interested in. Snyder talks a lot 

about it, not from a Southern standpoint, but more in general. He says that 

we need to get back to our roots, live a simpler life in a community where we 

really get to know our neighbors and the land around us. Before now, I've 

never spent much time thinking about place, where I would want to call 

home. I was born and raised in Texas, but once my parents divorced, I spent a 

lot of time moving from house to house, neighborhood to neighborhood, 

state to state, and while I will always feel comfortable in Texas, it is not my 

home. It just doesn't feel right in my heart. Certain places feel better to my 

mind and soul than others. I belong near rivers, in places where I can see and 

feel the dramatic changes of season. Castaneda calls these places power spots. 

And because my natal place (Texas)—where I've spent most of my life—is not 

one of my power spots, I believe that place exists in the heart, and that we 

need to go out and find our place. In other words, we need to search for a 

physical place to match our mental place. 

I got my first feelings for a power spot and community while living 

and working in the small town of Jackson, Wyoming. After a while of 

working in restaurants and doing the general ski-bum thing, I started to 

become miserable. I had an urge to feel needed and I figured the best way was 

to start giving to the community I lived in, and so I started teaching 

preschool. I was really into it. Kids! There is nothing better in the world to 



get your mind off your miserable self. I loved those kids and would have 

done anything for them. And they responded. I saw a difference in what I 

was doing. And the parents did too. Being the only male teacher, the kids 

responded in a different way. Not necessarily in a better way, just different. 

Many of the kids came from broken families—one especially, a girl who had 

never known her dad. She and her mother even came to visit me here in 

Denton on their way to Dallas to visit family. We spent the day at the zoo. If 

there's anything magic in my life, anything thing that I could point to and 

say, that's what opened my eyes, that period in my life would probably be it. It 

was then that I decided that I knew I had something else to do in life, that I 

did have something to offer, and that I would do whatever it took in order to 

return to a similar place and make it my home. It was a hard decision to 

leave that beautiful place. A friend sent me a letter once that said, "Too 

important to forget that it is you, Nelson, who is important, not the place." 

And I believe that, but I think the place comes in a close second, because if I'm 

in the right place, it is part of me. But I needed to learn more about myself 

and the craft I have chosen (writing) in order to live what I consider to be a 

complete life: the love of self, community and occupation. Those children 

taught me so damn much about life. I sometimes laugh at knowing that they 

probably taught me more than I did them. 

I've got this short piece—prose poem I guess I will call it—about place 

that I would like to share. It was written by Richard A. Winkler, who I know 

nothing about. A friend knew what I was studying and offered it as help. It's 

called "Places to be Still." 



It seems that each person who watches has certain places very special to 

that person. You can return there at any time without going and yet 

feel you have been there. When you go there, things can happen the 

way you want them to and you feel at ease. 

1 know of two such places I can think of, both completely different. 

One is in the pines of the tall mountains and the other on the ocean, 

but the feeling is the same—as if you had lived there before or forever. 

You can find things there if you look, like a cartridge belt or a harpoon, 

or part of yourself. You can be at peace and relax, and start to see what 

is really happening, if you look, and you see that it would be all right to 

live there forever. 

But for those who do not watdi, they do not find these places and they 

survive with a narrow vision that they teach to their children. I 

suspect that these people are not happy and have the potential of 

ultimate destruction, I don't really know. I have learned to look more 

than talk, and to find those places where you could live alone and 

forever, not that you have to do it but that you could. Nature and the 

maker are always at these places, from whence we came. 

Q: That's nice. I wonder if you can you tell me some of the major themes in 

your fiction? 



A: I hate the term theme. It seems to want to write meaning in stone, or 

offer some nebulous interpretation like Man's Inhumanity to Man, or Good 

vs. Evil. I think that's what critics often do, which leaves me with a general 

bad taste for criticism. But critics are what keep literature alive, so I do hold 

some respect for what they do. Gary Snyder eloquently touched on this 

subject in an interview called "The Real Work." He referred to English 

Departments as a cardboard box in which literature is thrown. Rather than a 

forward-looking science, he referred to its nature as backward-looking. Years 

from the time a body of literature is thrown in that box, someone might look 

again at it and find something that was completely overlooked before. Critics 

assess traditions as they evolve, and in the process discover new things. 

That's the point behind most feminist or black criticism, and I think it's 

wonderful! (Any writer for that matter that didn't fit white male tradition). 

Everyday we're being introduced to new authors who never received an iota 

of credit while they were writing—even though many were, are, remarkable 

writers—because of the white male dominated canon. And it still is 

predominantly male dominated, but things are hopefully evolving for the 

better. And so, yes, criticism is a good thing in that light. But too many critics 

seem to forget that they are writing about literature, not arguing against or for 

another critic's interpretation. They often just argue amongst themselves. 

I agree with what Amy Hempel says of her own work. "There's a way 

in which the mind works to impose meaning and order automatically on 

seemingly random bits of information, so you can almost offer these bits up 

without knowing yourself how they fit together—suspecting that they do— 

and trust the reader to make some sense of it." 



I think meaning is such a funny thing to ever talk about. Have you 

ever heard the poet Isidore Isou who felt that poems exist not only in words, 

but in letters? Here's an example: Mxyl, xyl/ prprali dryl/ znglo trpylo pwi." 

How can that have any meaning beyond the feel of the sounds? It think 

that's real important. Not to that extreme, but important. Where was I going 

with this? 

Q: You were talking about what you write about. 

A: (Pause) That's something I always have to think about. And it's 

something that's not easily answered. It's kind of a cop-out to say, well, it 

means what you think it means. And even though I believe that to be 

basically true, I can't deny that there is some sort of intention involved, be it 

conscious or subconscious. I can say that it is a rare story that I know what it's 

going to be about before I start. And those that I do are the ones that seem too 

contrived, ones that get shot down in a workshop. I have better luck not 

worrying about it. In fact, I'm initially the last one to know what one of my 

stories is about. And I think beyond learning the basic quirks of writing 

fiction, that's what I get most out of a fiction workshop. Barbara Rodman, 

one of my fiction professors, once explained the purpose of a workshop as 

dream interpretation. To me that made so much sense. It got rid of the "I 

like this or that" and concentrated on what was being conveyed. Sometimes I 

feel my peers' interpretations are right, other times I feel they're in left field. I 

use what I can. But it helps me to see my story and my characters and my 



language from a broader viewpoint. I learn as much from my fellow students 

as I have from any of my teachers. 

I'm subconsciously avoiding the question, aren't I? 

What I write about? I try to write about the things that stir life, the 

things that make us human, the struggle involved in change. 1 like to write 

about people, even animals, who feel they've lost at the game of life. But in 

light of those things, I think I most often write about two things: running and 

love. Sometimes these work hand-in-hand in my fiction. All my characters 

are either trying to run away from or to something. Some are searching for 

love, and some are running away from it. 

Q: Can you give me an example of both? 

A: Well, I think "Swann Valley" is probably the best example, because it 

contains both, even the physical exercise, although it's the story I'm the least 

happy with. Others . . . Eddie Klomp in "Bazooka Joe" never learned love 

when he was a boy, which creates regret, a wish to teach a child all what he 

was never taught. Juanita Banana in "Luv" longs for something different. 

She feels stuck in her life, and often thinks about packing her truck up and 

just running away from it all. Shelley Crowe in "What's Buried in the Yard" 

is trying to run away from her past. She's running from the place as well as 

what she calls a"redneck," mentality. Mike Towns in "The Windows of Beale 

Street" runs away from love because he's living a myth, a myth that makes 

no real sense at all. 



Q: It seems you don't have much regard for meaning. If that's true, what do 

you think are the most important aspects of your fiction? 

A: I'd say I basically agree with that. The poet Richard Hugo wrote, 'Depend 

on rhythm, tonality, and the music of language to hold things together. It is 

impossible to write meaningless sentences. In a sense the next thing always 

belongs. In the world of imagination, all things belong. If you take that on 

faith, you may be foolish, but foolish like the trout." While that could 

possibly be a cop-out, or an omen for a beginning writer such as myself, I 

think he's basically right too. I think the aesthetics of literature are so much 

more endearing than plot, and meaning. I love language, and so my first goal 

in writing a story is to use as vivid, and yet as simple words as I can. For 

some reason I have an affection toward double consonant words, like 

spraddle, or waggle. Maybe it's the onomatopoetics of them. Also, what I can 

directly attribute to my reading Mark Richard, is that I like to use nouns as 

verbs. I like to create new words by fusing two or even three together by 

hyphens. That's like a game for me when I write. Another thing I learned 

from Richard, that I also think works well in poetry, is the use of anaphora, or 

the repetition of a word or words at the beginning of a clause. I do that a lot 

in "Underneath it All," which is actually the first story I wrote that I was 

somewhat pleased with. I was reading a lot of Richard then, which now, to 

me, is very obvious. 

Q: A lot of your stories do have a rhythmic, lyrical quality to them. Can you 

comment on that? 



A: I guess that stems from my original desire to be a musician. My dad was a 

musician up until the time he married. He played in bands with Steve Miller 

and Boz Scaggs while in high school in Dallas. He taught Mike Nesmith 

from the Monkeys how to play guitar. My dad always tried to teach me to 

play instruments, but I didn't have the patience. I wanted to finger the lead, 

rather than thrum the chords. It's with me though, the music, the feel. I 

always tap my foot when I'm writing. It's funny how much the beat escalates 

when I'm in a dramatic scene. The poet Lawrence Joseph said, regarding 

Thom Jones' fiction, "He has an imaginative sense of the language of our 

time, which is fast. It has to be fast. Good language, to last, has to be pumped 

up, twisted, jumped." Faulkner said in a Paris Review interview, 

I would say that music is the easiest means in which to express, since it 

came first in man's experience and history. But since words are my 

talent, I must try to express clumsily in words what the pure music 

would have done better. That is, music would express better and 

simpler, but I prefer to use words, as I prefer to read rather than listen. 

I prefer silence to sound, and the image produced by words occurs in 

silence. That is, the thunder and the music of the prose take place in 

silence. 

Q: To help with the music you speak of, do you also read poetry, and who are 

some of your favorites? 



A: I don't have any real favorites. I read as much as I can. Rarely do I read 

the same poet, much less the same poem twice. I think the natural beat of 

poetry is essential to good fiction as well. People are naturally drawn to 

music. It can be both soothing, and maddening—slow or fast, depending on 

what's needed in certain scenes. Music is the best technique I've found to 

create a mood, "tonality" as Hugo said. Gary Snyder finds his rhythms in 

what he calls "old rural life work," like chopping wood, or hoeing a garden. 

He also finds rhythm in natural landscapes. "You sit down somewhere 

where you're looking at a long mountain horizon. Then you sing it up and 

down all the way along like that . . . I got to know that skyline so well that I 

knew when I was following the melody that the mountains were making." 

Rhythm is everywhere. We just need the ears, and in Snyder's case, the eyes, 

to feel it. 

Q: Do you think of yourself as an autobiographical narrator? And if not, 

where do the ideas for your stories come from? 

A: In a sense, I think that everything anyone writes is autobiographical. Your 

flair, your style, tells a lot about you. But sometimes flowery prose is essential 

to a certain story, sometimes simplicity is the best technique, and I admire 

authors who realize they have no limits, authors who are erratic in style. It 

shows a command of the many different ways that people live. I like writers 

who push not only their own limits, but the limits of fiction. I think that's 

what I enjoy most about writers like Mark Leyner or Barry Hannah who 

aren't afraid to try something new. That's the biggest drawback from some 



one like John Grisham, or formula writers in general. After a while they get 

boring. I'm sorry to say that Flannery O'Connor was a formula writer too. 

That doesn't take away from her stories individually; but as a whole I begin to 

feel as if I've been there before. 

As far as storyline, characters, and feelings, most of my stories do not 

come from personal experience. Usually, 1 have a list of several things— 

images, characters, items like a pocket knife with a broken blade or trash can 

that always seems full, maybe even a phrase, sometimes just a cool word— 

and 1 branch out from there. I don't plot out my stories beforehand. With 

those things in mind, I usually just sit down and write the first thing that 

comes to me, always trying to make connections with the list of things I have 

chosen to use for that story. To me it's like driving at night through a heavy 

fog when your eyes are prone to play tricks on you. And rather than turn 

your sight (in order to keep your eyes on the barely visible road) from what 

you think you see—like an elk grazing at the sight of the road, or maybe the 

face of your dead grandmother swirling in the fog—you must rather lode 

onto what you find, maybe crash if that's where it takes you. 

Faulkner commented on his own method. "With me, a story usually 

begins with a single idea or memory or mental picture. The writing of the 

story is simply a matter of working up to that moment, to explain why it 

happened or what it caused to follow." To me, it seems he's saying that he 

has the climax scene already in his head, and he just fills in the blank space 

on both sides. For me, although, that doesn't work. If I know the climax, 

then it ruins the tension, and the confusion that's part of the joy in getting 



there. The climax needs to be as much of a surprise as the next word in any 

given sentence. 

Sometimes I get ideas while reading other peoples' work. I think while 

I'm reading. A flash may come to me in the middle of reading a story and I 

have to stop, get my pen and paper and furiously churn out as many pages as 

I can before the magic ends. One image in particular, that's done it several 

times, comes from one of Mark Richard's stories, "On the Rope." During a 

flood, a river boat wanders the waters trying to help stranded people and 

animals. When the boat passes an island, only the tops of the trees are visible 

because of the high-waters, in which small diamonds glow. It's the moon 

reflecting off the eyes of snakes trying to get away from the water. Everytime I 

read that, it just sends my imagination swirling and something always pops 

up. 

And then there's the story that I call a surprise. One draft. It's 

happened twice: "Bazooka Joe" and "Mishami's Tsunami." The only thing I 

can guess is that the pace of those two stories is so fast, that my internal beat 

remained constant within me while writing them. It just kept pushing me 

forward, like a good musical jam. And I hope it has the same effect on the 

reader. Thom Jones calls them "Magic stories, because of the completeness 

with which they come. Sometimes it starts with an odd turn of phrase. An 

anecdote jams in the doorway of reality and all of a sudden there's a story 

beating at the inside of the chest like a baby monster." 

Q: I take it you didn't do much revising on the two "surprise" stories. What 

about the rest of them? 



A: Yes, I am one who believes that art is a production, for the most part. 

There is someone who always breaks the rule, but for the most part, I feel 

writing needs revision after revision. The ideas and images are spontaneous, 

but linking them in a way some readers might understand is the hard part. In 

my own stories, the first draft is usually barely even sensible to myself. I work 

real imagistically on the first several drafts. The initial drafts of my stories 

jump from image to image. Revising consists of connecting them somehow. 

Many don't work, and have to be dropped all together. I used to be afraid to 

ditch a paragraph that I thought was beautifully written. But if it doesn't 

work, it just doesn't work. I'm not afraid to trash them anymore. The image 

will stay in my head, and hopefully spring up again when I need it most. 

Q: Do you have a set time for when you write, and/or revise, or maybe read? 

A: No, I'm not a very scheduled person. I get on a kick now and then, and 

try to write for at least three hours a day, or read for two, or work only on 

revisions certain days, but I never stay on schedule. Going to school full-

time, working 30 hours a week, as well as faying to write is tough for me. 

And while I may have the time one day to get it all done, I may not be able to 

the next, and then I start feeling guilty for not sticking to my intended goal. I 

tend to have a bigger heart than I do time. I have enough trouble giving 

myself a break without some daily planner hanging above my desk. 

Q: Is there a story that most appeals to you in this collection, and why? 



A: I'd say "Reading the Rocks of Orion," only because of all the thought I put 

into it. It's still a pretty dreamy story, but I wrote it for my Scholarly Writing 

class, and was limited to specific postmodern parameters. It's the one story 

that I had mapped out before I started, and yet, am still happy with. The 

original idea came from a newspaper article, which after reading, I got pretty 

upset. At the same time I was reading Rick Bass' non-fiction book The 

Ninemile Wolves. Reading about the decimation of the hogs made me think 

of the history of the wolves. Maybe it's all the digressions I allowed myself to 

take in the middle. It's the first story I truly felt like I was lost in, yet knew 

where I had to end up. It was also the most fun to write. The whole idea of it: 

the comedy of having a feral hog do and think all these things, as well as 

having an important point I was faying to get at. Everytime I've re-read it 

since, I've found something new, something I hadn't intended. And that 

lives up to my definition of what a good story is. 

Q: And finally, where do you see yourself twenty years from now? 

A: I hope to be living in one of my power spots. I'd love to be writing fiction 

that has found an audience. And I'd love to have the opportunity to go fly 

fishing once a day. And if I have to be working, I'd like to own my own fly 

shop, at least near enough to a river that I could toss a fly during the last hour 

of a day's hatch. 
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Do Not Eat Fish from These Waters 

"No one will miss us/ your wife, Helen, says to you while stepping 

across the police line where you have just parked your Lexus, to get a look at a 

mansion that recently burned. You have ducked out of your boss's birthday 

party just down the highway. It's February. "Your boss and his wife are 

bombed," she says. Helen has cherry-wood hair. She's wearing a mossy-

green velvet dress that stops above the knees—back and shoulders bare. She 

is more eager than you, more eager to see what the newspapers don't, can't 

show, walking quickly ahead of you—her heels clicking on the driveway. "If 

we don't get out of this state we're going to sink with it, you realize that, 

don't you, Neal? We're going down with the whole goddamn ship. And 

who will think us brave? What kind of captain would that make you, and 

me? What kind of sailors just hold their breath and sink?" Helen is 

O C 



champagne drank. Her straight hair is teased by the wind blowing up from 

the coast. 

You think about your boss1 wife, how you just snorted coke with her 

from a clear-vialed bullet on the balcony at the hotel, how she unfolded the 

chest of her dress and how you sucked the nipple of one of her fifty-year-old 

breasts, how she put her hand through your slacks' zipper, through the crease 

in your boxers, running the fingers of her other hand in the black hair 

hanging over the collar of your wing-tipped shirt. "Your wife is a slut, Neal. 

She calls my husband. She hangs up when I answer. Do to me what she is 

doing to you." 

"Give me your coat," Helen says over her shoulder. "It's cold up here." 

She waits until you catch up with her. The waves below sound lite radio 

static. The smell of charred, wet wood gets stronger—the homes you watched 

burn from the television in your Los Angeles home. You peel your jacket 

and guide Helen's arms in. She points to the mailbox. The Eversons, it says. 

The metal is cool to the touch as you run your fingers across the letters, 

thinking who and where are the Eversons now? 

Only the chimney to the house still stands. In the shadows it seems to 

have a face. You think in your own roundabout deadening thoughts that if 

you live by it, you die by it. The chimney is proof of that. 

Most of the rubble has been cleared save a shoe and several swollen 

books. The smell makes you nauseous, as if inhaling the wiry smoke of 

burning plastic, or the first time you smoked crack with Helen because she 



said life was too short not to try it all. Your wife picks up one of the books— 

hardback, pages like the ribbed bellows of an accordion. She tells you it's John 

Grisham's first, and you think, damn!, I haven't gotten around to reading 

that yet. 

You stand on the cliff above the Pacific Coast Highway, above Malibu 

Beach, above the Pacific Ocean where signs say, "Warning! Do Not Eat Fish 

from These Waters." 

Trees grow out of the side of the crumbling cliff. The trunks are curled 

and the limbs seem to be reaching for something to hold onto. Your glasses 

make you feel you're looking through a fish bowl. The moon reflects off your 

shined leather shoes. Your cologne circles in the air around you. Even that 

makes your stomach turn. The cocaine has numbed your nose. When you 

touch your face it feels foreign. You open the palms of your hands. The lines 

wind. They are not yours either. This life you live is stolen, stolen from 

some unwritten myth that creates itself. The story is of a sailor and the 

climax is too close to stop now; you feel it like you once felt your own skin. 

At the edge of the cliff you lean on an oak tree—the roots showing as 

they dangle over the ledge—and the trunk smudges your crisp white shirt 

with soot. The smell is overwhelming. 

Helen drops the book and walks up behind you, where you face the 

ocean. "Come on, hold me," she says. From your back, she wraps her arms 

around your waist, and then untucks the tail of your shirt with her teeth and 

licks the skin at the base of your spine, stopping where your pants begin. She 

twists around in front of you and kneels. She tells you to hold her hair out of 

the way. The smell of foul fish from the ocean drives up the canyon with the 



breeze. Clouds ride low on the plane of water—the moon above, a second 

layer. 

The highways are cracked, swallowing themselves. Bridges have 

fallen. Houses have slid down hills, if they didn't burn like the Eversons1. 

Your wife pulls you into her. She swallows all of you, but it is not you. 

You're losing your balance. 

She wipes her lips as she rises to your face and says, "Let's do 

something we've never done before." She zips your pants. For a brief 

moment you actually believe you could push her backwards. Off the cliff. 

Nobody would notice. You can imagine people just walking by her fallen 

body, unaware that something undreamable is about to turn. 

You face the chimney standing alone in the rubble and notice the 

miniature pink flags that dot the perimeter of the home. The clicking of your 

wife's heals quicken toward the car. You want to pull the flags out of the 

earth, but you know the chimney still stands. 



The Windows of Beale Street 

By Easter Lucy broke. She was sick of me and my fantasy to live the life 

of a blues musician. I was asleep on the floor in front of the entertainment 

center in our den when the smoke detectors began to scream. The stringy 

black smoke from the plastic hung in the air like webs; my albums were on 

fire, a bonfire, a burning in the middle of the hardwood floor. I opened my 

mouth but no sound came out I was moving so fast, but the words were too 

slow. By the time I pounced on the blaze with a quilt from the sofa, Lucy was 

huddled in the corner shaking, holding the box of Ohio Blue Tip matches, 

and half-laughing as if it had really happened, as if she had really lost all her 

marbles. 

Instead of visiting family for the short holiday, we decided a break from 

the world would be nice. Lucy had told me the Christmas before, "If you're 

not working by the next holiday, we're not visiting family, simple as that." 



Hell, it was okay by me. Her folks were beginning to despise me for not 

taking better care of their "Little Lollipop." 

She was teaching kids at Will Spivey Elementary in Oxford, had been 

since we graduated from Ole Miss and married. It was the year I voted for 

Dukakis, because of Ferraro. She really turned me on. I had always thought a 

degree and a wife would be all I ever wanted once I was all grown up: shined 

shoes, pleated pants, an overcoat for when it rained, or maybe a Corvette, 

little me's and little Lucy's in a home of our own with moss greening the red 

brick walkway to the front porch. But my childhood kept calling. I could feel 

it all when I slept, which was often right there in front of the turntable on the 

console in our den, after an all-night vigil trying to play my harmonica like 

Jimmy Reed, or Sonny Boy Williamson. 

Lucy was supporting us, like always in those days. I had never held a 

job for too long, not because I was ever fired, just quit. I believed I was born to 

quit everything the day I first heard the blues on Beale Street. And I had 

thought that when I married, that maybe I would quit the blues too. But the 

music would play in my dreams while I slept, call me like a charmer does a 

snake, or like the smell of good barbecue in the hot sun. 

Memphis, that's where I'm from. Home of Rendezvous ribs, and the 

home of B.B. King. You could say I grew up on Beale Street. I used to skip 

school or sneak out my window nights. Mama would always know when I 

sneaked out because the flowers under my window would be trampled. I 

used to wonder if that was her only reason for dabbling in such beauty. She 

never disciplined me. When Daddy found out he would say, "Drop 'em and 

grab your ankles," as he ripped the belt through the loops of his Wranglers. 



Daddy worked construction, mostly houses. His clothes, his skin, always 

reeked of what I now call Mississippi: mildewy, wet-leaf sweat and sawdust 

(he always worked through the rain). I never knew why Daddy was always so 

unhappy and sometimes he would hit me for no other reason than blowing 

my harmonica in my room. He would hit me so hard I couldn't barely sit flat 

on a school-desk chair. I used to pray so that his belt would land square on 

my butt, rather than the backs of my legs. 

During the long rains of the spring of my fourteenth year, Daddy hung 

himself at the site where he was working, wrapped cable around his neck and 

swung from a beam—a toppled paint bucket running turquoise-blue all over 

the ground. 

The flowers under my window failed to bloom that spring and by 

summer the beds were overgrown with bull nettle and Johnson grass, and I 

was roaming Beale Street more and more. I saw Muddy Waters, T-Bone 

Walker and Buddy Guy. Best of all was B.B. King's guitar work that spoke of 

a deeper, enduring side of life. I'd press my face flat against the outside of the 

tall bar windows until someone came to holler at me for smudging them 

with my greasy nose and forehead. Knowing no scales, no chords, I would 

blow on my harp, or just hold it up to my mouth and pretend as if I was a 

man in rags playing for dimes. 

Through those windows, I'd watch women in high heeled shoes kiss 

on men wearing baggy suits and shirts opened to the twirled black fuzz of 

their chests. Some of the men would put their hands up the women's skirts 

from where they sat. When B.B. played, "Sweet Little Angel," it seemed as if 



the whole world breathed the blues. Inside the window, everything was all 

tongues and moving hips and short trips to the parking lot. 1 wanted my own 

angel and I found her—Jolleen—when I was a sophomore in high school. 

Only five bucks! I mostly paid Jolleen to listen to me blow my nothing songs 

to her while sitting in the front seat of her El Dorado. Now and then I'd 

suckle the rose-smear of her chocolate breasts while she yanked between my 

legs. That's where I learned about love. 

When B.B. finished his set and smoke came pouring out the door with 

the people, I'd stick around and watch him shammy-shine Lucille until she 

glowed like still water under the moon. I tell you, this place is like that. 

Memphis. Beale Street. I could feel the hopelessness in the couples who 

stumbled and laughed through the streets playing those songs in their heads 

over and over while they walked, or slept off the night. 

In high school, with Daddy gone, I tried to learn to fend for myself. But 

I was a know-nothing kid who thought he had the world by the pants, as if I 

knew what living the blues was all about. I was delivering pizza on my 

bicycle, until the day when I told the manager I didn't feel appreciated, and I 

wanted to quit. For a brief moment I was proud. 

"Pizza Louie's will go on without you, kid," the manager told me. It 

was like a fist to my surprised stomach and saliva welled in my throat. But 

what did I expect: stop the oven, untoss the dough, freeze the anchovies, 

Mike Towns is quitting? I wish I would have understood how meaningless I 

really am, we all are, how it's so easy to take advantage of love. 



After Lucy calmed down, and I stopped ranting about the part of my 

album collection lost in the fire, she said a vacation, crabbing under the 

moonlight, might do us some good, two days away from the world, away 

from the building routine. She was teaching the kids at school about haiku. 

She loved poetry and wrote a variation of one as a demonstration. I can't 

believe 1 still remember it. "Crabbing can confuse a mind/In buckets of 

night/Flashlights cannot find." It was titled "Peripheral Movements." She 

said poetry made her feel like drinking wine in the daytime or making love 

with the lights on. That's how Beale Street, the blues, made me feel, but it 

was the pain of the music, not the words. "Someday I'm going write a whole 

book for children," she said. 

We read about a place on the coast of Alabama—Big Shell Beach: shells 

as big as volleyballs, soft-shell sand crab, surf-fishing for drum, all hidden by 

hills of sand. Luce said she wanted to run naked down the coastline. She was 

fast. She said that's when she felt the most free. She ran track since she was 

little, did the hundred for the Ole Miss women's team. Her legs were rock 

hard and hilled when they were flexed. She had won all kinds of awards in 

Mississippi and had given it all up for marriage and her job at the school. 

I think sometimes she gave up too easily. 

I still imagine her naked, sprinting down the beach, kicking up sand—a 

mare riding the seam between land and water. 



We met in college, and like everyone else, I was quick to notice her 

huge chest, those pointy nipples that always showed through the nylon tank 

tops she wore. I imagined her nipples as a pacifier, and I as a baby in her 

arms. 

While I was a pledge of Phi Delta Theta, some of the brothers assigned 

me the duty of getting Lucy French's nipple print in a tub of Cool Whip. I 

was forced to chug a whole bottle of grape Mad Dog 20/20 beforehand, but 

didn't mind because I knew it would give me the ignorance to do what I 

didn't want to do, and the numbness for the slap I expected—my chance with 

her blown for good. 

I had been watching Lucy for months. She was scheduled, which made 

it easy. I knew she liked Bleu Cheese on her salad. If she ate meat it was 

chicken, and her vegetables were either green beans or peas. She studied at 

the same library desk. I would flip through the encyclopedias near her, or 

walk dose to smell her perfume. She also jogged past the window to my 

calculus class. That's the only thing that pushed me out of bed every Tuesday 

and Thursday morning. She always had her cream-colored hair pulled back 

in a pony-tail and it bounced to the rhythm of her stride. I tried to imagine 

what she thought when she ran, and 1 dreamed of playing "Sweet Little 

Angel" to her. 

The night I went drunk up to her room—spinning from the paper-sack 

wine—Lucy took one look at my fraternity letters and sighed. But she let me 

in anyway. As I stood in front of her, all the courage I had chugged left as the 

memory of dreams do. I almost asked her to slap me and get it over with, but 

she begged me to tell her why I was there. We both laughed as I pulled the 



tub Cool Whip out of my backpack. And without hesitation she said, "Give it 

here." She peeled her top over her shoulders and folded down her spandex 

sports bra. My tongue curled in my throat and I felt as if I had swallowed a 

stone. The frankness of the way she presented herself shocked me. I stepped 

backward and tripped into her collection of CDs. She later told me that she 

went through with it because she thought I was cute, and second because she 

was lonely. When I told her I never gave the tub to the brothers, she fell in 

love with me. 

After I left her room, I scooped three-fingers-full of the whip cream and 

licked it from my hands. I had told the brothers that Lucy had threatened to 

call campus safety before throwing me out. 

I ran back to my dorm room, locked the door, and happy my roommate 

wasn't home, yanked down my jeans leaving them scrunched at my ankles. I 

spit in my hand and jerked off as I watched my hips thrust toward the mirror 

on the back side of the door. 

We drove my Datsun hatchback—full of coolers, duffels, sleeping bags 

and a tent I had bought at K-Mart for $69.99—to Gulf Shores, Alabama. After 

we rented an orange Jeep, we folded the top down and Luce stripped to her 

bikini. She loved the sun. The scant clouds dissolved, not one visible in all 

directions. The sky was beautiful, blue as hell, unreal like the backdrop of a 

bad painting. 



At Bell House Bait and Tackle, we rented rods, bought a package of 

frozen shrimp, treble hooks and claw-foot surf-weights. We already had 

flashlights and buckets for crabbing. Luce picked out a cap that was tall as a 

train conductor's. It read, "I like my men like my fish, on the end of a line." 

With all of our gear piled in the small back seat of the Jeep, we set off 

for the twenty-five mile journey down the beach. The trip was rougher than 

we expected. The sand was so soft I thought we'd get stuck out in the middle 

of nowhere—not another person in sight. Luce's seat belt didn't work right 

and every time we hit a hole or a ridge in the sand, she would bounce up 

knocking the crown of her head on the roll bar. She stood between the two 

seats, said she'd navigate. "The lookout for lost ships," she said. I wonder if 

she thought it would help her see where we were headed—the eternity of 

ocean and sand unfolding in front of us. 

The stakes to the tent wouldn't hold in the sand and there were no 

rocks, no shells the size of volleyballs. The few shells where we made camp 

were no bigger than my palm. Luce kept saying that she was sure they 

weren't too far. She was naive like that. 

"Maybe just over the next set of dunes," she said. But all I saw were sea 

oats snaking over the mounds. She said that some things were worth 

searching for. 

We found all kinds of trash washed ashore. Luce dragged over a huge 

barnacled plank that left a trail like some serpent come to invade our camp. 

She said it probably came off a pirate ship, the plank from which somebody 

once walked to their death. 



I had pulled over a water-logged rope and curled it around one of the 

stakes. By the time we finished, our tent looked like a beachcomber's hovel 

all decked out with what the sea had refused. 

While Luce unrolled the two sleeping bags and zipped them together, I 

sat cross-legged at the edge of the rising tide and blew on my harp. I had felt it 

warm in the pocket of my shirt. I tried to play "Sweet Little Angel", but 

nothing coherent came out, as if I was a child again, blowing nothing while 

staring through the windows of Beale Street. Then the water rushed over my 

feet. 

I decided to dig us a fire pit, on my knees, two-hand scooping down 

into the earth. I told Luce that we should go ahead and collect some drift 

wood, because it would be hard to find once the sun was down. But she 

wanted to be in the water where nothing really matters. 

Her bikini was yellow with pink flowers—French cut up her firm 

thighs. The flowers wrapped around her like choking vines. She cupped 

each breast to suppress their bounce, and sprinted into the ocean. When she 

could run no more, she dove* over a wave. 

I met her out on the second sand bar, beyond the breaking sets. The 

pumpkin-colored sun was resting on the western horizon. I remember the 

sky around it—violet as blue crab begins to boil. And for a moment we both 

stood silent to look. The water was relaxing. The swells lifted our feet into 

momentary flight. 

"What are you doing?" I asked. She had her arms locked around my 

waist and had begun picking me up. 



"Why is it we're all so much lighter in the water?" She dropped me 

down into a hug, a kiss that I put nothing into. Her mouth tasted like the 

Wheat Thins we had snacked on earlier in the day. 

"Got me," I said. "Write a haiku about it, that's all poetry is, just a lot 

of stuff nobody understands." She looked hurt after I said that. I didn't want 

to hurt her. 

"Maybe it's because we don't have as much to worry about in the 

water. Maybe it frees us from what's hiding below the surface." She told me 

psychiatrists use water, hydrotherapy. 

But I never believed in therapy. "You are what you are and can't help 

that," I said. She moved the wet hair from hanging in my eyes. And 1 

thought it was then I would tell her I wanted a divorce, and when she asked 

why, I would say that 1 couldn't explain the reason for it, maybe it was that 

she was too good for me, that I was destined to immerse myself in blues. But 

I couldn't find the words. 

I dunked her under the water. We splashed for a while like children in 

a pool. When she tried to dunk me back, my watch caught on her bikini-top 

and the clasp snapped open. Her breasts just sat there, as if the world stopped 

to stare, her breasts, her nipples like eyes seeing through me. 

Luce flinched. She folded her arms around her chest. I guessed it was a 

woman's instinct, reflex, protection, even from her husband. She moved up 

and down with the water, let down her arms, and her nipples rested on the 

plane of the water, as if peeking over a shelf, afraid to go below. 



Luce had told the kids at school she would try to bring back some sand 

dollars for show-and-tell. We dove down under the water, kicked our feet 

into the air and burrowed into the sand bar. I knew that the salt water would 

sting my eyes, but I wanted to see everything around me. 

The water was milky green, clouded like the edges of a dream, with all 

sorts of seaweed, kelp, silty debris and small fish rushing past my eyes as if a 

huge magnet pulled it all ashore—the undertow so strong I had to fight it, 

kicking and digging, burying my hands in the sand. I could see Luce's ankles. 

She had gone up for a breath. I needed to also, but held it. Out of breath, my 

body submerged entirely, resting on the bottom, and I thought about flooding 

my lungs, drifting away, washing up on some distant shore. But I heard her 

muffled voice calling my name. From the water between us, it sounded as if 

she was a mile away—like a voice through a long pipe. 

I stretched out my arms as if I was flying in the water and let the tow 

take me where it could, to Beale Street—the seedy bars—the sound of blues 

pulling me home, just floating. 

I came up for air away from Luce. She didn't see me emerge. I went 

back down and swam toward her. Again I saw her blurred ankles and latched 

hold of one. She screamed that far-away scream. 

Before the last torch of sunlight burned into the ocean, we found wood, 

got a fire blazing and prepared to boil the lobsters we bought at Kroger's. We 

had picked them fresh from a tank, their claws rubber-banded shut. They 

were still alive, but groggy from the ice. We drank burgundy from a jug 

while the water bubbled. So near death, the lobsters didn't even flinch as we 



lowered them into the steamy water. Luce turned and faced the waves, afraid 

to watch them die. 

While they boiled, we scanned the sky for shooting stars, kept score like 

playing Herby-Love-Bug on the highway. Luce saw so many more than I did. 

"Can you see the stars that look like they're flashing? Blue and red?" 

she asked. She put her hand to my face and told me to follow her finger. I 

didn't see them but told her that they were probably satellites orbiting the 

earth. 

"It must get pretty lonely up there," she said. 

"People don't fly around in them. They are just machines taking 

pictures to send back to earth." 

While cracking the lobsters with pliers, Luce began to talk about 

searching for the big shells. 

"Why don't we kill two birds with one stone," she said. "While 

crabbing we can also look for the shells." She told me that we could race 

naked down the beach. "And then when our hearts and lungs are winded, I 

want to make love to you at the edge of the water while the foam tickles our 

feet, filling your lungs with the air from my body." 

Reluctantly, I threw my paper plate into the fire and proceeded to strip 

down. She grabbed the flashlight and I grabbed the bucket. Just lili£ the races, 

we got down in a three point stance. Luce screamed bang, lifted her arms to 

cup her breasts, and began to pull away from me. 

As I pumped my legs and my arms trying to catch up, the bucket in my 

right hand whistled a deep whistle as I dragged it through the air, and I 

watched the darkness being peeled away by the bright moon. Luce was so 



much farther ahead of me, just a shadow, a silhouette, moving toward what 

she hoped were the biggest shells she had ever seen. It seemed as if she 

would keep running until she found those big shells, disappear into the night 

if that's what it took. The sound of the waves rolling over one another was 

mesmerizing; I felt as if I was floating to the beat of my feet on the sand—a 

natural music. Then I felt a stinging crunch under my foot. With each step a 

numbing fire shot through my leg until I buckled and dropped like a ball-and-

chained mutineer from a ship's plank . 

For a second I thought I would cry, spitting grit from my mouth, facing 

the sole of my foot toward the moonlight to see what stabbed me. I removed 

a shell shard from my foot and held it in my blood-stained hand. I tried to 

pinpoint a star with my big toe in order to get the blood to slow. It dripped 

down my legs and settled in pools at my crotch. I saw a shooting star. 

When Luce finally came back for me, she found me half passed out 

from loss of blood, with a red ring soaked in runny circles all around me. 

"Oh my God, Oh my God!" was all she could say. 

"Here's your big shell," I told her. This time, it was me who laughed, 

half-crazed by the sight of my own blood. It made my stomach crawl. And 

I'm sure I looked the part too: the madman, naked, slathered in blood. "Run 

back to the Jeep and get towels," I told her. I kept the flashlight. It was flicked 

on and crabs shied sideways from the light and buried themselves. 

When Luce got back she was panting. With one of the towels, I cleaned 

off my foot and the slice was thick as my middle finger. I wrapped the other 

one around my foot and tucked it in at the edges. Luce took me under her 

arm and helped me toward the Jeep—my lame foot crooked behind me as I 



hopped. We had to leave everything, all the gear, so that I could get to a 

hospital. I told her we would be back for it all. I felt my heartbeat in my foot, 

a quick throbbing sending icy needles through my veins. 

I was lying to her. I had never lied to her before and took it back. I 

blurted it all out at once making little to no sense at all. I told her we would 

never be back for the tents, the rods, the shells. "None of it! This is not what 

I want!" 

Lucy told me to calm down and that I was hysterical from the loss of 

blood and that we'd talk later. "You're just upset is all," she said. "Before 

you know it everything will be fine. The Jeep is just ahead." 

I pulled my arm from around her shoulder and tried to face her but fell 

backward. From the ground I screamed, "I'm goddamn serious. Why can't 

you just fucking open your eyes? I said I want a divorce, get it through your 

head. I'm not happy, and I don't want to be." She started to cry, lifting me 

again from the sand, repeating that everything would be fine. I watched the 

sand pass beneath me as we hobbled toward the fire. 

Lucy helped me dress, propped my foot up in the back seat and then 

quickly dressed herself. I watched light from the fire dance across the dunes. I 

saw a long path of moonlight streaked on the sea. When Luce hopped behind 

the wheel she was still crying. She cranked the engine and turned to face me. 

She asked me if I would be all right and I looked into her eyes for the first 

time since we had come to the beach. The orange of the flames reflected off 

her tears as if she were crying fire. When she wiped the tears away with the 

sleeve of her shirt, she looked up and said, "I'm pregnant damn it, I'm 

fucking pregnant!" 
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That night in the emergency room I almost did it. I almost said that we 

would make it through all this. I wish I had. She's remarried now and again 

has the child like the one we aborted. We never knew if ours was a boy or a 

girl. But I think about it a lot. I haven't found another Lucy. Maybe I never 

will, or maybe I will but won't realize it until she is gone. I did finally realize 

that I couldn't play the blues as well as I thought I could. It was no longer in 

my heart. I still love it, but ever since I knew I had lost Lucy forever, the 

feeling has never been the same. The blues isn't about quitting or giving up 

everything. It's not just pain, or music, but strength and words. 

Sometimes I still walk down Beale Street and press my face against the 

windows like I did when I was a boy. I wonder about the world Lucy and I left 

on the beach. For years I've been meaning to go back, but I'm scared I might 

never return and sometimes that really doesn't seem like a bad alternative. I 

wonder if our beach hovel is even still there. I like to believe that people 

leave it alone—a shrine—thinking it belongs to somebody, and that they 

might possibly return. But somewhere inside me I know it has collapsed, 

fallen into the sand, the sand that blends so smoothly with the water. 



Swann Valley 

My cabin is 1,000 feet up from the base of Buck Mountain, not quite in 

the small town of Swann Valley, Idaho—my address (Station One, Targhee 

National Forest) housed a small back-country Ranger Station from the forties 

through the seventies, when this place was still considered the sticks. But 

cement trucks rumbled through several years back and changed all that. They 

laid cement that looked as if it had been mixed from fine diamond powder, 

like electric sand from the beaches of Rio or some other exotic locale—the 

whitest cement I'd ever seen. Men worked religiously flattening and 

smoothing it into a nicer road than this place deserves, let alone asked for. 

After the workers packed up their thermoses and lunch pails and 

slogged down to where their cars were parked next to the highway where the 



new road began, I carved my name into the wet cement. From town you can 

see the white road curl around the side of the mountain and then disappear. 

In the moonlight it glows like some alien trail that when all the lights from 

the hillside homes are turned out, the road—from town—looks as if you 

could drive it into the sky. If the moon is full you can see my cabin in the 

glowing reflection. My cabin, unfortunately, is not but fifteen yards from the 

white road. 

The white road is exactly two point six miles long. Town is fifteen 

point three miles away. I know this because I calculated it on the odometer of 

my 1972 banana-colored Jeep Cherokee; I did it because I'm a jogger and 

hoped to someday be able to start from my house, make a lap around the 

small town square and then head directly back up, without stopping, run all 

thirty point six miles—a veritable marathon and then some, not to mention 

the altitude. That's me: head always bigger than the heart, always setting 

unreasonable goals, that depress me finally, when they are never achieved. I 

wasn't an athlete before I moved out here, but the combination of my past 

and nothing more than the most basic feeling of the air in my lungs made me 

want to be healthy. I dropped twenty pounds the first six months and then 

another ten by the time my first year living in the forest was over. I look at 

an old picture of myself when I can't remember who I used to be. It's a 

picture from years ago with my first wife (I cut out her picture with an exacto-

knife after the divorce) and I can't believe my cheeks were ever so fat. I 

looked at least a decade older then. Now, I can actually see the lines of the 

bones in my face. Sometimes, when I get out of the shower I just stand there 



in front of the mirror and flex the muscles in my legs and muse about all the 

ground over which they have carried me, all the miles left to go. 

1 moved here from Dallas some five years back, after my fourth 

marriage ended and my third DW1 landed me in the dink. I had decided to 

live without women and booze for awhile, try my hand at carpentry and lead 

a simpler life than I had ever done before. In Texas, I had owned a couple of 

convenience stores, some billboards along the highway, and some condos 

north of the city. I own some property near Cleburne that a mining company 

paid me a pretty-penny for the mineral rights to. So, I can say that I never 

really worked. But I wanted to clean all that out of my system, and I tried to 

starve myself of love and pleasure to hopefully come to grips with my 

addictions, the weaknesses that were making me miserable. 

The booze was easier than the women. I fell in love too easy. I would 

go out on a date, dance, kiss passionately, tell her she was the one I had always 

been waiting for and then ask her to move in with me. I married my second 

wife after a week. We counted having sex forty-three times that week and 

decided that any two people who could have sex forty-three times in a week 

and have an orgasm each and every time, well, surely they were meant to be 

forever. My problem is that I cheated on them almost as fast as I married 

them. 

My cabin had been abandoned for about ten years before I bought it; 

"used for storage now and then," the Ranger Frank Chilton said when he first 

showed me the place. When I bought the cabin it was in bad shape, but it was 

a good deal seeing how the Forest Service really had no use for it and I needed 

a cheap place to live, a place I spent that first summer five years ago making 



my own. It had no electricity, an old metal ratchet pump with a spigot for 

water outside, and a rotted looking outhouse with rifle holes all through the 

sideboards. Douglas firs rose a good ten stories on all sides. 

I decided to do all the repairs on the cabin myself, make it livable for 

the long winters ahead. Not only did I save a little money, but I had never 

been a carpenter before, and so it would give me time to train myself, and, 

establish a good collection of tools—i.e. have lots of stuff hanging from my 

work belt like a graybeard in the business. What I came to find out, though, is 

that working on a construction crew was harder than I had imagined. Not 

that the work was hard, but with such limited experience, no one wanted to 

hire me. Now, I earn just enough to live on by painting the houses I wish I 

had built. 

Except for the Ranger, I was the only one living up here. But when 

Swann Valley opened the Mount Ribaldi Ski and Recreation Area, the 

National Forest sold some land around the base of Buck Mountain—where 

we live—to the city for developing condos and ski chalets to attract buyers 

and seasonal vacationers. For Sale signs littered the sides of the white road 

and houses started sprouting up. Then came the traffic. I hated the growth. I 

felt like everything I had run away from was closing in on me. 

The air here is always damp, and cold, even on the warmest days. The 

smell in the warmer months reminds me of mint leaves in iced tea, the way 

my mother used to make it in Texas when I was a boy. The winter smell is 

dusty and feels like menthol on the throat. The winters get down to forty 

below. I have a woodstove that keeps my small place cozy. The man I work 

for takes jobs painting the insides of houses for the winters and so I work year 



round, which is hard to do with such drastic seasonal changes. The snow can 

cover my Cherokee entirely: when I go outside in the morning it's hard to see 

it against the blanket of white. The only good thing about having the nice 

new white road is that the city snow plows it during the winter. 

Swann Valley has become anonymous with all the transient, passing 

crowds. For many the existence is brief, momentary, a from-the-car look— 

maybe stopping at one of the two antique shops, maybe Hungry Jack's for a 

cup of coffee and a donut, or skiing and a dip in the hot tub—and then they 

pass through. Winnebagos dragging compact get-around cars—some golf 

carts—are the vehicle of choice. Nine times out of ten they have a map of the 

United States painted on the sides—the visited states (like an homage, a flag 

raised to the art of traveling) are colored with reds, greens, blues and yellows. 

They pass through Swann Valley en-route to the Teton Pass—a slight cut in 

the Rocky Mountains—the way into Wyoming. Once, when I was coming 

out of the hardware store, a man and his wife (Edward and Hildy they 

introduced themselves as) asked me how to get to the Tetons. They spoke to 

me like I was an extinct animal; and slow, as if they weren't sure I could even 

understand English. Instead of telling them the Grand Teton was visible over 

their shoulder, I sent them over the pass, into Wyoming. Edward shook my 

hand three times as if I had done him a great favor. There's an unwritten 

code: locals should hate tourists, and so send them into Wyoming whenever 

the chance comes. 

For others the existence is a little more permanent, but not much. We 

call them 90-Day Wonders. These are usually college-age kids—either drop-



outs traveling through America in their VW buses with curtains and ski 

racks, mountain bikes tied to the back, or recent graduates wanting to get the 

last taste of what they believe is the truest freedom one can ever know, the 

freedom before returning to their birth towns to start a career. And they are 

partially right. It is freedom. But if there is one thing I've learned, it's that 

the feeling is not dependent upon place. The freedom can come only from 

the mind. Place should have no bearing on happiness. 

I'm the third type of non-native to this area: people running from 

something, to something, starting over—which included the new wealth of 

inhabitants in this area, what I decided is a common thread in all small 

mountain towns. Sure, the world is getting bigger, and people need more 

space to live, but wilderness is making a comeback, and the world, for the 

most part, wants to be a part of it. 

And then there's the natives, what there are of them. It's the town 

joke that nobody is originally from Swann Valley. Mayor Newsome is said to 

be a direct descendent from one of the first settlers. His campaign slogan was, 

"Roy Newsome, The Only One." No one ran against him. His great great 

grandfather is the reason it's named Swann Valley. In 1891, the same day that 

he began cutting pine trees to build his home, a flock of more than a hundred 

Trumpeter Swan flew over the small growing settlement, flapping their huge 

wings like the rumblings of passing rain clouds. Rumor has it that he chased 

the flock on foot for three miles until they landed in the nearby South Fork of 

the Snake River. There, he dove into the water to swim with the swans and 

was never seen again. Some say that something about the swans loosened a 
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screw in his head, and that he didn't die until he was an old man, a slap-

happy trapper in the mountains. 

One Saturday morning I was sitting on my back porch—like I do every 

Saturday—and 1 heard a crashing through the forest up above my house. I 

could sometimes hear the same sound during the night—the hoof-beats— 

while curled on my bed with my afghan chin-tight. Many a evening, while 

sitting with my legs dangling off the porch of the cabin, I listened to the 

coyotes wailing at the moon. I often joined them and imagined myself as one 

of the pack and that the coyotes summoned me to join them, to mate in the 

wild, to rejoin the world. Their echoes seemed so close. 1 always strained my 

eyes through the dark trees, through the milky moonlight that leaked down 

from the florets of the forest. Sometimes I just listened and imagined the 

coyotes running, and then myself running beside them. Running is 

something I have to do. I feel it in my gut, a pain, sometimes so much it 

hurts, and running is the only thing that can release me. 

For a second I stopped drinking my coffee, and I wondered if I should 

follow the sounds. I had learned nothing about myself in the five years I 

abstained from booze, from sex, from love. And to tell the truth, none of it 

had really been too difficult. I did drink more coffee than was healthy, but 1 

was healthier than I had ever been. I just didn't feel like the new person I 

thought this place would direct me toward. I had still never been able to run 

the entire way to town and back More times than not I walked, pushed 

myself into the last leg of my marathon, when my limbs would go numb, and 

I would collapse, scuffing my knees and palms on the cement. 



I set down my cup of coffee and ran into the woods, to follow the 

crashing sounds, knowing I shouldn't. When I got to a point where I could 

not see my house back over my shoulder, I heard the crashing again. I moved 

in the direction of branches snapping. What I saw when I came to a clearing 

was a woman weaving horizontally through the trees—breaking trail— 

carrying a large stick, or a staff—one end crooked like a cane—high into the 

air, as if she were an Indian on attack. She was so fast that I easily lost her in 

the trees. Then she would appear in flashes one hundred yards ahead. She 

was running on the balls of her feet, using the pole for balance, as if sprinting 

across a thin wire, as if no obstacles were in her path. 

She had shoulder-length oak-colored hair that bounced as she ran. She 

also wore a pair of those athletic prescription glasses—Rec-Specs—like 

professional basketball players wear wrapped around their heads with an 

elastic band. She was wearing a green t-shirt, tight jeans, and knee-high, lace-

up leather moccasins. I thought she might be hunting, possibly chasing the 

coyotes I believed I was following, but, as if she were running the four 

hundred, she would stop when she got to a certain point, turn around, and 

begin running back again, ducking under low branches, hopping stumps and 

dead-fall until she got to the other imaginary end, out of my sight. And when 

the breaking of twigs and the sound of hurry ceased, she was gone. 

During the next week, I constantly kept an ear out for the strange 

woman. The thought of her occupied the hours of my work-day, each stroke 

of my brush, each sweep of my sprayer. When I closed my eyes at night to 



sleep, I sometimes thought I heard her crashing through the forest, and when 

1 fell asleep, she came into my dreams. 

After work, I began to sit outside and just listen. I chased down a 

porcupine, a pair of ruffed grouse, and mating marmot. I started running less 

and less because I didn't want to miss the chance to see her again. The pain in 

my head and in my bones got horrible, but I refused to run, passing my 

normal running hours after work making a desk and a kitchen table out of 

some knotty pine I had taken from the scraps around a site where I was 

painting. The cancer-like growths made excellent odd-shaped legs for the 

table. 

While I was on the porch splitting pine into thin strips in order to 

weave the seats together, I looked up and saw her, not running but sitting 

with her back against the trunk of a tree, picking sprigs from of a scrub of sage, 

rubbing them under her nose. She was watching me work. She did not 

speak. I felt that this woman had seen me watching her run through the 

forest, knew I had been waiting for her, and considered it her turn to watch. 1 

continued making my splits, placing the steel wedge in the center of the log, 

clubbing it with a maul, and then peeling it free. I wondered if she had been 

watching me ever since that day—watching me howl with the coyotes, think 

about love, maybe even looking into my windows at night as I turned in my 

sheets—the pain of not running almost unbearable. 

When I again looked at her, she was coming up the steps of my porch. 

She was still wearing the Rec-Specs and the knee-high moccasins, and the t-

shirt—a Green Bay Packers Super Bowl I Champions. She looked to be about 

thirty—her skin leathery and dark. 



"Addalina's my name. How's yours?" She had an accent that I placed 

from the midwest. I stood up, still holding the maul. "Ho there, I come in 

peace. We mean no harm to your planet." She put her fingers up to her head 

like antennae. 

"Sorry. It's Edmund." She put out her hand to shake, then pulled it 

away. 

"Gotch you!" she said and laughed loudly. "Building some chairs I see. 

You have a homey little home." 

"Thanks, I've done a lot of work on the old place. Not much, but she's 

mine." 

"Sounds like where I live," she said. 

"And where do you live?" I asked. There was a long silence. I looked 

past her into the forest. She twisted to look for what I was seeing. 

"You know, I run because I can. Don't we all?" she asked, not as a 

question, but more of an observation. "What legs are for. That's what your 

wondering, ain't it?" She kneeled to tighten the leather lace of her right 

moccasin. "Have you ever seen a stampede, wanted to feel the earth shake, 

put an ear to the ground and hear the clatter of hooves as they look for new 

ground to graze? It's a wonder. I tell you. It's both a feeling of true horror, as 

it must be for cattle, or bison. It's also pure joy, a release. Like anything else. 

Everything's so fenced in nowadays that nobody has the chance to feel a 

stampede. Maybe that's what I think when I run." Her cheeks raised and 

then for no reason she laughed, not soft, but bold and long as if she wanted 

the world to hear. Her chin was pointy when she smiled. I stared back into 

the woods. 



"Yep, that's where I live/' she said pointing into the forest. "Live near 

the crest of Tuckerman's Ridge. I saw you watching me as I ran. To tell you 

the truth, I didn't want you to find my home. That's why I disappeared." She 

explained that she wasn't really such a mystery, actually a pretty plain person. 

She told me she liked her home, and with all the new houses going up all the 

time, it was harder to keep that side of her a secret. She came to a quasi-

realization after she saw me, a triggering feeling. Not quite sure what it was 

exactly, but she'd let me in on it when she figured it out. 

"Sounds fair," I said. "I run myself, jog, or I try to. For awhile now I've 

been trying to make the round trip from my cabin to town. Thirty point six 

miles." 

"Ouch," she said. 

"Yeah, I'm getting to the point where I'm afraid I'm just not gonna 

make it. Same place each damn time, like an invisible wall. Smack! and then 

the race is over. I don't why I can't be happy with what I've accomplished. 

It's more than I've ever done before. I guess . . ." 

Addalina turned in an instant and ran down the steps and into the 

shadows of the forest. As she began to disappear I followed, feeling as if I 

were tied to her by a long rope that jerked me along. I picked my feet up high, 

goose-stepping with each stride, jumping fallen timber, feeling my heart 

begin to pound, my mouth begin to dry. I heard her breaking through 

branches, and I began to run as if being chased, afraid to look behind for fear 

of losing a step to whatever was following. 

The steep run up the mountain was making my calves sore as hell. I 

had not jogged for weeks, and stiffened easily. The filtering bands of light 



made my motions seem strobed. Now and then I caught glimpses of her hair, 

mushrooming from under the elastic band. The flowing ends seemed to 

wrap around trees as she passed. 

Where I finally caught up with her was two tents and tarp pulled flat 

between four trees. By the looks of the Coleman stove, the clothes-line— 

pinned with wool socks, panties, and shoelaces—and two Crazy Creek chairs, 

I figured it to be where she lived. Wavering in the wind was a flag—a 

cottonmouth snake rearing its head—affixed to a dead tree whose brandies 

had all fallen. Underneath the cottonmouth it said, 'Don't Tread On Me." 

The area was a flat shelf with steep rocky cliffs at the back side—Tuckerman's 

Ridge. The flat part of the shelf was about thirty yards wide by fifty yards long. 

The ridge rose into a false summit. 

Underneath the tarp was what looked like a pile—pyramid in shape— 

of cannon balls. My first thought was survivalist. Every so often the Swann 

Valley Daily reported hikers finding stashes of guns and ammo in unearthed 

crates. Addalina stood underneath the tarp as it snapped in the breeze. 

I walked closer and could see they were not cannon balls, but bowling 

balls. I saw the various three-finger grips and the writing: Galaxy 300s, 

Brunswick Bombers, and some with people's names etched in white: Mary 

Louise Johnson/Lake Worth Lolly Gaggers, or Sam Needlebaum/Perfect 

Game 01/04/84. Addalina asked me what I thought of her collection. 

Leaning up against the cliff of rock was a contraption made from white 

PVC pipe, much longer than it was wide. 

"It's a travois, or at least something like one," she said. "I made it after 

seeing a picture in the library of the Sioux—I think it was the Sioux—as they 



traveled the Trail Of Tears, pulling their homes, children, the side, and even 

their dead. Man, it was a powerful picture, black and white, faded at the 

edges. Their faces reminded me of stones." She asked me if 1 would drag it to 

the bowling balls. As I did so, I watched her out of the corner of my eye, 

careful not to let her see me, though for some reason I had the feeling she 

knew what I was doing, even before I did it. She kneeled beside a bowl and 

filled it with water from a collapsible jug. She carried the bowl over where 

the flag hung. As I dragged the travois, she pulled off her shirt, her 

moccasins, her jeans and stood naked, back to me. I stopped in my steps, 

forgot myself, and stared like a kid at buck natives in National Geographic. 

She poured the large bowl full of water over her head—half first, then 

the other half—making sure her hair was good and soaked. She gathered the 

long strands into a pig tail and then wrung it out. She knotted it behind her 

head and turned, facing me in her modesty. I flinched, shied, and felt as if I 

had betrayed her by not respecting her privacy. 

As she toweled herself dry, she asked, "Edmund, what is your last 

name?" I did not look at her and busied myself with the travois. 

"Wilson, it's Edmund Joseph." 

After a silence, I was surprised to feel her hand on my shoulder. A 

cream-colored towel was crimped over her breasts. 

"Please pardon my nakedness Edmund Joseph. I don't have many 

guests to my home." 



She entered her tent and soon came out dressed in cut-off blue-jean 

shorts and a plain white v-neck t-shirt. She sat on a log and laced up her 

knee-high moccasins. She walked back over to where I still stood holding the 

travois. 

"You can set it down now. Do you think you can make it back to your 

home without getting lost?" 

"It can't be too hard." As 1 turned away, she told me that she would 

need my help in the morning and asked if I would be willing to come back 

up. I nodded and asked what time. 

"Whenever you wake." 

I woke earlier than usual for a Sunday. I lit the gas stove and put on a 

pot of water to make coffee. Finished with my third cup, I decided to make 

the ascent to Addalina's home. 

As I approached, she waved. She was loading the bowling balls onto 

the travois. With twine, she had roped together several layers of PVC pipe 

into a box, a basket for the back of the travois. 

"Have you ever been bowling, Edmund?" I nodded and she told me to 

cradle one of the balls, close my eyes and imagine myself aiming for the 

center of the lane careful not to pass the forbidden line, and to think of where 

I wanted to hit the pins to make them spread perfectly and topple like a field 

of dominos. "Feel your fingers in the holes and imagine them growing roots, 

thin roots merging with the ball, so transparent and weak they can't inhibit 

your point of release." 



"My fingers don't fit these holes," I said. Addalina picked up another 

one, marbly, the color of granite. Between the finger holes it said Holiday 

Lanes, Lexington, Kentucky. "Yes," I told her. "Yes, I feel it." 

"Now give it to me," she said. She explained that I was there to help 

her drag the travois to the summit of Buck Mountain, which is not tall for a 

mountain in this area, not much more than 9,000 feet—2,000 higher than the 

elevation of my cabin. From where Addalina had her campsite, it was not 

much farther to the subtle summit. For sure it was steep, but not far. 

It was no easy task. 1 felt a burning in my calves, and in my shoulders. 

We took turns putting the nylon straps over our shoulders like a backpack, 

driving the legs, pulling like an ox plowing a field. The one who was not 

pulling would tell stories to the other, to keep their my mind off the slow 

pace. I told her about my past, why I ran, why I run. I admitted the pain of 

not running I endured while hoping to see her again. Then she told me 

about herself. 

"I started out hiding from myself," she said. "I was a prostitute in 

Chicago, the Windy City where the streets are always damp. I got addicted to 

heroin and crystal meth, one taking me up, the other taking me down." She 

went on to tell me that one night she sat for eight hours on the top of an 

apartment building with a pistol in her mouth. She said she didn't know 

why, but she finally decided that if she could just get away from there, maybe 

she could survive. She climbed down the fire escape, and with nothing but 

the clothes on her back, started hitching west. "Do you want to switch?" she 

asked. 



"No, I'm fine." I was exhausted, but I wanted to hear the rest of the 

story. "Go on." 

"The journey was slow. My addictions had the best of me. I slept back 

in the trees just off the highway. Many times I thought I would die there, 

anonymous, drenched in cold sweat, feverish and hallucinating, vomiting 

what I was sure was the last liquid in my body. It was insane. I tried to make 

it back on the highway, to hitch back to Chicago. I must have gotten lost in 

the fields, because I came on a big group of cows, big crazy looking longhorns, 

mostly sitting, some standing with their eyes closed. And I must have scared 

the shit out of them, because they all jumped up and starting running right at 

me. All 1 could think was to turn and run, but I was so dizzy and weak that I 

kept falling until I couldn't get up anymore. I put my head in my in my arms 

and curled my knees up to my chest and waited to be trampled. I remember 

hearing the ground rumbling, but that's the last I remember. When I woke, it 

was light, and I found my way back to the highway and kept going." 

It took four grueling trips to move all the bowling balls. At the top, 

Addalina had made a dike from felled trees where we carefully lined each of 

the bowling balls. After we stacked the last of the balls in place, she had a 

banana and a handful of raisins and peanuts for each of us. Addalina passed 

me a bottle of water. I opened the spout and poured it into my mouth. 

"So what the hell are we up here for?" 

Addalina turned, looked cross-eyed at me through her Rec-Specs. 

"There are two kinds of people," she said. "Those who run, and those who 

hide." I wasn't sure what she was getting at, because to me they were the 

same. We sat in silence watching the sun drop below the distant ridges. 



When all was dark on the western side of Buck Mountain—away from 

my cabin and her tent home—the bowling balls waited. Addalina told me to 

lie down, stomach to the earth, an ear to the ground. I must have looked 

worried because she told me that it was okay, nobody lived below, just a river-

valley dried by the Snake River Dam. 

I got down spread eagle on the ground as if I were being frisked. I 

turned my ear to the brown nettles. It was soft, not what I imagined the top of 

a mountain to be like. I felt Addalina's warm breath in my ear as she spoke. 

"Close your eyes and listen to the stampede." 

With the heel of her foot, she kicked the wall of felled trees. The balls 

exploded like bulls from rodeo gates, some sounding like giant marbles 

knocking into one another, like the collapse of a great city. I could not feel the 

balls, but could only hear their thud cratering the soft ground, skipping off 

rocks, shaking tall trees on impact. And then, as if I had just learned to feel, I 

felt it, like a train, like a team of cattle racing through my body, the echo 

shaking my bones, up my spine, then bouncing against the inner walls of my 

head. 

When I opened my eyes Addalina stood naked with her arms spread 

facing the same direction as the falling bowling balls. Her eyes were closed as 

if she understood each and every ball, heard each one as it crashed through 

the trees below. 

I took off my clothes, and felt drawn to follow the bowling balls down 

the mountain, trying to catch up with them. It was indescribable, the kind 



thing you can find only in a dream. The closest way to describe it is the 

feeling of a word, or some lost memory on the tip of your tongue, yet no 

matter how hard you try, you can't come up with it. But not just that, it is the 

magic of not thinking about it any longer, and how that word, that memory, 

comes to you in a flash of surprise. This flash came to me as Addalina 

sprinted beside me, and grabbed my hand. 

We had fallen asleep on a boulder in the dry river-valley—the bowling 

balls all around reflecting the moonlight like stars. I don't know how long 

we slept, but it was well into the night, late, when she shook me awake. She 

said it was time to make my marathon. It had been a long day and I was 

exhausted, but Addalina insisted. "Some nights are just magic," she said. 

It was a full moon night, so late there were no cars on the roads down 

the mountain. What I've noticed about running is that it comes in waves of 

energy for me. I reach a plateau of exhaustion that seems to drive on forever, 

but if I can withstand it, it always passes. I get a second and a third wind. And 

when that third pulse of power diminishes, it's there that I can't get beyond. 

Addalina and I had talked intermittently all the way down. But once 

we rounded the town square and started back up the highway, all words 

stopped. It was a comfortable feeling, as if we didn't have to speak to 

communicate. 

For an hour there was no sound that I heard except the rhythm of four 

feet scuffling up the highway. I wasn't as exhausted as I had thought—or at 

least not at that moment because I was starting on my third wind— but knew 



it wouldn't last. The third/1 do nothing but look at the ground directly in 

front of me, no more than one or two steps. After each of my DWIs, I was 

required to complete hours in an Alcohol Anonymous program and I 

equated the third wind to their motto, "One day at a time." Except now it 

was, "One step at a time." 

"How do you feel?" Addalina finally asked. 

I answered with a nod, never moving my eyes from my next step. The 

truth was that I was wearing down. I knew this place, this feeling—the 

approach of my last efforts, the knowledge of my previous failures. Addalina 

seemed to be having no trouble at all. She had already run her race, already 

accomplished her marathon. 

"I'm approaching the wall," I said. 

"Not tonight you're not." 

I dropped my eyes back to the ground. Trusting my feet, I closed my 

eyes, imagined each, felt the ground under my shoes. When I opened them 

to see how much farther we had to go, I could see the white road approaching, 

glowing in the moonlight like a runway. It was the most beautiful thing I 

had ever seen. I reached the third plateau and passed it. Addalina was 

surprised when I sped up. She caught up quickly and flashed me a big smile 

as we turned onto the white road. 

I no longer looked down at my feet. I looked forward, looked as far 

down the electric white road as I could see. It glittered, sparkled like the finest 

diamond. For the first time I was glad that the road was there, passing in 

front of my home, linking me to world. 



"I don't think I'm so angry anymore at all the people invading the 

forest up here." 

"Everybody needs to run," she said. 

"We're gonna make it, aren't we?" I asked. 

"Maybe we can pick up all those bowling balls and make a garden with 

them in your yard, make a shape people can see from planes, or from the 

summit if they look really hard." I didn't say a word, turned my eyes back to 

the glowing road and started to sprint the last leg, knowing at that moment 

that there wasn't anything else in the world under my feet I would rather 

have had guiding me back. 



Bazooka Joe 

You've been here, the dog tracks, every night (plus Saturday and 

Sunday matinees) since you left your wife back in Savannah, Georgia, two 

weeks ago. The drink was getting at your brain, and you figured you might 

have shot her, your wife, Marjorie the Mango, put a dime-size hole in her 

forehead leaving an inky-red thumb print stamped like a parcel to God. You 

knew you'd blow her away if you found pink in another one of her famous 

fried steaks smothered in ketchup. You said to her, "How many times have I 

got to tell you, Eddie Klomp hates any sign of life," thinking: honey, sweet 

pea, my Marjorie the Mango, if my steak bleeds, so will you! 

Since you left, it has been the same as the eight times prior: gin in 

motel room cups, masturbation (which at the half-century mark is no longer 

a sensation, just a chore like mowing the lawn on Saturday with nothing to 



show but grass stained shoes), with your out-of-the-room hours spent at the 

doggy-downs. Tonight, it's the Lucky Greyhound, Longwood, Florida. 

Nothing beats the dogs, baby, you think night after night, needing the 

win to keep your run from your wife alive, to keep from having to retreat to 

her new-fangled God-fearing arms where you will be forced to nuzzle, 

snuggle with shame, full of ruin, having that gin headache that doesn't wear 

for a month's time. That comfort is like a different drink black coffee, a cold 

shower, thorazine: LOVE. You know you can be trusted again (Jehovah 

forgives and so does Marjorie) to dry up for a while, get a job—the promise, 

the cover to make away with more loot, to run down the dogs and hope for a 

shot at new life. 

The cash was in the duffel you hid behind the toilet in room 401. You 

requested no maid service until you asked. Now the bag is empty, deflated 

like a grounded helium balloon. The leftover cash, $895, is folded in your 

wallet, the wallet so thick it feels like a boulder in the rear of your 

undershorts. Tonight's the night, the last night, and you know everything 

rides on it. It's the night you always think about putting the bullet in your 

own head, just to get away from it all. 

You chew Bazooka Bubble Gum because Bazooka Joe is about the only 

thing that can make you smile, make your belly ache you laugh so hard. You 

think, that Bazooka Joe is some kind of genius. You don't blow bubbles 

because they stick in your fuzzy mustache, and that ain't funny. 



You pay your last token to get through the front gates. With program 

in hand, a dull half-pencil, and spectacles riding low on your pudgy nose you 

spit out the piece of gum you've already chewed the sugar from. It bounces 

on the painted green cement floor of the Lucky Greyhound, Longwood, 

Florida. Folding the program under your sweaty armpit, you make for the bar 

and order a gin, no ice. You squeeze a packet of lemon juice into it, and 

swizzle with your finger. You drink gin like sun-tea when you're back in 

Georgia, on the porch to your home—drying out—planning your next escape 

to the dog tracks, hoping for that one last pink-centered steak that puts you 

over the edge. 

Sipping your gin, you begin to peruse the races of the night. You look 

for the names of dogs you recognize (thinking the same every night, how you 

should have kept a notebook of all the winners because now they all look the 

same—"Was it Bread and Butter I lost all the money in Mobile on, or was it 

that record holder in Tampa?"), the reputable trainers, and the fastest times 

given from the dogs' recent showings. 

Your system now is like walking, stars for the best three dogs in every 

race, two stars for shoe-ins. As you're wishing your pencil was sharp you 

begin to think about the first time you escaped to the dog races, five years ago 

when Maijorie the Mango first turned Maijorie the Jehovah's Witness. "He 

loves you too," she would say to you. "Please come, just one meeting." And 

you always think, they got no windows and Eddie Klomp don't like no place 

with no windows. You fear they kill chickens or stray dogs in there. 

She's a retired show girl, nicknamed Marjorie the Mango because of 

the juicy size of her breasts. Once she passed forty she danced where she 



could, at dives where toothless girls smiled at the world and where dangling 

tampon strings were not uncommon. Her breasts sagged like New Guinea 

natives and instead of getting them siliconed, she found Jesus. 

When you were young and just out of the army—a clean-shaven 25— 

you used to watch her dance at The Truth or Dare Club, watch her straddle 

balance beams, shuddering as if she had an all-over orgasm right in front of 

your eyes. You'd whoop like you did so eagerly in boot camp, ready to 

confront everything and anyone. You stuffed ten dollar bills as close to her 

sweet potato as the bouncer would allow. Then you'd ask for a slow dance in 

the Doi> Juan Room, kiss on her ear while you, Marjorie the Mango and Patsy 

Cline walked after midnight. Quickly you moved to the parking lot, then to 

the single bed of your cheap apartment and then moved her into your life 

with the ring your mom handed to you saying, "I hope you get a better run 

out of this than I did." You hated your mom because she hated your dad, 

Ernie the Rocket. 

Rocket was a card player in Ocean City, Maryland, where you grew up. 

He played on an underground circuit in the four neighboring states. He 

played small towns and big cities, wherever the stakes were high. He kept an 

ivory handled 26 caliber in his zip boot. After your folks divorced—when it 

was The Rocket's weekend to take you to the beach or to movies—he would 

take you along on his circuit. You'd sit in the corners of small bars and watch 

women rub the crotches of old men, or sit in the kitchen with the colored 

help at the homes of the rich. You had sex with a whore your dad bought for 

you on your thirteenth birthday. You had no hair on the little thing that was 

so perky between your legs. "That's so cute," she had said, then brought some 



of her girlfriends in to see. You learned how to drive the Rocket's old 

Packard when he was too drunk to see, his trouser pockets empty. When you 

were fifteen he passed you the gin. 

You remember so vividly, as if it had happened everyday since. Maybe 

it had, you often wonder. In some other life. Maybe this one was just a 

recurring bad dream. You never had children because your sperm didn't 

swim. Maijorie the Mango wanted a child artificially, but you wouldn't have 

it. Your pride was at stake. Sometimes, at the tracks, nearing the last night of 

your money, you wished you had that child, wished you had something to 

teach differently than you had been taught. You can sometimes see a boy at 

your side, a ghost boy, who holds your hand briefly then vanishes with the 

rising voices of the dog track junkies. 

Until she turned forty-five and found Jesus, your life was happy: 

private lap dances, an ever sticky bulging belly, well done meat-loaf slathered 

with cream gravy, and lemon meringue pie. You have a nice home in 

Savannah, bought with Maijorie's savings of other men's money. How 

could you allow her to have another man's child? 

That first time at the tracks you picked dogs by the size and hang of 

their gonads, or whether they relieved themselves on the presentation walk. 

You tried picking on the curve of the tail, up, then down, even the tails 

stubbed like your fat thumbs. 



You begin to sweat as you finish your gin, and touch your shirt-tail 

under your pot-belly because the rolling sweat is making you squirm. You 

drop the cup to the ground, the ground that sticks to the sole of your zip boots 

as you return to the bar. 

I was such a fool then, you think. The way you picked your dogs. Now 

you got that system: bet big winners on the light weight dogs in the short 

races, muscle and size for the longest races—the ones that will last. The races 

that are a toss up you go big on the best odds and chew your Bazooka 

furiously as if in time to the stride of the dust-kicking dogs. 

The first eight races are over; they have all been losers. There were five 

minutes of excitement in the fifth as your dog was in on the photo finish. It's 

better off, you think. It paid pittance, only $65.73. Better to lose the little ones. 

You piss two more times, buy four more gins, lose three more races. 

It's the last race and you're praying to God that Jesus doesn't love you, 

because if he does you're back home, sweating off the binge, nuzzling those 

mushy mangos. 

System shmystem, you thinly not believing your own thoughts. But 

you're at the end, the photo finish and you can't lose again. You get the wild 

hair you've been waiting for. You think back to your dad saying, "As soon as 

you get predictable boy, you're finished. Throw them a curve, but keep that 

poker face. Always keep that poker face." 

You place your bet and the next fifteen minutes are like a dream—the 

edges of your vision cloudy and blurred. Gin has never done this, and you 

know it. It seems like a movie, the same porno movies you've seen over and 

over on motel room TVs, those shitty actors, that base guitar plugging away. 



All your money is down, $206 dollars—no more money for gin, just a gas card 

to get you and your Buick Skylark home to the bed where scriptures whisper 

in the night, the bed where your dreams are barking kennels. Jesus forgives 

and so does Marjorie the ex-Mango turned juicy Jehovah. Split Second, baby, 

all your money is on Split Second to win. She's the only female in the race. 

Split Second! 

As the bells ring and the gates crash open your mouth dries. Bazooka! 

You throw a piece in your mouth, letting Bazooka Joe fall at your side. The 

dogs are a blur. Chew. They are chasing Swifty, the track stuffed rabbit (Swifty 

reminds you of a Coney Island Midway you and the Rocket used to play), and 

the sound of the cheering crowd pulsates in your head. Your body throbs 

with the intensity of victory, of beating God at His own God-damn game, His 

own race. Chew. "63:1 odds baby, come on Split Second you mangy mongrel 

give me all you got," you scream. You wish you had calculated the payoff, but 

now it's too late. You worry because she looks more like a lap dog than a 

running fool, but she's in the leader pack around the first turn. Chew. Chew. 

The number three dog goes too wide, stumbles, and Split Second takes third. 

Chew. Chew. She's running so sweet, you think, draining the last swallow 

from your plastic cup. You don't throw it down. You clench it with your fist. 

Come on you mother fucking mutt. Your belly jiggles. The skin at the back 

of your arms sways as you move closer to the fence. You stand on your toes 

trying to see your baby, come on baby. Chew! That Bazooka Joe is a genius! 

As Split Second moves into second you're feeling as sleek as you felt serving 

Uncle Sam, jumping water holes, the enemy behind every tree. Shoot! Stab! 

Chew! Come on dirt bag, you're mine! Into the stretch she's gaining, 



gaining. You look to the finish line, back to the blurred pair, back to the 

finish line until they are there. 

And you have lost. 

Again you feel like the fat old slob you are, thinking of the return to 

the threshold, the gates of the Kingdom of Jehovah. You want to stab hell 

into the couple in front of you dancing, holding up a winning ticket as if it 

were a torch clearing the cobwebs from a cave. It's the same feeling. You've 

known it all your life. 

As the gathering in front of the track fence disperses you see Split 

Second, see her owner leash her and begin leading her home. The boy stands 

beside you, helpless and lost. When you throw your cup it passes through 

him. Split Second walks so close to the fence you spit Joe at them—her and 

her owner. The woman holding Split Second pauses to look at your haggard 

face, speaks. "She's pregnant, I shouldn't have had her running in the first 

place, so just fuck right off, greaser." 

You wish that you had your dad's .26 caliber to end the goddamn 

running. Patting your pockets for the keys to the Skylark, the boy still stands 

at your side. "Come on, boy." You take his hand and give him a piece of your 

Joe. 



Underneath it All 

My father, Earl, raised channel catfish on our east Texas family farm, 

begun when his doddering bones gave in to the everyday farm life, when his 

post-pasture loneliness set beneath his thin skin. He raised catfish for no 

other reason than to keep his failing reasons alive. And he had always 

dreamed of a monster—one in the still-deep of his catfish stocked tank—a 

wiry mustached monster, a record for southwest lore: This obsession, this 

dream, became his world, this world the only thing left when Mama died 6 

June 1986. 

She, who we all called Mama, even Earl, was buried atop the red-clay 

ridge above the let-go pastures beyond, beyond the filmed-pond where catfish 

grew, beyond farther the house where I used to play when I was a tomato-

throwing child. Then, our lives were so full of the farm: vegetable gardens, 



sorghum, millet/ chickens and dogs, the grass always bush-hogged close. At 

Mama's funeral, everything, everybody, seemed forever fallow, buried in the 

red-clay mud. 

Earl had cemented, at Mama's head of short gray curls, a handmade 

white cross the size of the Baptist steeple, only the thin pine coffin between 

her head and God. You could see the cross above the tree line, across the 

western sky while driving back from town, Arp, a three-bridge twenty-five 

miles from the farm. 

Mary, my wife, and I told Earl the coming rains would exhume 

Mama's coffin, send her rushing down the Taber River like wayward 

driftwood. But Earl refused to listen, because that is where Mama had chosen 

from her fluttering-eye sleeps, those eyes resting just above the land of her 

life, raised one step to heaven. Earl was good to her. 

I didn't see him cry the day she was laid in the red-day ridge; he stood 

hands deep, fishing into his pockets, feeling he could have done more, maybe 

done less. 

When I imagine what happened the day of her death, I can see Earl, 

vividly, drumming up the catfish the way he used to do, beating on that tin 

dog-pan with a crockery spoon to get the depth-dwellers to rise, to rise from 

sucking bottom of the filmed-pond where they'd sit whisker to whisker 

because Earl and Mama could not eat them fast enough; the fish boiled as if 

the water became too hot for their scaleless, charcoal skin as the filmy 

cottonwood fuzz bubbled with their hunger—the everlasting hunger: all this 

while Mama threw her tricky hip on the porch stairs, the fall breaking ribs 



puncturing lungs; but he did not hear her because he beat that pan and beat 

that pan in hopes to wake the monster, and he could not hear Mama cry like 

he could not remember those hours pass around the filmed-pond. When the 

water finally simmered its turn from the earth and the shoreline was calmly 

cotton-bearded, he heard her. 

In his dusted-red blue truck Mama leaned head in Earl's lap. Back-

country-dirt-road for from Arp County Medical time passed. Slow. At every 

new fence-line her breaths became shorter and strong churning from deep. 

He stared down into her eyes more than he watched the road. The bump of a 

large pot hole lifted her head up to his craned head and then she fell away 

white-eye looking back at her eyebrows, and still. 

That's what 1 imagine, sometimes, on restless nights, spooning Mary as 

she sleeps, smelling the perfume still tucked behind her lobes. 

The Army Corp. of Engineers dug the shell of the filmed-pond in 1967. 

I was a senior at Baylor University. The tank's spot—carefully chosen at a 

high point of firm land able to hold water, between a grove of trees—was 

half-way between the house and the outer-edge of the farm, the red-clay ridge. 

There was an island in the middle of the football field sized tank. Home for 

Christmas, I helped Earl and my older brother Tom build a gazebo and a 

bridge. It was the last time the whole family was together. After graduation, I 

took a job and stayed in the city. My brother died in Vietnam. Mama liked to 

watch the sun set and listen to the tree-frog's croak. She said she sometimes 

spoke to Tom in those moments. That gazebo became her sanctuary, her 

memory of my brother. 

'J A 



That spring of 1967 was oddly dry, but late floods filled the tank by 

August. Cottonwood and pecan trees surrounded the perimeter of the water 

and the winds would dance thin cotton balls like spiders across their own 

reflections; the leaves were boats for stranded bugs. Mama called it her 

"snowy lake." Back then, to Earl, it was what it was. 

Earl was not a big man—short, thick and square in his younger years— 

now thin and pointed. He had healthy hair for a man of seventy-five, thin 

and white, no forehead showing. His skin still held the shape of his chiseled 

face bones, but often scabbed in red splotches, a little flaky, no gathering under 

the chin. His nape was rumpled and dry as an elephant. Ever since 1 can 

remember, he wore a pair of baggy khaki pants, a short-sleeved buttoned up 

oxford and those black square-toed work shoes that all country men wear. His 

thick blue veins looked liked cables wiring through his shrunken biceps, 

beneath his tousled sleeves. 

Mary and I were the only close living family. We tried to take care of 

Earl the best our lives would allow since Mama died. Our two children were 

young then. I believe Robby to have been five and playing t-ball. He still 

looks like his mother, her mother. Marissa had a new cat, Sisco. She was 

only eleven then, and we had boys already calling to invite her to birthday 

parties, some pranking, some just to say nothing to her that couldn't be said 

the next day at school. Mary says she has my family's face. 

We lived in Fort Worth, still do, a good four hours drive to this 

country. For the first several months after Mama's death, we took Earl to 

church Sundays—New Prospect Baptist. Robby would have ball cards stuffed 

in his pockets, Marissa smelling like she spilled a bottle of perfume. The kids 



played tic-tac-toe on offering envelopes, while the Reverend Billy Boswell, 

who wore a wig of golden brown and a blue satin vestment, dipped soft 

newborn heads into clear water. Baptisms had long since stopped being 

performed in the Taber, where I was once cleansed forty-one years ago. Earl 

never liked going to church with Mama. I didn't know why he would want 

to go then. I guess I wanted him to find forgiveness for the guilt I knew was 

swimming in his blood. 

Mama always told us to tell God all our worries so they wouldn't eat us 

up from the inside out. 'Don't hold your breath, because He won't ask," she 

would say. She was a strong woman who could throw a bale a hay side-by-

side Earl. And when she held my hand in the night while we prayed for the 

animals of the farm, the other planter's crops, Tom and Earl, I could feel the 

rough skin of her palms, scratchy like the tongue of a horse. Tom and I were 

home schooled. Mama taught us the words that try to explain the world. She 

gave out pennies every time we remembered our lesson. When Tom and I 

would empty our porcelain piggies on the quilts of our beds, my pile was 

always bigger than Tom's; he was more interested in riding the tractor of the 

fields and brushing the horses' coats until they shined like oil in the sun. 

Even though she never said it, I think Mama felt that if she had 

dedicated herself in teaching Tom, maybe he would have gone to college, 

never been drafted to fight, but when she looked at her favorite photograph 

of him—the one with his shirt sleeves rolled past his elbows, his jeans tucked 

into his boots, a sweat-brown rimmed straw hat in one hand, and his elbow 



resting against the old tractor that now sits rusted and fallen in the fields—it 

always eased her mind. 

A black and white photograph from Earl and Mama's wedding day— 

snapped under the cottonwood tree—hung above the fireplace in the living 

room of the house. Always, after Mama's death, when we came down the 

white-rock driveway for a Saturday night sleep over and the morning's 

church, Earl would be sitting under that bowing cottonwood tree that canopy-

shaded his split oak fishing chair. The tree grew at the far end, the deepest 

end of the filmed-pond. 

In a wicker basket we'd pack Mary's homemade chili, jalapeno 

cornbread and the root beer that Earl loved so much. Our children called him 

Papaw and they loved to see his catfish. After drumming up a boil, he would 

give the children, Robby and Marissa, handfuls, as much as their cupped-

hands could cradle, of grain pellets—biscuits he called them—that would rain 

over the water like scattered shot from some distant double-barreled gun. 

Then Earl would sit in his chair in the shade of the cottonwood that 

reached over the water—Robby on a knee and Marissa with her back against 

the tree (too old for knees)—and he would whisper stories of the Lochness 

and Captain Ahab. And when their eyes became frightened he would stand— 

leaving Robby in the chair—and kneel near the shore and say that they were 

just stories and only fools believe such stories. 

Then the water would boil again. 



We were worried for Earl living alone at his age. Mary and I had the 

talk, the talk adult children speak of soft and slow. "There's no way to put it 

gently," Mary told me. Earl was beginning to trip over the basic thoughts: 

paying bills, feeding the dogs, his grandchildrens' names. Mama had always 

done the cooking. Earl saw no more than movements and refused to wear 

glasses. We were afraid he'd fall like Mama or run his Ford into a ditch, 

through the railing of the Taber River bridge. "As long as I got my catfish I'll 

be fine," he said. "They're my nourishment and my love." We urged him to 

sell the home. I tried not to cry and Mary held my hand. 

But Earl was stubborn, so we did everything we could to make his life 

easier, safer. We helped him wire area lights around the gazebo. We were 

worried he would stumble in the dark with no one around, fall in the water 

and not be able to swim free. One of the lights shined deep into the filmed-

pond. Earl told me that catfish are drawn to light. Like we all are, I thought, 

and it was then that I began to understand his grapple with the monster he 

began to speak of so often. 

We called the gazebo his lighthouse. Alone, under dim-lit moons 

glazed by thin clouds, Earl would light his world and stare fish-deep. The 

monster was his redemption for an age without his wife. Each week he told 

new tales of snapped lines after shore-circling battles or rods drowned into the 

darkness of the filmed-pond, missing when he woke from dozing in the split-

oak chair. 

And when the summer ended, three months since Mama's death, I 

told Earl our children were beginning school again and I had accepted a new 

job as a sales rep for a national distributor. It meant extensive traveling and 



that this would be the last family visit for awhile, at least until we could get 

settled into the new routine of our lives. I again begged him to move closer 

to Fort Worth, offered the room above our garage until we could find 

something more to his liking. 

"I've never been nowhere else, I can't go, not now," he said. 

Bi-monthly Earl visited town to get groceries and to catch up with the 

goings on. He would sip a longneck beer in June Bug's Lounge. Since 

Mama's death, the one beer turned to five, six. He had never enjoyed the 

heavy head of alcohol, just the words passed between long-friends, but now it 

seemed somehow okay, no heavier than that he carried in his heart—the 

feeling that he had not been there, been there soon enough to protect Mama 

like he had vowed to do. 

His monster became a legend in the ears of his long-friends. In June 

Bug's, Earl's rising drunkenness brought whistle-winded stories that scooted 

chairs and eyes close; even the walls seemed to draw close in those moments 

and listen. 

Like everyone knew of Sam Lynch's one-hundred twenty pound 

pumpkin or Mary Winger's forty pound squash, they knew Earl cared for 

something living deep within the filmed-pond. A young woman with the 

Arp Gazette had snapped pictures after Earl's seventh fishing pole drowned 

in the darkness. He sent us the clip. He stood proud and tall in his shortness. 

"You sure you ain't been tipping a bottle?" some would ask, the 

loungers that sat in June Bug's all day smoking unfiltered Camels and 

drinking Lone Star after Lone Star from a barely humming reach-in cooler. 



The empty bottles rounded their table like a chandelier. Sometimes they 

played songs on those bottles, clanking them with their wedding rings, 

breathing into them until the bottles sang. The loungers with the closest ears, 

the believing ears, offered Earl thirty dollars, a frozen stock of last season's kill 

of venison, a crate of 'maters, all just for a chance to fight Earl's monster. 

Sheriff Anderson woke Mary and I early one morning. I went to high 

school with Mike Anderson and he called as a friend to inform us that Earl 

had been arrested. "I had to take him in for peppering Hal," he said. He told 

me Earl had put his long-winded bite on the believers at June Bug's, and Hal 

Ellis snapped at his bait. Hal had offered his old Ferguson tractor for an hour 

on the tank, knee-begging like a child. Earl told Hal that he wasn't man 

enough to land the monster, even if it died on the other end. "Besides he 

only feeds on what I got," he had said. 

It was a subtle dare, and Earl waited, sitting under the Cottonwood— 

lighthouse dark—for Hal, who sneaked up in his black union suit, pole over 

his right shoulder, tackle box in left hand swinging, and pint of Old Grand 

Dad in one of his pulled-high socks. Hal jumped nearly out of his black 

square-toed shoes when he realized what was going on. Earl buck-shot his 

hide with the double-barrel, Hal zigzagging through the pasture like a winged 

bird. 

Anderson admitted that Hal probably deserved it. "Always does, but 

it's still against the law to shoot people." Earl was passed out on a cell cot. 

Lucky I was not away on business, I drove to Arp, leaving Mary with the kids. 
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I arrived at Mike's office by eleven a.m. We visited Hal at County 

Medical. The nurse explained that Earl missed—"Not a BB in him!" Hal was 

so heavy under Old Gran Dad his own inebriation tore himself through 

barbed wire fences. No charges pressed. Hal just wanted his dropped tackle 

returned. "You tell your papa no hard feelings, you got that, boy? " Hal said 

to me as I walked out the door to his room. 

It was Sunday morning. Driving Earl back from jail, we passed the 

Baptist church house letting out from late service. I saw him in-suck, hold 

his breath, like he once told me to do when I was a child and we were passing 

a graveyard, afraid the abandoned souls of the dead would take into our 

bodies. I didn't know what Earl was afraid of beneath that roof. He spoke 

little on the drive. The egg-shell white cross above the farm on the red-clay 

ridge watched over us. Earl's eyelids dropped. 

On the forever-bumped road he said, "They ought to fix those damn 

holes 'fore somebody gets hurt." 

Black clouds raced us home; they moved quickly with the trees' bend. 

The storm came early; a Fort Worth weather-woman predicted Tuesday. The 

rain was slow coming then burst big dropped. I used to pitch rocks at cars 

from the same roads when I was a child; that's what it sounded like when the 

hail came. Twice the weather started then stopped. Down the driveway Earl 

lifted his head from its rest against the car window. He was looking to the 

filmed-pond. Everything looked different in the mellow amber sky, the wan 

storm sunlight collapsing around the farm: the green pine needles brown, the 

tall grass sagged-limp from the heaviness, the red floaters hanging from the 

telephone wires barely visible—a dull orange melting into the backdrop—and 
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shadows low under Earl's favorite looming tree—reflections on the filmed-

pond erased. Without knowing, I would swear the house was empty; the air 

was both divine and frightening. I felt it, as I knew Earl did too. 

He fled from my car before I completely stopped. The dogs barked and 

chased after Earl. By the look of the sly, I knew it would storm during the 

night, but now it was quiet. Earl twisted his faded field-coat over his 

shoulders and hurried toward the tin dog-pan and bucket of biscuits. I told 

him I was going to stay the night and I'd make a late lunch. 

From the screen porch 1 sat and I watched Earl, his deliberate motions, 

focused as if following a conductor's wand. He began to beat that pan like the 

heart of the world, as if everything depended on the pumping of his arm and 

the sound of tin. Instead of methodically spreading the pellets over a large 

area, he dumped the remains of the bucket at his feet in the shallow water of 

the filmed-pond and kneeled at the water's way-side. I could see his jaw 

jouncing. I couldn't hear his words, but I knew the movement of Mama's 

name: Margaret, Margaret. 

I stood and walked to the screen door of the porch and looked down 

the steep descending steps that had taken Mama's life. Earl stood and 

returned to his chair. The knees of his pants were muddy. He closed his eyes. 

The toast-colored sky changed as low dun clouds like egg cartons blanketed 

his pinched lids. Catfish. Catfish. I imagined him dreaming, having a 

conversation with Mama. I wanted to shake him, hug him like I used to do 

every night before bed, smell that ground-in smell of pecan and composted 

leaves, hold my arms high around his neck not wanting to let go, and I 



wanted to tell him to let me help, that's what I was there for, but I knew he 

understood and that some things must be faced alone. I didn't bother to fix 

lunch, he needed to sleep. The dogs were folded, eyes shut, at his feet. I lifted 

my book out of my briefcase and wandered through the words. 

I woke to a stringer of three plump catfish; the barbels dangled limp 

dripping water. 1 had drifted off reading. Earl said, "Not her, but I know she's 

down there. Anyway, the young ones eat best." 

"Since when did it become a her," I asked. 

"Always has." 

I rubbed the sleep from my eyes. "What's going happen if you catch 

her?" 

"Release her," he said. He looked as if he had confused himself, as if 

he had made up his mind at that moment. 

We walked into the kitchen. Earl scuffed his feet, untied the stringer 

from their gill-loop, letting the fish flop in the sink. He wiped his hands 

down the side of each leg. 

I was surprised to see Earl put on an apron and begin to unshelve pans. 

In Mama's deep-oiled vat he fried the carcasses whole—the batter made from 

corn meal, eggs and pepper. He whipped tartar full of dill, boiled the poke 

salad three times, and warmed honey rolls. Earl laid the fried fish so both 

ends hung over the sides of the plates. I stared at my fish while Earl lowered 

his head—shoulders arched—and picked the flesh away from bone. I thought 

of the dripping catfish barbels, the feelers that allow them to live bottom, to 

see in darkness, no need for the lighted world. I thought how the barbels, 

how those spiny rays were poison, a brief paralyzation. I asked Earl if he 



remembered the time I was stinged by the rattlesnake in the tall grass behind 

the fallen barn. He had sucked the poison out, took it into himself by a cut on 

his lip, feverish for days. He refused to go to the hospital, to pay someone to 

tell him what he already knew. 

Growing up, several of the family dogs lost use of limbs from 

rattlesnake bites. Sadie lost her sight. It drove her most crazy. She chased her 

tail. Her nose became good though. It seems funny to me how when you 

lose one sense another gets stronger. 

"I'm a stubborn old man, aren't I, son?" Earl said. 

After supper, Earl and I drank a glass of chocolate milk on the porch 

and listened to the tree-frogs moan shrilly. As the lightning sparked purple 

in the sky I could hear his under-breaths—one one-thousand, two one-

thousand—counting the distance of the storm. Earl's eyes were big as a 

possum's, as the children's: him listening to his own foolish stories. He sat 

awkward in the sunken cushion of the porch chair, side-turning then 

forward-sitting on the backs of his thighs. He counted again with the flashing 

then spoke himself up, declaring bedtime. 

I straightened the kitchen, retrieved my book from the porch, locked 

the doors and walked to the bedroom of my childhood, the bedroom at the 

farthest end of the house. 

The thunder woke me. It sounded like trees splitting in echoing 

canyons. I had left the window open and the breeze long-wheezed through 

the screen. The sheets of rain hit ground like a galloping mare. I got up to 

close the window and noticed light in the let-go pasture beyond. From where 



I was, I couldn't see the filmed-pond. I shouldered my robe and moved to 

the main of the house. In the kitchen, through the window, I could see the 

lighthouse lit. I knew all had been shut out when I turned the bolt of the back 

door. 

I pushed open slightly Earl's swung-closed door and it was dark except 

for the faint reading lamp next to his bed. Mama's teal and white-fringed 

night gown draped the bed, slippers at the foot. I checked the bathroom and 

hollered through the house. I opened the door to the screened-porch and the 

wind lifted my hair. The weather washed loud the farm. 

I ran outside into the rain, careful down the steep porch steps. The 

lighthouse lights flicked off. In the beating rain I ran through the dark, 

through the laked pasture. I could not raise my eyes to see in the blindness. 

The moon was hidden. I crossed the bridge to the lighthouse and gazed at the 

water. It was boiling from the rain only, and Earl was nowhere I could see. I 

screamed his name and screamed his name louder until my throat was dry. I 

ran back to the house. The wind pulled leaves upward against the falling. 

I checked inside again and exited through the porch, but stopped, froze 

on the steep steps. Blinded by a brilliance, I turned my eyes down—unable to 

move—and felt an understanding deeper than I could realize, an assurance 

that light held. I sat down on the last step closest to the ground. I felt 

paralyzed as from the venom of a rattlesnake or the spine-puncture of a 

catfish. The path of light, like an ancient finger, touched the cross that was as 

big as the biggest tree, as white as the whitest cotton. But that cross no longer 

stood tall on the crest of the red-clay ridge where Mama was buried, but stood 

tall in the low fields, underneath the cottonwood, near the deep end of the 
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filmed pond. Everything grew so bright, then snapped like a flash-bulb, the 

crack of lightning's thunder shaking the steps under my body, the ground 

under my feet. 

And then the rain stopped as magically as it had started and the wind 

whistled lightly in tree tops; the tree-frogs began to croak again. I rose and 

walked to the filmed-pond. It was not until I reached the bridge we built to 

the gazebo, the lighthouse, that I saw Earl. He walked from behind the trees, 

down out of the darkness of the ridge, through the let-go pastures beyond, 

dragging his shovel one handed like a red wagon. He had finally put Mama 

to rest, dug her into firm ground. His whole body was clay red. I stood there 

holding the railing of the bridge and watched Earl walk straight into the 

filmed-pond and kneel chest deep. He scrubbed his arms, cleaned the blood of 

the monster from himself then dipped gently his old-man head into the 

filmed-pond. And I saw Earl's breath, steam, rise from his mouth, rise above 

the water and blend with the night. 
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Luv 

Juanita's bananas are warm mush, freckled in browns like some 

deflated giraffe, seeping syrup from peeling skins. The Sunset Celebration is 

ten minutes over. Tourists crowding the boardwalk thin. Juanita shoulders 

her shawl, ponytails sandy corn-rolled curls and sees the gaseous distortions 

rising from the asphalt diffuse with the light. She counts her juggler's wage: 

thirty-one dollars—all ones save two five's—and twenty-eight cents. 

The Glass Walker vaselines callused foot pads; the Sword Swallower 

oils and sheaths his great grandfather's knives; Shrill Jill who shatters crystal 

with voice and The Noodler selling the-best-linguine-and-clam-sauce-

you've-had-all-day-or-your-money-back share a bony joint to celebrate the 

passing day—minds swimmy with the salt of the ocean. 

It's all forgetting, until tomorrow, until again. 



Juanita pushes her banana crates flush with the cab of her Luv, the red 

Chevy Luv so sweet ants live in the rusted corner panels—the sweet ooze 

sticky as marmalade drying to the bed. Tonight the ants will eat, will be 

rewarded by their queen. Juanita makes bread from the bananas she can 

salvage. Her freezer is full, frozen for the warmest Florida days. 

Into the bed, Juanita slides her particle board sign, painted Juanita 

Banana, Bananas for Mananas. Folding the legs of her table, Juanita watches 

the end of day bury itself in the watery horizon and she imagines the light of 

other worlds, worlds as Alaska, where she has been told the Winter's day lasts 

but two hours. And she wonders if the Luv could make it there. 



Reading The Rocks Of Orion 

Prologue 

Papa Ogrom was the best liar I ever listened to. He used to tell us 

fledgling little ferals—me and my four brothers and five sisters—that we 

were the masters of the pig race, both the mightiest of hunters and the 

greatest of thinkers. And we were. You see we were part domestic and part 

wild—a breed so different from pure bred javalenas, the human bred ham-

and-bacon sows, and the pettish little pot-bellied pigs. Broad-shouldered and 

narrow at the hips, we were swifter than the other species. We had sharp 

teeth which gave us the power over our prey. Our forefathers had taken it 

upon themselves to amass grand libraries of knowledge, which fostered an 

elite mind. 



We followed father down a path near the arroyo where we lived at the 

edge of the Texas Hill Country—a line of ten feral hogs searching for grazing 

deer or cattle. We stepped our little legs through the tall bull nettle. Father 

whispered back to us from the front of the line. "Never attack newborns, 

because they will grow to be more than a meal for one. Don't be goddamn 

selfish," he said. "The afterbirth is okay for a snack, but let the young ones 

stumble away on their puny legs." I remember that day just as if it was 

yesterday: a lone bull in the clearing chewing the green grass in the shade of 

an emory oak. Papa planned the attack like the General he was in the Boar 

War of 1967 (which earned us feral hogs the status of the master race) drawing 

our plan in the dusty ground. We circled the cow, slowly tightening the bow 

we had created. When Papa screamed BEEF!, we each rushed into position 

and sunk our teeth into a chunk of flesh, careful not to be kicked or stomped 

by the cow's flailing hooves. Papa took the neck, which was really where the 

killing was done; we participated only as a field lesson in the true intensity of 

the hunt. Replace the first "t" of intensity with the "s" and switch the "e" 

with an "a" and you get insanity. That's what it was 

All of us fledglings were of the same litter, just four months old. 

Around our campfire that night, Father told tall tales, as always, stretching 

the truth, adding strange snippets of knowledge and experience that had 

barely a semblance of reality, the reality I chose not to believe. 1 relaxed 

sleepy-eyed by the dying fire, the low, lazy flames giving way to glowing coals, 

the crackling of wood-bugs long gone. I had anticipated that day, only because 

of what it represented: Hoghood! Papa had told us that a young hog's first 

hunt was an initiation into the wildness of things. "We gotta hunt to live," 



he said. "Everyone's gotta hunt in this world, or be goddamn hunted 

themselves." 

My first cow, or should 1 say our first cow, lay gutted underneath the 

crooked limbs of the emory oak where the battle had taken place. My rite of 

passage was supposed to have come with eating one-tenth of the heart, warm 

and fleshy. Just the thought of eating it made my stomach retch, rivers of 

saliva beneath my tongue. I enjoyed acorns, creek-side weeds, sunflowers, 

witch grass, crab apples and the fruit of prickly pear more than I did rubbery 

red meat. Venison made my skin crawl. I refused to swallow my small piece 

of the heart. I sat quietly and wondered what it all meant. Papa hooved my 

shoulder as the others devoured the bloody mess; he seemed proud of me 

even in what he believed to be my greatest shortcoming, and I was thankful 

of him for that. I felt that diversity was a strength. But sometimes I heard 

Mother say to him, "It's just a phase he'll grow out of, don't worry about him, 

he'll be fine." 

He told us that a cow-kill on a fledglings first outing meant we were all 

destined to be mighty hunters, destined to win the greater battles of life. Then 

he pointed a hoof to the sky, traced a constellation of stars: the broad 

shoulders, the belt and the sword: the luminous array of Orion low on the 

horizon. 

Papa was drunk. When he was away from mother on a hunt with the 

fledglings or the other male hogs of the clan, he drank whiskey from a bota 

Mother had stitched together from deer hide. He always got a little 

philosophical when the whiskey ran warm through his blood, watering his 

deep ochre-glazed eyes. "Children, gather round," he said. "Look up to the 



stars and think of them not as so distant, but as eyes with you even as you 

sleep." I craned my neck to see the full sky. I could smell the smoke from the 

fire absoibed in my coarse black fur. I leaned back on my elbows, then rested 

my head on a felled rotten log. "No need to look too hard/ he grumbled. 

"The stars will not change, though sometimes it seems as if they do. All you 

need to know, is that whatever you once saw one season, another world sees 

in its own season." It didn't matter if Papa made any sense. We were 

expected to believe him. We knew not to ask questions. He slavered his 

tusks with his long pink tongue. The flat end of his piggish snout glistened 

in the moonlight. 

He then began telling about our great grandfather, one of the mightiest 

hunters he had ever known. He was the greatest Sappier of all the area clans 

(a Sappier being the way in which feral hogs used to fight in the early part of 

the century, which consisted of having a large tree branch gripped between 

the jaws, jousting from side to side like some crab careful of its flanks.) My 

father said that when great grandpa was a child, no older than any of us, he 

saw him take down a black bear by himself. 

"What is a blade bear?" I asked. He explained that they were a creature 

that used to roam free through Texas, but they had been killed off by the 

humans. He said he read a magazine article once that said they still live up in 

the north. Then father caught himself. "No questions, goddamn ingrate! 

Listen when Papa Ogrom speaks." He continued with his story. 

Great grandpa became old and lived alone in silence, because he didn't 

want anyone to see how shriveled and weak he had become. But the night 

before he knew he was to die, he found new strength and uprooted a tree 



from the earth. He ascended the heavens, skipping from star to star like 

stones across a stream, until he faced the mighty Orion. Trying to regain his 

life, to die the greatest hunter rather than some has-been old sot, he battled 

Orion for twenty four hours straight, swinging his tree like a rockball bat (a 

game similar to baseball that the feral hogs learn to play in grade school) 

trying to fracture the frame of the stars. But finally, he collapsed and died 

from exhaustion. 

My eyelids weighed heavy with sleep. I kept squeezing them tight, 

hoping they would again open, wider than before. I felt if I could just squeeze 

them tight enough, for one long moment, maybe I could keep them open 

forever. As I drifted off, I heard him say, "You see, Orion felt sympathy for 

your great grandpa and out of respect for his plight he removed his own 

starry head and hurled it across the sky. And there it will always be. Keep 

your damn eyes open kids, always open for that shooting star." 

Somewhere between blinks, my eyes stayed closed and I dreamed of 

Orion. 

I. 

Not long after the night I refused to eat my piece of the heart, I was 

snared by a rope-trap, scheduled to be butchered, made into medallions and 

nestled between Bavarian peas and twice-baked potatoes, garnished with 

snips of parsley, and then swallowed with a slosh of burgundy in mouth's of 

the rich. Have I mentioned yet that to some we're considered an edible 

delicacy, and yet to others we are no good trash? The dichotomy of life, the 

life of all us feral hogs. 



The cage where I awaited this butchering fate was crowded with 

seventy or so other feral hogs. Papa and each of my brothers and sisters had 

also been trapped. Mother was pregnant with another litter, and they said 

Reed chose to kill her in the field because the wild game company would not 

pay for a pregnant female: more trouble than she was worth. Papa was drunk, 

screaming gibberish at me, telling me I was no hunter and that I was going to 

die a worthless hog, a disgrace to Hoghood. "A goddamn plant-eating fairy/ 

he called me. 

I was sweating my young tusks off, the bony white sprouting from each 

side of my snout dribbling with moisture. Most of the others had been 

trapped three or four days earlier, but I was lucky to have been caught just the 

night before and still had most of my energy. The waiting confused and 

weakened the others. They were ready to die, the pitiful slugs. I tried to talk 

some sense into my brothers and sisters; I reminded them of our great 

grandpa who fought until his death—the old feral hog spirit. But they 

wouldn't listen. To them, to all feral hogs, man was not something to be 

hunted, not part of the chain we were all linked to the moment we pushed 

out from Mother's womb. Or at least that's what Papa had been telling us. 

That was the curse of our species, lazy, unprepared for change, independent 

and strong, but slave to the thought that man determined our existence. 

Reed Carlson was the trapper. He went to the auction with us hogs 

every Saturday morning. He was tall, rather boyish and round in the face, but 

not fat at all. He always wore a cap with the bill rounded, and neatly pressed 

blue jeans. When he came out the door to his home, the sun was not yet up. 

His three dogs—Box, Cur and Jeb—barked. They danced around his boot 



heels and followed him off the porch. The dogs leapt into the bed of the 

truck, the black Ford Dually with a horse trailer attached. The diesel engine 

rumbled started, and the truck crept toward the cage. 

My blood began to boil. A stinging moisture welled in my eyes. Maybe 

it was the salt of tears. I don't know, but whatever it was, I knew I was 

destined for more, because my father had told me so that night around the 

fire—destined to win the greater battles of life. I was not meant to be an 

entree sliding down some snot's gullet. For a moment I held my eyelids shut 

and thought of a different world, the vacuum of space, the floating matter. 

And I saw myself with fins, swimming through the black that filled the void 

between stars. A light flashed by me and I reached out for the tail of fire. 

As Reed backed his trailer up to the shoot of the pen, the ground shook 

from the clatter of scared hooves. I opened my eyes. My comrades had all 

scattered to the corners. Reed swung the gate open. With his prodding rod 

he tapped the metal bars as he walked toward the huddled mass of slobbering 

hogs. It was pure madness. Clouds of dust. High pitched snarls and 

whimpers. A wall of fear. I heard Papa scream as the others trampled him 

where he lay drunk, all the while calling them ingrates. 

I stood apart, alone, and licked each of my front hooves and moistened 

my snout, then twitched my pointy ears. Like a bull battering red, I lowered 

my head and charged the cluster of panting hogs. With a swift hind-leg 

spring, I leapt to their backs. The pulse of fear as my hooves dug into their 

spines added bounce to my step. I hurled myself into the air, cleared the 

highest bar, landed on all fours, and darted for first cover. 



Reed screamed, "KILBASA! Hog Loose!" Box, Cur, and Jeb lit out from 

the bed of the truck in pursuit, their furious claws raking the metal. I stalled 

for a moment in a copse of trees. I couldn't climb a tree! I couldn't dig a hole 

fast enough! I couldn't fly! nor breathe under water! The dogs were close on 

my tail. I ascended a berm in the land. When I came to the top, I realized I 

was at the dam end of the fishing tank. Too quick for my steps, I stumbled, 

rolled down the hill and into the shore water. Before I could gain my footing 

in the soft mud, the dogs were through the air and onto me, thrashing in the 

water. 

Several pairs of teeth bit into my haunches and a pair gripped tight to 

my neck. I weighed close to a hundred pounds, and was much stronger than 

the dogs. I could toss them off with a mere quiver. But their teeth were 

knives. And they were faster than I, and would only catch me again, wearing 

me down until Reed could catch up and cock his .22 pistol against my temple. 

The dog on my neck was the smallest of the three, the white pitbull 

named Box A dark patch of fur rounded one of its eyes. A good roll of my 

skin between its clenched teeth. It growled, whipping its head back and forth. 

I snapped my neck sideways slinging it like a doll, yet it held, tearing at my 

skin. With my tusk at its belly I lunged. Blood squirted into my mouth. Box 

released its hold and then yelped away, half-dragging itself. 

The gun shot scared me. Heat sunk deep into my shoulder. I kicked 

back like a donkey. Cur and Jeb flung free from my hams. 

Without looking back this time, I headed for the limestone hills where 

I knew Reed would not come, at least at that moment. He had his auction to 

attend, his money to earn. I found shelter in a caprock cave, and then dug my 



teeth into my own shoulder to remove the lead bullet. Sweating out the 

pain, I thought long about my brothers and sisters, the family I would never 

see again. There, on the floor of the cave, I had a vision of a hairy dog-like 

creature with sharp teeth and vulpine features. The creature told me only 

this, that 1 was the chosen. 

IL 

It is mid-March, somewhere between the years of 1899 and 1999—a 

hundred year span of all and nothing at all, the years feeding off each other, a 

weave of events: the loom the mighty craftsman of stitches in time. Yes, the 

newspapers today say March 19,1988, but from everything I have been 

studying lately, I have decided that each day more or less is the same as the 

last. Events old and new blur at the perimeters, and bounce from one to the 

other like molecules in boiling water, slowing as it chills. Time is a mobile 

floating above the crib of a child, turning in a gale of dreamy breath. Time is 

only motion we all depend on, a motion we cannot see. Truth a factory of 

layered moments. History just one version of the multiplicity of realities we 

all seek in the stars: We are part of the sky! My father taught me one thing, 

and I believed another. I am alive, and he and the family that believed in 

him are dead. Is it a curse to walk the planet alone, or am I being rewarded by 

some god-animal that runs the sky? I don't know. But I have decided that it 

doesn't matter, it is behind me. I believe in the rise of the feral hog. I believe 

in the equality of species, or nothing at all. I have been chosen, chosen for 

what I don't know, but I will prepare for the coming. 

on 



I am stretching my soft belly under the new sun of spring. Cool water 

to slake my thirst only a trot away in a saucer of limestone that holds rain. 

For the first few days of the season, 1 relax near the entrance of my caprock 

cave, thinking about all to come. I know that soon 1 will be cursing the Texas 

heat, but for now I must adapt, move one day at a time, move like the motion 

of the stars I have come to trust. 

My caprock cave is at the western edge of the Flying Fork Ranch, in the 

limestone hills, up toward the peak of Chalk Mountain. Here, the mesquite 

trees separate the rock from which they grow. Roots dangle from ledges like 

long fingers eager to touch. Scraggy rocks and shale slides make it tough for 

Reed to travel and trap. An abundance of prickly pear and yucca plant 

provide my nourishment. Rattlesnakes live in veins of rock, and 1 am 

constantly afraid of being fanged lame. Now and again I see a lazy lizard 

shimmy past me, its throat like an angry orange balloon. 

This is my world, the here and now. I would like to think of the other 

hogs all around Texas, even the rest of the states, all those in desperate need 

of some revolutionary leadership, but for now I can only hope to change my 

home. I have been thinking about politics lately as the method, rather than 

war. But my study of Native Americans shows me that neither works. And 

so I look to the stars for another way. 

From the top lip of my cave I can see most of the flatland below, Reed's 

home far to the east. The grass and leaves are newly green, filling the forms 

of the ranch. To the immediate west is the barbed wire fence-line that edges 

this rocky part of the 100,000 acre ranch. Sometimes, when the sun is setting, 

I imagine it wrapping itself in the baibed wire bordering the horizon, bleeding 

OO 



all over the sky. But I know that the sun rises and the sun sets, and hurries 

back to where it rises again. 

This is my favorite time of yean the still of the day, the refreshing 

breeze that keeps me from lolling in the shadows. It is the calm before the 

storm/ the storm of exploding shots, death chases, snapping traps, and the 

summer foul of the fallen. It is all a matter of time before those I used to run 

with start disappearing again, disappearing daily until they migrate to Mexico 

for the winter. I say used to run with, because they—my kind—will not 

concede to my teachings, my insistence upon the need to stand two-legged 

and fight for what we believe in. I am the bad seed, the one cursed to live 

when my entire family has been slaughtered. "Rebellion!" I shout. But they 

only turn their snouts. They do not know what they believe in, and they 

surely don't believe they can ever be equal with humanity. "For what," is all 

they say. And so I no longer desire to be part of their existence, at least at the 

present. It is painful, but better to hurt now for the pleasure of the future. 

We are destined for extinction unless something is done. Humankind 

has deemed us a nuisance. "Weeds on four legs," I once heard Reed say. Not 

only that, but trappers fetch a high price for our heads. The Federal 

Government has calculated our population upwards of 1.2 million in Texas 

alone. Each year, as if to get the proper quota for the slow eradicating months 

of winter, the Government, in their high speed whirlybirds chase the 

migration to Mexico. The helicopters fly low, just above the trees and two 

men with rifles hang out of the door. It's not unusual for five hundred feral 

hogs to be slaughtered in a single day. We don't even have a hunting season. 

DO 



Our species believe we are a higher race, yet no one else believes that to 

be the case—just day after day of death, a buffet of bullets, all you can carry, all 

you can eat, all you care to leave. 

m. 

I will never be ashamed to say that I will live off the past refuse of 

others. I will be banned from all feral hog libraries. So, once a week I will 

make the thirty mile scamper to the nearest town, under the cover of night. 

Most of the books I find will be from rooting through curb-side garbage bags 

and dumpsters. I will endure ketchup stained comic books of Hopalong 

Cassidy and Betty Lou in order to know what the children of humans know. 

The books of knowledge—mostly discarded spine-rotted novels (westerns, 

romances and dime-store thrillers), but now and then a timeless historical 

account, and not only of Texas, but of a world 1 never knew was so vast—will 

help me to know my century, all its advancements, all its failures. Most 

books will be so dated that no one cares anymore about what they say. And 

that's my advantage. Learning disproven facts and old ideas will fuel my fire. 

And that's how I will come to the realization that time never really changes. 

What has been will be again, what has been done will be done again; there is 

nothing new under the sun. 

One of the most important books I will stumble on is about a farm 

animal uprising. They revolt against the oppression of their master. 

Members of the pig family both succeed and fail alongside all the other barn 

animals. They run the farm better than any human. They conduct business, 

make profits. And when gain turns sour, the farm is no better than that they 



fought to overthrow. I won't learn until much later that this is not an 

answer, but just another question. There will never be an end to the 

questions. 

Another book that will literally and figuratively shape my life will 

become my training manual. Buns On The Run: How to Flex Your Buns 

While Going Through the Motions of the Day. My membership at the hog 

gym will be revoked so I will no longer have the pleasure of climbing the 

rock-master. I will learn that I can workout almost effortlessly wherever I 

am. Motto: Do It Where You Are! I will think this to myself constantly while 

preparing to claim the future for feral hogs. 

After reading a book by a Madame Sasha, I will be convinced that I am 

blessed with an other world vision. While my comrades are in Mexico for 

the winter I will spend day after day learning the patterns of constellations. I 

will gather large gypsum rocks from all areas of the ranch and then lug them 

back to my caprock cave. There, in the muggy darkness 1 will arrange them 

like the night sky, and try to discern meaning, try to find some sort of system 

of rules that could be transferable into the life I plan. And soon after I will 

forge through the barrier of time, bring back small glimmers of a future, 

fractured images separated like the pieces of a jigsaw. 1 will not be sure if I 

have actually broken the key of some other dimension, because all that I see 

and do is possible for the mind to accomplish by itself. A mind is a tricky 

thing. Believe in something enough, and it becomes true. 

And I will believe that I am seeing the future when actually all I really 

see is the altered past, a construction of all to come. Being a novice at reading 



rocks, I will mis-interpret the future, or maybe the future will mis-interpret 

me. 

I will see creatures running from horsemen galloping with guns 

shouldered. The creatures will be like the one that came to me in the vision. 

They will have only a casual likeness to feral hogs: four legs, long snouts, 

more like wild dogs. They will have dusk blue eyes, longer and softer coats, 

and bushy tails that waver as they dodge trees, mires, and gullies. Their tails 

flash by like a comet as they chase the wind. I will find only a yellow-paged, 

bug-ridden, National Geographic that calls these animals wolves. I will 

understand our mystical association when I learn of their near extinction. 

But I will not know this all until it is too late, until I myself have become the 

wolf, extinct in its home. 

L 

Reed Carlson's Herefords were a good distance away in the flatland, 

enjoying the moist grass before it dried like hay. I could hear them moo now 

and then, neither in anguish nor in joy. Cattle spoke their own language, 

seemingly for no reason at all. Nothing else spoke it. Maybe that's why they 

were so misunderstood. I learned to stay away from the cattle because they 

were such a human product. You can bet that where the cattle were, Reed 

was close. I don't want to seem a hypocrite. The slaughter of cattle over feral 

hogs I could understand: They fed the populace, and fed them rather cheaply 

at that. But myself and those like me either rotted dead in the fields where 

they were shot—no good but for buzzards, maggots and worms (which is 

what I'd rather be done with my body if it were a choice)—or still alive, sold 
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to over-priced city restaurants that used only the tenderest filets along our 

spines, sold smothered in creamy sherry sauces for upwards of $35 a plate— 

the carcasses, with glazed-over filmy eyes, thrown into dumpsters like the 

unwanted and fatherless children of unwed mothers. 

Texas Wild Boar we were called, written in fancy script on menus that 

failed to print prices. But we were not boar, not javalena, not swine: we had 

genes from them all. No one would pay pittance for something called Texas 

Feral Hog, the melting pot of pigs. Advertising sold, but lies sold better. 

To fully know what I was up against, I researched Reed Carlson's 

operation. While he and his family bowed down in church on Sundays, or 

did dinner in town, I descended from the limestone hills. Their home was 

made of stone, the windows ten times taller than they were wide. Reed 

chopped his own firewood every Winter, stacking it in neat rows alongside of 

their home. Just last summer, he built a porch around the entire house, 

round like the rings of Saturn. A Shetland pony for the children ran in the 

same corral with the three larger horses. The white one with oily spots was 

Abe, Reed's horse. Between a group of blackjack oaks is where the metal hog 

cages were. 

I crawled up on the logs and entered the home through an unscreened 

window above the kitchen sink. I found Reed's office, the first door before 

entering the long hall. He was a trophy hunter, the wall adorned with 

forever staring antelope, white tail deer and moose head-mounts hanging as 

memories. A black bear rug covered the floor, the head a hairy mask, no eyes, 

no teeth. For hours I flipped through the pages of his journals and ledgers, 

files and figures. Among other things I found that the ranch had been run by 

mo 



four generations of the Carlson family. Reed ran a crisp operation. Between 

the year-round cattle business and his seasonal hog trapping, he provided 

well for his family. 

One night I even sneaked in while they slept, tiptoeing stiletto-like 

down the hall. In the master bedroom I saw Reed and Lily entwined in the 

comfort of sleep, the sheets above pulsating with each breath—one breath— 

like some joined-at-the-hip fleshy silence. 1 wondered what it would be like 

to live such a life. Providing for children, I could hear Reed say—his excuse 

for all the slaughtering. 

The children shared a room, both in beds framed like chuckwagons, 

leather canopies over the tops. For a moment I thought of pressing pillows 

firmly to their faces so they could never breathe again, so they could not grow 

to be like their father. In the window to the bedroom was a mobile made of 

cardboard cut-outs and a coat hanger. Each oval shape was attached to the 

hanger with twine, and they were crayon-colored into images of cowboys and 

Indians. A soft breeze through the window spun moonlit shadows on the 

wall. If they only knew. 

The daughter, Grace, had long hair. She wore it in pigtails (which 

looked nothing like the tails of pigs) except on Sundays when it was combed 

straight, a reddish-brown in the sun. Bryan was small and chubby for his size, 

his cheeks round and well fed. He often wore cowboy boots, and I could tell 

he wanted to be like his father. But what young children do not? It was not 

their fault. It's sad children learn to grow into images of their parents. But I 

didn't hate the children. Their crimes were still uncertain. 
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Sometimes I'd watch them play from the cover of trees, watch the 

children play in the yard around the home, always careful not to roam too far. 

Grade was four and Bryan three. I found their birth certificates among the 

files in Reed's office. 

I used to see them barbecue steaks and corn on the cob wrapped in tin 

foil. Lily was thin, the same red hair as her daughter. She drank nothing but 

wine in a sun-sparkled glass: a classy woman for ranching life. She dried the 

laundry on lines behind the house. When the wind blew, it lifted her dress 

and I could see she wore no panties. She was more animal than I imagined. 

This made me want to plant myself in her, give her children that could never 

be like Reed Carlson. 

This made me think of a book I read, a book about a man with long 

hair and a beard who wore long flowing robes and rope sandals. Sometimes 

he carried a staff. People followed great distances over mountain and ocean. 

Past borders. Over corpses. In every picture his arm was locked stiff in the 

air, saluting his people. And they cheered back at him, a cheer full of greed 

and anger. He was from a country I can't recall. 1 was sure there had been 

such a man in every country at one time in history, so maybe it didn't matter 

where he was from, or who he was. But his goal was to take on the world, 

purify the fatherland, make it safe for others just like himself, safe from 

nothing but change. He failed and the world hated him and what his 

followers had come to represent, but I couldn't help but romanticize about a 

world of feral hogs. 



n. 

As the orange dusk fills the forever Texas skyline, I stretch out my legs 

and roll to all fours. It's not as easy as it used to be. 

Beginning to think about supper I twitch my sniffer and smell my 

surrounding. Nothing. The wind carries it all away, makes everything 

meaningless. I lope to the watering hole and drown my snout in the cool 

water. Careful not to imbibe any algae or small tadpoles, I lap until my thirst 

is quenched. As I previously said, the early spring is my time of rest, the 

transition between the two worlds. The other hogs are returning to the ranch 

and even though I despise their ignorance, I am happy to see them again. 

The shuffle and chatter of sliding stones alerts my senses. Gasping 

breath. The whinny of a horse. I scurry up to the lip of my caprock cave to 

take a look. An old man in tattered clothes—a leather vest, a sweat stained 

cowboy hat and blue jeans—heels the rowels of his spurs into the flanks of 

his horse, guiding it up the steep incline toward the fence. The horse's neck 

and jaw strain against the tight reins, the bit far back in its mouth. 

At the barbed wire, he unmounts, lifts off his hat and whips it against 

each knee. Clouds of dust rise. Placing his hat back on his matted gray hair, 

he inspects each side of the fence-line as if searching for an opening. He 

shakes his head in disbelief. The horse begins to surge backward in short 

stutter-steps until the old man tugs on the reins at his side. He walks around 

a cactus and toward a large boulder. His spurs tinkle with each step. 

He proceeds to tie the reins around a stobby fence post. The horse he 

calls Shelly is a deep mahogany color with a black tail and mane. He removes 

his rifle from its scabbard and leans it against the boulder. Shelly exhales as 



the man uncinches the girthstrap. He hoists the saddle to the fence—one 

hand on the pommel, one underneath—and drapes it over the barbed wire. 

The heather-gray, wool saddle-pad is soaked with sweat, a ring of white salt 

bordering the edges. The old man unties his bedroll and tosses it to the 

ground. 

"Old Kaid is gonna feed you soon honey, don't you worry yourself 

none about that," he says. From a canteen he pours a palmful of water and 

holds it up to the horse's muzzle. He then pulls a piece of dried meat from a 

suede pouch dangling from his belt and holds it up the same. He positions 

his mouth close to her ear and whispers something I cannot hear. 

Beginning to pat his pockets, Kaid takes a seat on the boulder. Having 

found what he was looking for, and with no more than two swift twirls of his 

fingers, he loads a cigarette between his chapped lips and strikes a match 

against his trousers' zipper. His face is dark and sunburned, flecked with a 

several-day stubble. On his hip is a long bowie knife in a leather sheath, the 

blade end tied to his thigh with a strand of hemp. Reclining back now, he 

watches the line of the horizon fade. 

As darkness grows thicker, I move closer. Stars fill the sky. Kaid starts 

a fire and then prepares himself a small meal of beans and coffee. While the 

flames warm the tin pan and kettle, Kaid unfurls his bedroll beside the 

boulder. From between the rolls is a lump of fur, different shades of black 

and white. As I watch him spread flat his fur blanket, it dawns on me that 

this is the same bushy coat of the wolf creature. I realize that I had not seen 

my own future, but the past of this creature that I know nothing about. 



Even as he sleeps, I do not let him from my sight. I wonder if he is 

looking for me. Trying to warn me, or kill me? I don't know. But 

something about this old man just seems so odd, like he is a link to 

something vital, a merger of time and space into one solid sphere forever 

spinning around a single axis, spitting out random chunks of history like 

shavings from a lathe. He is the past. 

My clairvoyance is humming now, a buzzing in my head, between my 

ears, trembling the top of my throat, tickling the backs of my eyes. The feeling 

is powerful and I know 1 am on the right path. 

As I sit and ponder the possibilities, I think about the current novel I'm 

reading. It is about a brave cowboy who rides out from the wilderness on a 

horse to face the growing city, and all its creations. In the end, he and his 

horse are mauled by an eighteen-wheeler carrying toilet fixtures. It's funny 

how everything I read seems to attach itself to the walls of my present and 

gestate, like each moment has a lesson to teach me, and if my senses are not 

sharp I will fail to find the message. Kaid is that man. He has stepped right 

out of my novel, and maybe not directly from that one alone, but out of all 

that I have read, all wrapped up into some magical genetic code. He is a 

wandering man forgotten by the passing of time, a man as unsure about the 

world he is about to step into, as I am mine. We are destined to meet, Kaid 

and I, but I don't know on what terms. That scares me. 

The stars are like pinpricks in a sheet of night. The Milky Way a 

cottony mystery arcing overhead. There is no end to the sky. It is ultimately 

beautiful, as ultimate as anything can ever be. Only theories exist out there. 

Fact and truth are dangerous. Only when words are etched in stone tablets do 



they cause anguish, fear, and death. For the first time I have the urge to stand 

and howl, howl for the bright moon, telling the sky that I believe what it 

ultimately stands for. 

IIL 

I will doze off thinking of all the possibilities. When 1 wake, Kaid will 

not be asleep next to the boulder. The barbed wire will hang lifeless next to 

the post where Shelly had been tied. The last embers from his fire will smoke 

a single string that rises and then disappears in the still morning air. My body 

will be covered with the night's dew. 

Moving to another perch, I will try to locate Kaid and Shelly, but they 

will be nowhere in sight. Anxious from the discoveries my mind constructed 

the night before, I will retreat to my cave to read rocks. The anticipation will 

knot my innards. 

Once inside I will notice my rocks already arranged. Yet, as soon as 

they find a place of rest in the dirt, they will scatter again like seething rock-

backed bugs, a militia planning their petty attack. I will blink and rub my 

eyes, but it will not be a dream. When the rocks finally stop, as if the wheels 

of a slot machine at rest, I will recognize the formation, but not be able to put 

a name to it. I will search my astronomy books for the particular 

arrangement and determine that it is the constellation Orion. But something 

will be different. The largest gypsum rock I possess will be out of place, 

attached as if the head to the mighty decapitated hunter. 

I will sit cross-legged on my rump so long that my body numbs, yet I 

will not dare stir. I will close my eyes tighter than they have ever been closed 



and I will feel myself again. I will feel a bright light illuminate the room, seep 

through the slits of my eyelids, and then shoot from the cave like the whir of 

a bullet. When I finally open my eyes, the rocks will be madly stirring around 

the room again and I will know it is time to recognize my fate. 

L 

As I searched the ranch, a shot broke my concentration. It was almost 

dusk. The falling sun flattened the sky. The day seemed to have passed in a 

moment's time. I couldn't recall where the time had gone. In the distance, I 

saw Kaid with his Hawken rifle across his knees, him atop Shelly, galloping 

toward a fallen feral hog. The hog was just a child, probably born in Mexico 

not more than weeks before. It was on its side, wriggling out its last breaths. 

Kaid swung off the horse. When he sliced the hog's neck with his 

bowie knife it went stiff and then limp. The old man put his knife into its 

anus, straddled the carcass and yanked the blade, slicing through the center of 

the rib cage. He kneeled beside the hog, rolled up his shirtsleeves, and began 

scooping out the entrails, yanking the plasticity of tubes and organs, freeing 

them from the animal. The old man hoisted the hog up to Shelly and threw 

it across her saddle—a bloodletting. He snatched the reins and walked 

through the open field until my eyes could no longer see him. I wept. I wept 

for the children. 

Angry as hell, I decided that I had enough of the goddamn waiting. 

The children were going to continue to die unless I did something 

immediately. The only way to fight slaughter, was to slaughter back. I would 

kill Kaid. I would kill the Carlson family. I would make a stand, and show 



feral hogs that man was conquerable. "Remember the Alamo!" I planned to 

use their skins to haul stones to make our homes, use their hair for softer 

pillows, use their teeth for fine jewelry, and use the eyes as marbles for the 

children. I would then run the ranch as I saw fit. 

For days I searched, but could not find him anywhere. I must have 

circled the entire 100,000 acres of the Flying Fork Ranch. Without sleep, I 

searched until I fell exhausted and passed out in the shade of a looming 

willow. 

n. 

The past, present and future come together when I wake. Both Kaid 

and Reed Carlson stand as the second and third points to this triangle we 

create. Kaid's rifle is locked on me. Reed's .22 pistol is aimed at Kaid's head. 

I stand from my sleep looking from one to the other. 

"I got you, wolf," Kaid says to me. 

"He's my hog, old man, don't try me or I'll drop you where you stand," 

Reed says to Kaid. 

To both of them I say, "I am both and I am neither, because I run with 

the wind." The expressions on their faces twist. For a half-moment each 

man lets his gun go limp in his arms. They turn sideways, stare queerly at 

me, before a crash through the trees breaks their confusion. It is Grace and 

Bryan on their Shetland pony which is galloping out of control. The children 

scream! Then Lily Carlson races from the trees. "Reed!" she yells. At that 

instant Kaid's gun fires. I feel the bullet travel clean through my neck. At 

that same moment Reed fires, the .22 bullet riveting Kaid's temple. He 



crumbles and falls. 1 topple sideways. The miniature mare freezes when the 

shots ring out. The children stop their tears. Lily stands in awe. I feel my 

warm blood soaking into my fur. 

As I close my eyes, I feel like I am floating, like I am walking through 

the air. I look over the lay of the farm. It grows distant as I rise into the sky. I 

pass the bright light of the sun. It is daytime, but the farther I move into the 

sky the darker it becomes. I feel like a portrait locked into the dangling bubble 

of a mobile, my string being pulled higher and higher. I am moving toward 

the stars. I think of Orion, the mightiest of hunters. I remember my great 

grandpa, and how he tried to battle the unbeatable. Yes, what he did was 

admirable, yet it was also stupid. He tried to diange time. He tried to change 

the unchangeable. He was afraid of his own death, and all he knew how to do 

was fight, to kill. 

As I ascend further into the heavens, I can no longer feel my own body, 

as if it is no longer there. I open my eyes, and I can see that there are shooting 

stars everywhere, boiling and burning in space. Not just one, nor two, but 

millions soon light the sky. One flashes so close that I am able to grab its fiery 

tail end and it pulls me back through the barrier I just crossed. 

I fall in line behind my brothers and sisters. I can see Papa stalking 

quietly. I try to mirror his every step. There is a cow in the clearing. My first 

kill and I am excited. I drool. I can barely keep in line, but I do because I am 

young and I am trying to learn the hunt as only Papa Ogrom can teach. 

Tonight we eat well. Tomorrow we hunt again. 



Some Dogs Growl 

Miguel Sanchez slows his tow truck next to his wife Rosaria. Her hair 

is deep brown, long, uncut in the five years since their marriage. It hangs to 

the small of her back. It shines in the sun, makes her proud, woman. She is 

walking with a paper sack brim-full of groceries. The truck is marked 

Sanchez Salvage—Salvia, New Mexico, painted in crude black strokes. The 

truck's exterior is dusted, two-tone—white and clay-red. A rust-colored shag 

covers the dashboard; the same color tassels the border of the inside of the 

roof. A twelve pack of Natural Light sits on the seat next to Miguel, ripped 

open. The plastic Jesus suctioned to the front window waggles. Rosaria can 

see the Jesus figurine slow to a stop, can see the beer tab looped around its 

neck. 



Miguel reaches from the truck window and grabs the bag of tortilla 

chips sticking out from the top of the grocery sack. He rips into the Tostitos 

and stuffs a wad into his mouth. His lips are chapped and flaky. As he 

crunches, crumbs fall to the rumples of his western shirt. "I was going to 

make nachos," Rosaria says. Miguel shrugs his shoulders and begins to fling 

chips at her like playing cards. Rosaria takes several steps back. 

Miguel's two hounds, sitting at the base of the towing arm, jump to the 

tool box behind the cab of the truck. Backhand, Miguel lobs a handful of chips 

and the dogs turn in circles sniffing, lapping and growling at one another. 

"What is so the matter with you?" Rosaria asks. Miguel pulls the beer from 

between his legs and pours it into his mouth in gulps so big his cheeks 

balloon. Rosaria continues her gait, stomping. Miguel follows just beside 

her, pushing in the clutch, revving the engine. She hops the curb and into 

the grass. Pulling away, Miguel empties the bag of chips into the street. 

Rosaria no longer curses him, only prays. 

Saturdays Miguel has nothing to do but drive and drink warm beer. 

His tires screech as he turns onto the stteet of their home. The dogs stay 

themselves. He cruises the street and eyes the neighbors, as if to say keep 

your mind on your own damn families. The week before, someone flattened 

the tires to his truck. Tucked under the windshield was a note that said, You 

are full of air Miguel Sanchez. 

Miguel passes his own home where a Camaro sits raised on cinder 

blocks, the engine hoisted to the air by pulleys. Underneath, an over-turned 

trashcan lid is full of a luminous green antifreeze. Not ten feet away is a stiff 

dog who had lapped-up too much of the sweet liquid days earlier. And oil 



trails down the dirt driveway and into the street. Just four days ago he found 

another message taped to the windshield of that car, Clean your waste Miguel 

Sanchez, you are ruining our streets. 

He looks to the porch of his home. The boards tilt and sway like 

funhouse floors. Nails are unseamed and oxidized orange. The paint curls 

on itself, in tatters, sometimes to be swept away in the wind as wood-rasp 

shavings might. But there is no wind today. The heat crawled through May 

to June; now August, the heat lay foul with the smell of the fallen dog. 

With his left arm hanging from the window, Miguel passes the Reya 

home where children are sliding on long sheets of yellow plastic watered by a 

hose. Some glide on their stomachs, others as if sitting in an invisible chair. 

They all stop long enough to point at the dogs that stand like sentinels—paws 

on the side of the truck. The children bark, but the dogs remain silent. 

Miguel passes the Sandias home before the street dead ends. A metal 

rail-guard separates him from the dry desert: sage thickets and shaled rock 

that rises and dips into the horizon. He tugs the steering wheel, trying to 

make the turn-around in one sweep. When he hits the curb he punches the 

stick into reverse. Without twisting his neck to look behind he guns the 

engine, then pulls forward to resume his creep back up the street. He 

slouches into the seat, drops an empty can out the window, and pops the tab 

of another. 

Sucking the bubbling foam he sees Hortense Castillo, an elder, never 

married, lived in Salvia all her life. She wears a long Mexican dress: black, 

yellow and red. Her stomach is bloated, shoulders humped into a hill at her 

nape—hair white. She wears an assortment of jewelry: the teeth of black bear, 



the talons of red-tailed hawk, turquoise rings, and a stone for every month of 

birth. She is deaf and mute, speaks only by sign. Looking up from watering 

the begonias that border her mobile home/ she sees Miguel drop the can into 

the street. She sneers, knows what kind of man Miguel Sanchez is. The 

water from the hose kicks up pueblo-dust, like steam—an apparition 

condensing to walk the earth. Miguel smiles as he passes. The dogs begin 

their harangue and round to the back of the truck as if they will jump. 

Neighbors Maria Reya and Rio Sandias believe Hortense is some sort 

of old-ways bruja—a witch—but Rosaria believes she is just an old woman, a 

woman aware of what that means. 

Rosaria tells the neighbor women how insane Miguel becomes when 

he drinks. They say that it is no different from their own homes and that 

times are hard, that the men are under the pressure to provide for their 

families. But when Rosaria whispers her side of the accident, the accident 

that killed her unborn baby, the women begin to believe he is evil, that he 

must stop, be stopped, that Rosaria should run before she gets herself killed 

like Helena Santos, several years back. 

Rosaria remembers that day, the glass exploding from the windows of 

the Santos' home, shotgun pellets raining through the streets, the echo of 

screams and a bleating donkey—sounds that still haunt some of the 

neighborhood children as they sleep. Antonio Santos had barricaded his wife 

Helena, their son and their burro into the home. Helena Santos and their 

ninito were shredded from buck-shot and the remains of the boy were found 

wrapped in the flayed hide of the donkey. Blood laked cm their linoleum 

floor. And when Tony Santos finally ran naked and screaming from his 



home, slathered red from blood, the police tackled him and cuffed his stained 

wrists. 

The next morning, before his transfer to Alamagordo prison, he was 

found splayed on his cell floor, dead, his eyes removed from their sockets. It 

is still a mystery as to who avenged the family. Rumors that pass in the 

gossip of the church or while the men drink their warm beer claim a note was 

found crumpled in his pocket. I have your eyes Tony Santos and they are 

wrapped in ass,. 

Miguel drives into the town dump and parks his truck next to a ratty 

couch shaded by a tall pine. The limbs on one side of the tree have been 

lopped by garbage trucks. This place is where the men gather to make small 

talk—bitch about their wives and drink cerveza. The men have heard 

Miguel's version of Rosaria's accident, how she tripped and fell onto a 

ceramic bowl, piercing her pregnant stomach. They cannot understand 

Miguel's ill-remorse, but can understand him not wanting children. "Starts 

with one, soon it's three. They'll suck you dry." 

Miguel steps out of the truck and chip crumbs fall to the ground. The 

dump is quiet, just Miguel and the two hounds. 

"Good boys," he says to the dogs. On a knee, he rubs the top of their 

heads and gives them each a palmful of beer. He stands and walks around 

some of the piles of garbage, always looking for something to salvage. The 

dogs swagger to the shade and lay near the black vinyl couch. Miguel kicks at 

the trash: an empty bottle of Clorox, paint cans, magazines, a threadbare mop, 

warped boards, and a steering wheel to a riding lawn-mower which he picks 
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up, eyes over, and throws toward the truck. He tilts his head and drains the 

last of a beer. Unfurling the garbage, he spots a headless doll. Miguel whistles 

the dogs from their head-resting on their paws. He throws the doll for 

fetching. 

Both dogs have droopy ears and long, sagging faces. They look 

malnourished. The elder of the two dogs, Jessie, has a gray mustache and 

waddles off center. Jessie once slipped from the speeding truck, shattering his 

hip. Duke, the younger hound, outruns Jessie and retrieves the doll. When 

the dogs return, spittle syrups from their jowls. Miguel wrestles the doll away 

from Duke and stares at the doll: the slimed, saffron dress, the heavy wooden 

shoes, the stuffing breaking the seams of the creamy, dirt-stained skin. 

Duke roots in the trash. The dogs often chase rats almost half their 

size. Duke paws the debris, snouts into a pile, then emerges with the head of 

the doll clenched in his teeth. Miguel rips the head from the dog's mouth 

and tries to connect it to the shoulders by smashing it into the gouge at the 

doll's neck. When he releases his hold, the head topples to the ground. 

Miguel make-shifts a spine from a piece of splintered board. He shoves the 

piece of wood into the stuffing, down its back, and screws the head down. He 

holds his creation out to admire, but the head tumbles to the ground again. 

With his boot, Miguel heels the doll's head, flat, and hurls the body over a 

hill of junk. 

Miguel falls on the couch and tucks his wet hair behind his ears and 

crushes an empty. He pops a fresh one. Duke hops up onto the couch and 

leans back on his haunches. Having found the headless doll, it hangs from 

his teeth. Angered at the sight of the child's toy, Miguel forearms Duke in the 



side of the head, knocking him to the ground, stunned. Before the hound can 

right himself, Miguel stands and boots him twice in the ribs. He grabs hold of 

the leather collar, twists it, and tethers it until Duke gasps dryly. With the 

butt of his palm, Miguel punches the back of the dog's skull then releases the 

collar. Duke rolls. He seems confused of how to walk, to run; wildly, his legs 

pump, as if he is trying to catch up with his own death. 

Rosaria finishes toweling the dishes. She checks again the deadbolt 

and gathers various pots and pans and plants them in the front doorway, in 

case Miguel comes in the night. He has rarely come home since the accident, 

but it is not unusual for Rosaria to find him asleep, passed out on the porch 

when she wakes. Twice she has found Miguel chained like a prisoner to his 

own home and Rosaria doesn't understand who punishes him. Rumors 

spread through the pews at mass. The women do not listen to their husbands 

who say that Rosaria is to blame. Who else? they say. 

Preparing for sleep, Rosaria removes her pale-blue silken robe and 

drapes it over a hook on the backside of her closet door. She bends to find the 

chain of the lamp on her make-up table and one of her breasts slides out of 

her loose night gown. She stands, stares into the oval shaped mirror above 

the table. As she begins to knead her thick brown nipple, it firms. She cups 

her breast with one hand and slathers with spit the other. She rubs then 

pinches, thinking of how a child might suckle, bite. Delicate, but hungry. 

Goosebumps spring on her arms and legs as if a draft blows from some 

unknown place. She hikes up her gown and chins the gathered fabric under 



her neck. Sideways now, she stares at the profile of her stomach; she wishes 

she was fat, full of a child. She will never forgive Miguel, and believes that 

he will get what's coming to him. She fingers her stitched skin. It is sensitive 

to the touch. The gown falls to her knees. 

The pans clank into each other! Rosaria races into the bathroom and 

swings the door shut. The door to the bedroom bangs against the wall. She 

hurries to wedge a shoe under the door. But it swings open and knocks her to 

the tile floor. Miguel picks her up and forces her over the wall of the tub, 

straddling her waist. He clutches the pair of scissors from the sink and holds 

them high above her neck. "Go on scream, bitch, nobody cares. Nobody 

believes your tonto lies." He begins cutting huge thickets of her hair. He 

clumps it into a ball and stuffs it into her face, her mouth. She struggles, but 

he is too strong. All she can do is pray, pray that she does not die like Helena 

Santos. Miguel stands, says nothing, drops the scissors and walks slowly from 

the house. 

In bed that night, Rosaria closes her eyes, but they do not stay shut. Her 

body still trembles. As a child—lying with the sheets swaddled to her lips as if 

a mummy listening to her father shout threats at her mother—she would try 

to picture in her mind's eye the things that smacked on the walls, shattered 

on the floor, thud against her mother's body: picture book, porcelain curio, 

rolling pin. And sometimes in the morning, when nobody was watching, she 

would turn up the flaps skirting the couches and chairs and inspect the shards 

swept underneath. She thought of her hair littering the cold tiles of the 

bathroom. 



Looking into the darkness of the ceiling above her head, cream-colored 

shadows begin to swim through the air like cloaked angels. She can see them 

join as one and pulsate slowly. It calms her. And she sleeps. 

In the morning Rosaria wakes to the doleful sounds of Miguel, and she 

knows he has been punished again. She sits at her make-up table and stares 

at her ugly reflection and pushes her fingers through her nappy hair. "Don't 

you understand?" she screams, pressing her hand firmly to her Bible. "He 

will not stop. Can't You see that he will kill me?" The bell tower of the 

church calls her to worship with each shrill clang. She slips into her Sunday 

dress, stretches on her knee-highs and pulls a velvet hat over her ears. 

Miguel is chained to the front porch. It's the third time since the 

accident. The neighbor women see Miguel as they lead their children to 

church. The young point as they are hurried past the Sanchez home; they 

giggle and poke one another. The husbands sleep well into the day. It used to 

be sweet relief for Rosaria to see her husband in such shape—some kind of 

half-miracle she liked to think, but who works in half-miracles. A miracle is 

lasting, forever. 

Rosaria leaves for mass through the back door. As she passes the porch 

from the side-yard she can see Miguel's body draped across the steps. Out of 

the side of her eye, she sees a curtain fall shut from one of Hortense's 

windows. Rosaria knows that Hortense is watching, that she sees the life, 

their people crumbling. 

Sweat leaks from Miguel's face and neck and gathers in the wells of his 

eyes, "Ojos negros. Chinga!" He slurs. His lashes are pinched tight to dam 

the stinging salt. His ankle points into the air, cuffed by a foot's length of 



chain bound by a keyless lock His body is stretched down the steps; his head 

rests on the ground. The skin from his ankle is rubbed raw from his 

midnight squirms, his attempts at release. Blood dribbles down underneath 

his jeans—paths worn as reminders. The pearly buttons of his western shirt 

catch traces of sun like sequins. Miguel's shirt is opened to the navel, 

exposing his red-brick chest, smooth except for random hairs around the 

nipples. The sleeves of his shirt are rolled nearly to his pits where dark 

crescents of sweat deepen the shadows in the crook of his arms. 

Rosaria sneaks into the service late, sits in the back row, and escapes 

before the final eulogy. With no desire to return home, she wanders the 

streets to the edge of town. She looks across the expanse of open-land, the 

hills, their valleys. She sees egrets flying in threes, whiting the sky. It is the 

season when they descend upon New Mexico's towns, in route to Texas for 

the coming winter. She watches the birds glide up and down with every 

stretch and pump of their long white wings. She notices their legs folded 

underneath, sees their yellow beaks. They remind her of the stories her 

mother used to tell of the storks who fly children into this world and Rosaria 

tries to believe like she did so long ago. 

She thinks over the morning mass, what Father Marquez had said. 

Turn from the evils and do not let it burden faith. Rosaria felt like he was 

speaking to her, felt uncomfortable as the neighbor women turned her way. 

She thought of the Santos family, thought if Helena Santos had placed too 

much faith in a God that had left her and her son to die? Was Antonio 



Santos' death justice enough? To Rosaria it was no return. And she worries 

not only of her faith, but for life. 

While Rosaria wanders the streets, and the others listen closely to the 

final words of the eulogy, stray mongrel dogs group to explore the silence of 

the neighborhood. The dogs wander by each home and lure the civil dogs 

into the streets. Miguel's hound Jessie joins them. In heat, they mount. 

Some dogs growl. Others sniff the rears of those in front of them and the 

dogs that lead the pack seem to walk sideways and shake their heads now and 

again. No one knows where all the stray dogs come from, but Rosaria has 

heard people say that they live underneath Hortense's home, and that she 

feeds them what she can. Many believe that they are her dogs and that they 

do what she says, even though she cannot talk. 

Just before noon, Rosaria returns through the alley and in the back 

door of their home. She listens for Miguel, but cannot hear his guttural 

moans. Maybe he's still passed out, maybe he's been released, she thinks. 

Leaving the velvet hat on her head, she slips out of her stockings, unzips her 

dress and drops it to her ankles. She places it on a hanger and dresses in blue 

jeans and a green cotton blouse. She slips on her huaraches. She would 

brush her long hair if she still had any, one hundred strokes, as her mother 

used to do. 

The dogs are forming a world around Miguel, as a turkey vulture 

anticipating death in the desert. Circling. They lick the human smells from 

around his armpits and between his legs. Careful in each step, some slowly 



ascend the porch keeping an eye on the front door for the whisk of a broom or 

a shot from a pistol. They tongue the dry, tawny blood from Miguel's ankle. 

As if preparing him for sleep, they clean his wounds. They try to drag Miguel 

away from the house, but the chains hold him. 

Rosaria hears them bark viciously out the front of her house, and for a 

while she ignores them. She busies herself by swatting flies that swarm in the 

kitchen. The dogs' yelping rises then cuts off sharply. Curious, Rosaria cracks 

the front door. When she steps onto the front porch to see what is the matter, 

Hortense is nailing a note to one of the ceiling supports. Miguel is nowhere 

around. Already retreating, the dogs cower at the sight of Rosaria and split up 

in every direction. Rosaria recognizes Miguel's dog who follows the rest. 

The chains are coiled on the top step. The key is in the lock. 

Hortense holds her hands up to her face as if she were saying a prayer, 

then crumples the note while stuffing it into her pocket. 
MI left the service early to have a walk. . . what is that in your pocket?" 

For a moment they both stare at each other. Each nods a slow nod. 

Rosaria cannot understand her hand-signs. Hortense turns and walks from 

the porch toward her home. As Rosaria looks across the street, she sees the 

dogs, one by one, belly flat, crawl underneath Hortense's home to feast. 



For All This Hunger 

Young Enoch Parkin no longer tongues popsicles in the still summer 

that pumps sweat from welled pores, no longer hears the hurdy-gurdy 

harpsichord echoing, wandering through the streets of his neighborhood— 

that of the ice cream man. But now he can only shuck browned husks from 

steamed tamales that whisper mildly slopped in salsa. 

Back-elbowed on the baked earth split into tiny valleys the ants must 

weave round, Enoch gnaws piles of tamales from their aluminum foil 

wrapping, picante painting his face like a Mexican clown. In mid-chew he 

inhales . . . exhales to cool the crumbling compression of heat that is all 

important to tamales. He sleeves clean his mouth and grins at the idiocy; he 

wipes the wet behind his ears, tastes salt in the corners of his smile. What is 

this new fascination, the reason for all this hunger? 



Enoch hands over dollar bills. The tamale man crumples, pockets, and 

then fingers wrong change. He is a small, amber-skinned man, eyes shaded 

under a straw hat, vending from a smoky red, green, and yellow wheel-cart. 

He speaks low in foreign words voiced without plural. He parks at the 

rubbled neighborhood lot left so long ago by a woman known by the children 

as the dog lady. Dogs, dogs! So many ran free when she died. 

Legs bending the curb where he gnawed away lunchtime, Enoch 

scratches his full belly like front porch fathers. He eyes a yellow bitch dog that 

seems to be eyeing him. Everyday now she poses slack-season in the alleyway 

behind the dog lady lot. Enoch has never touched her, never seen her save 

these moments following true feast. He believes she is lost, maybe a little 

hungry, and he rises toward offering some mealy scraps, but she slides away 

through side-yard trees. Her shadow trimmed by shadow. 

By suppertime, the tamale man has disappeared, disappeared as sudden 

as he came, escaped with the tamales that hound Enoch Parkin's gaping heart. 

The yellow dog seems to have followed him, as Enoch once did the ice cream 

truck that jingled through the streets. 

His whole world begins to collapse, tight: no sound, no hunger. His 

breath shortens as if the air freezes all around him. He stands motionless in 

the middle of the street, unsure of which way to run. When the world melts 

again, suddenly within ear-shot are the bells of that wandering life, all that 

rainbow-striped ice. Saved, saved! Enoch darts out of his old skin, sprints for 

a rocket pop. His lips' blue. 



That sleep, in the starless blade of bedded hours where shadows run 

from bedpost to baseball bat in Enoch Parkin's room, he kicks the kicks of 

sleep, dreams of the tallowed meats pressed in crushed corns and the fur of 

flayed dogs ditched as rubbish. 

Night after night the yellow dog returns to Enoch Parkin's head, 

returns to imbed the reasons into his new skin. Enoch cannot help but dream 

of his own family and realize that which he will always be a part of. 

And sleep. It's never easy. 



Mishami's Tsunami 

Americana was a teenage star, porno queen, just teen. Thirteen. She 

was born Friday the 13th in the hottest month of the year of our Lord, 1979. 

Her natal name was Betty Lou Rio, from Bovina, Texas. Her Daddy—big 

doped-up Daddy—was the only pharmacist in that Barbie-gone-haywire town, 

population 887 (or so the sign on the highway said), where Betty Lou rode 

through the cracked asphalt streets on her banana-seat bicycle to grade school 

where she was so different from all the other kids because she was dressed in 

poofy party dresses all the colors of Easter. At school she played mute because 

all the other kids either kicked her shins or touched her then ran around 

touching the other kids saying, "Boo hoo, boo hoo. I got Betty Lou Goo!" 



The other kids were mostly Mexican ("dirty ass wetbacks," Betty Lou's 

Daddy called them) whose fathers drove trucks with mud tires on the back 

and they owned hogs or horses or cows. But Betty Lou's Daddy drove a 

Marathon Cab checked black and white like fifties soda shop floors, and he 

experimented with pills in his garage-lab full of Bunsen burners, beakers full 

of oils and acids, and powders like chalk caked in bricks. He always wore a 

starched vest with a gold watch and chain in the breast pocket and eyed 

through a monocle while he worked. He adored his cobra-skinned boots and 

his greased-to-a-point handle-bar mustache that looked like a wing-spread 

hummingbird glued to his lip. His cheeks were pocked. 

Her mommy was an angel in Betty Lou's eyes—so beautiful—a woman 

that seemed to have no need for the petty ignorance of the world; she never 

moved from her bed perch, all pillowed up, face white as the sheets double 

tucked around her bony middle. Sometimes Daddy painted her face so fine 

with rouge: pastels of pink and maroon; once a week he bought babies breath 

from the florist and fixed it like a crown atop her head. And sometimes 

Daddy let Betty Lou brush her hair, the long white hair, so white like the 

mane of a unicorn, she imagined. Daddy said Mommy was a thinker, and 

thinkers do nothing but think. "Have you ever seen a dog be anything else 

but a dog," he would say. Mommy took thinking medicine that Daddy gave 

to her five times a day, day by day. 

When she asked her Daddy what Mommy was always thinking about, 

he turned to her, put both hands up to his handle-bar mustache, twisted it 

wide and then wriggled his tongue. His eyes were like ping-pong balls rooted 

with reds. "She's thinking about sex honey my darling, my baby Betty Lou." 



And when she asked him what thinking meant he said, "Sit on Daddy's lap." 

He yanked the Barbie-in-an-evening-gown from her hands, pulled up the 

night-on-the-town-with-Ken dress and lapped at the wedge between her legs. 

He gave Betty Lou some of Mommy's medicine and that night they all 

slept in the same bed, Mommy never moving from her sit-up perch, deep 

thought on her face. 

That morning when Daddy was making pills for the city in his 

secluded garage-lab, Betty Lou brushed and brushed her Mommy's hair. The 

white locks pulled free from her head like tinsel from a Christmas tree, like a 

nest for birds. Betty Lou began to cry. "Mommy, I am a thinker now, just like 

you, 1 thought and thought all night long and will never quit from this day 

forward." Mommy fell sideways for the first time and Betty Lou noticed the 

smell seep out from under the sheets. 

The police took Daddy away that day after Betty Lou showed the 

postman her beautiful thinking mother. When the postman said, "Honey 

she ain't beautiful and she surely don't think no more," she ran from the 

house, mounted her banana seat bicycle with an orange flag and she peddled 

toward the highway. 

Demmy Boldt and his convertible Cutlass pulled to the side where 

Betty Lou watched the traffic. Her panties gathered at one ankle and she was 

rubbing her thinking-cap against the nose of the banana seat. Demmy tried to 

stop her tears, but said, "Please, please don't stop your thoughts on account of 

me." After Betty Lou told her everything of her life, Demmy opened the door 



to his car and said, Til take you where all the thinking is done, the 

University of the Universe, and you can be just like your Mommy." 

Demmy put her seatbelt on for her, leaning close to her crotch. When 

he raised, he put his hand on her head as if knighting a knight and he said, "I 

dub thee my Americana." He had called her Americana for the first time, and 

she liked it and it stuck. He told her she would be famous and all famous 

thinkers had grand names. 

Her boyfriend became that Demmy Boldt, that stroke of good fortune 

come in on the highway in his wind-sung Chevrolet Cutlass Supreme with a 

sun-split dashboard and white walls rubbed gray by curbs. 

And so he made her think she was a star, always pushing video 

cameras and white lights in her eyes. He gave her medicine, like her Daddy 

did her Mommy. And pills and pills: yellow ones, red ones, green ones, 

blue—one, two, three, a slew. "And I'm gonna pimp you too!" Demmy said. 

It is now dark and Americana has been living on Demmy's couch for 

months and months and her hair is stringy and her body smells and she 

drinks liquor because it makes her want to think. She feels that she has 

become too smart. Can one know too much? Knowledge is not so interesting 

as it used to be. 

Americana sits on the couch of Demmy's apartment, her eyelids 

fluttering from the speed of pills; the is TV blaring. The Gong Show is just 

over. The man juggling the monkeys made her want to laugh, "but thinkers 

don't laugh," she remembers her Daddy once saying. It's 4 a.m. and all is not 

well. 



Demmy has not been home since their last shoot six days ago and 

Americana is hungry but she has no money. People knock on the door at all 

hours saying, "Americana, Americana, 1 love you for your mind please let me 

in." But Demmy has told her time and time again not to unlock the door 

unless she is positive it is him. On the TV stars and stripes—Betsy Ross— 

waves in the wind as an orchestra plays the song that ends nightly 

broadcasting. She puts her hand across her heart, the heart still running the 

race against dark. 

Americana looks at all the video tapes stacked under the thin metal TV 

stand. She looks up to the Spuds McKenzie poster on the wall surrounded by 

pictures of Asian women in bikinis. She can barely make out the wells of 

their eyes from the darkness swallowing the room. Demmy told her the wall 

is covered with the greatest thinkers of all time. She has memorized the 

names of all the women—Socrates, Shakespeare, Plato, Dante, and Siggy 

Freud. "For the land of the free, and the home of the brave," she sings. The 

screen snaps to static. The room shudders like a quicksilver stream and she 

feels the float. 

Demmy's calico cat Gecko sits coiled on her lap. Americana's mouth is 

dry. On the floor in front of her are twelve cans of whip cream she sucked the 

nitrous gas from while making the last video the six days before, before 

fucking, fucking Mishami, the slanty-eyed man who sells bubble gum sports 

cards down the corner from the apartment. Demmy collects these cards, got 

an O.J. Simpson rookie-season for that last wallop. Demmy says they are 

worth a million. The floor under the strewn cans of whip cream is the same 

color as Gecko. Gecko gets stepped on often. It walks sideways. 



Americana likes the feel of the whip cream gas in her thinking brain. 

"Makes you smart," Demmy says, "like Socrates there," pointing to the melon 

breasted woman on the wall wearing a cowboy hat and chaps over her bikini. 

The gas makes her feel metallic, bionic. She hears those same sounds as 

when Lee Majors picks up a crane and hurls it off a mountain. Demmy called 

her Bionic Beaver while she was fucking Mishami. 

Americana throws Gecko from her lap. She lights a cigarette from the 

side table covered with empty cans of Hawaiian Punch, torn condom 

wrappers, and bottles of Budweiser. The ashtray is a squatting Buddha with 

ashen butts snubbed in the side of his concave belly. She stands, walks to the 

video tapes and fingers over the labels until she finds the one labeled 

"Mishami's Tsunami." She slides it in and watches herself, her waves of 

genius. 

Mishami's Tsunami 

Directed by Demmy Boldt 

Starring Yasunari Machito as Mishami 

and 

Americana as The Beaver 

Fade in from the ripping static. A black silence. The video begins. The 

bass line is slow and meandering, a stream of anticipation, and God damn all 

if Americana isn't the embodiment of natural teenage beauty; she's got her 

head on straight, sashaying through her apartment, naked as a jaybird. She's 

brushing her long hair lovingly, wrapping it round her face, smelling it, and 



then whipping it from side to side, pretending to be the covergirl, the 

frontwoman, the premier American Scholar. In front of a wall mirror in the 

TV room she pauses, looks so admiringly at her herself, kisses her fingers to 

her lips then touches them on the mirror. She turns sideways to take in a 

profile of her chest, her barely bulging chest, her conical titties, more like ice 

cream cones, a filmy white. She begins flicking each nipple. They tremble on 

impact, slowly harden, thick and rosy red, a little chaffed, but oh so thick rosy 

red. 

The doorbell rings. Americana dashes to the bathroom, slips on her 

robe, allows the belt to hang free, swinging at her legs. She cracks the front 

door, chain still on, and peaks around the corner. Americana recognizes 

Mishami as an employer of her husbands down at the plant, who asked 

Mishami—because he was good with tools—if he could stop by sometime and 

fix their leaky faucet. Mishami has a dark furry mustache, a fakey, a little 

crooked. He shuffles his feet across the floor, lugging a heavy tool box. 

Mishami bends in front of the sink to open the underside doors, scoots 

aside the Comet, the Formula 409 and Americana notices the crack in the back 

that leads down into his jeans. She goes in for a better look, a better angle, 

straining her neck, and she can see that he does not wear boxers or briefs. 

He's hanging free, George Washington he's hanging free, and Americana is 

about to explode into convulsions of deep thought. Americana feels the 

warmth of need between her legs. Mishami turns around and says, "Ma'am, 

your husband sure was right, you do have a leaky faucet..." and before he 

can finish she flings her robe open and then falls into his lap there on the 

linoleum floor. The bass line twangs faster, in rhythm. 



Zioom in on Americana's sweaty brows, Mishami's beaded back, 

moisture trickling. She is on top, straddling his soft, woodstain-skinned body. 

The lights rest on the creases of their bodies like a shawl, casting shadows, 

rocking shadows. Americana begins to let it take her away. She thinks hard 

about dear old doped-up Daddy, her beautiful mother. She forgets her lines, 

her practiced moves, forgets everything, her role, her role as Mishami's 

Tsunami. 

Mishami flips her over onto her back, cradles her shoulders and legs, 

lifts her and moves her to the calico floor of the TV room. He puts her legs 

over his shoulders and Americana begins to wish Demmy would have let her 

wear the spurs, play the cowgirl like Socrates, not the forlorn young 

housewife, so she could heel the rowels into the soft at the back of Mishami's 

head. 

I hate you Mishami, she thinks, I hate you Demmy, Daddy, Mommy. I 

hate you all for making me think for myself. 

Panning up, her bony legs are still fuzzed but the balls of Americana's 

knees are rubbed raw and bloody, the scabs from the last seeking scholar now 

rubbed off. Above the crescent of her gravid pooch is the outy the doctor tied 

off from the rest of the world. 

"Right as rain," Demmy says. And he calls her a natural, a shoe in, a 

star, and that everybody in the world wants her knowledge. But when 

nipples soften they are chaffed and sore. Red with weather but rosy under the 

lights. 



Cut to dose up of her eyes as if looking behind her upward stare, that 

on-the-back upward stare trying to see beyond Mishami's greased black hair 

for escape. The lights rest on her forehead, smothering her eyes with sweat. 

The camera shakes and gets in her face. "Give me that look of intelligence, 

that look that shows you feel the Atomic Theory of the Universe! Come on 

Einstein, Cum!" Demmy screams as Mishami begins to pump faster saying 

"Oh my goodness, there are stars in the sky and I am dangling from a kite 

string here in heaven." 

Americana feels it all press down on her. The tsunami crashes in on 

Japanese coasts. Stick people run past banzai trees, hands over their eyes. 

"Stop this, stop this, stop this insanity," they yell until they are washed away 

into the mouths of whales. Americana feels the new gooey warmth between 

her legs, trickle to the floor below. Mishami's whole body goes limp as he 

repeats, "Ooh, eeh, ooh, my ocean is your lotion." 

As she flips off the VCR she can still hear Demmy saying "It's a wrap, 

put on your trousers, give me my O.J. Lesson over, my little erudite." 

But for the first time she realizes the lesson is finally over. There will 

be no rewinding. She knows that now she will need to think for herself, ride 

tall through the streets on her banana seat bicycle. She is a big girl now. 

She takes up a brush and combs her long hair, white as her mothers 

once was. The static from the TV tears through the house. Betty Lou, alias 

Americana, thinks about having a baby, a child, an heir to her throne of 

moan. And she spontaneously combusts. 



Odd Growths 

Somewhere—nowhere Mrs. Evans or her daughter Blair will ever find 

again—along the northern border of Texas where the heat of red dirt blends 

into Oklahoma vast-land in no rightful county near no claimed town down a 

swelled asphalt road where nettled grass spears heat-cracks underneath a cave 

of trees blocking the sun down a foot path sided by yellow walls of sunflower 

and cattail and beyond a scrubbed grove of mesquite lived a woman who 

rubbed magic into skin. She had a gift for removing unwanted growths: 

warts moles spots of age. Easy as pulling tacks from corked board and then 

thumbing them in as her own. A gift, a hideous gift. 

On the way to the dermatologist's office, Blair pulled down the sun 

visor in her mother's station wagon, flipped open the mirror which brought 

light, and ran a finger across her wart—one the size of a pencil eraser. Blair 



wondered why her mother was so much more interested in seeing it gone 

than she was. Sure, it was gross, but whose was it anyway? 

She fingered it, grabbed hold and pinched her skin to a point. It 

protruded beside the lobe of her right ear, nestled in a line of peach fuzz 

taking shape as sideburns her mother said when she was older would need to 

be waxed. "No daughter of mine will be hairy, and she certainly will not 

have warts!" she said. Blair could see the tiny black seeds embedded in the 

dry-lift of skin. A boy from school told her the seeds were termites, termites 

of the flesh. All the children at school had begun to mock the enormity of it 

all: "Franken-Blfrir's" freakish growth. Her father said it was natural. 

"Nothing to be worried about, common as tennis elbow." 

As her mother opened the driver's side door and began to buckle her 

belt, Blair saw her mother's reflection in the vanity mirror, saw her eyes, the 

eyes that didn't see what she saw. 

Blair was petrified at having to face the silvery-arm freeze-gun the 

dermatologist wielded to rid such major stumps. Her brother said sometimes 

the gun got too cold: stilling the face crisping ears marbling eyes. And it's not 

like she had never tried to do anything before. Blair remembered the 

cleansing wipes corn-pads fingernail polishes ointments like Compound W 

and caplets prescribed three times daily (after meals or she'd get a stomach 

ache)—all until the day she found her mother's bath pumice and an ivory 

handled steak knife from the fancy box in the back of the silverware drawer. 

She buffed and tunneled deep into her skin. Blood dribbled down Blair's 

cheek, swirling her neck to soak in the collar of her Sunday dress. Her 

mother said she was a disgrace. "You look like the damn anti-Christ. I can't 



leave you alone for one minute. At this rate you're never going to amount to 

the queen I once was, in my day." Blair wanted to tell her mother that she 

never aimed to be like her, like her at all. 

After the first visit to the doctor, bloody rings rose and syrupy ooze 

scabbed brittle as toffee. But the freeze didn't work! The wart just seemed to 

protrude even further, as if electing itself a new facial feature interrupting the 

harmony between the dimple of her smile and her silver-dollar ear. On quick 

glance the wart looked to be a dull amethyst stud pierced into the skin, but if 

someone took to stare, it resembled more a tick contentedly ballooned. So 

again she had to face the hoarfrosting arsenal. "The steam is your brain being 

sucked from your ear," her brother said. Some cruel joke? Rite of passage? 

Warthood? 

And yet again, the wart only bruised then swelled to a boil. Mrs. Evans 

insisted on lancing this time. And when she did, pus spewed like lizard 

spittle splashing over her lips. She raced to the sink and cupped handful after 

handful of water over her face, afraid of catching what she began to call 

"Blair's Disease." 

While Blair pillow-hugged and dreamed—dreamed of making the first 

ascent of the largest wart in the world, her mountain of rocky skin, falling 

just before the summit, and dreamed of circus side-shows where her only 

friend was the two-headed monkey—the scab removed itself sap-staining her 

sheets. And when she woke sweaty with sleep—the sunlight in ribbons 

shining through her Venetian blinds—she ran to the mirror hoping that it 

was just that. All a bad dream. 

Nothing seemed to work. 



On one knee, looking Blair in the face, the dermatologist did his best to 

explain the condition. "Warts are stubborn acts of nature. And as thinking, 

reasoning, human beings, we must accept when we're beat. Some things 

mankind has no control over, like the waves in the ocean or the rotation of 

the stars. Sometimes we have no other choice than to let nature take its 

course, build lives around the inconvenience rather than wallow in self-

pity." 

But Mrs. Evans could not wait out this act of evil. She imagined the 

jeering of Blair's friends: the where's-your-broomstick mocking, the my-

grandma-has-one-of-those-on-her-chin jokes, the rumors of contagious 

leprosy contracted from some rabid armadillo: Worst of all, what kind of 

mother nurtured such growth? 

With Cotillion coming soon—the white gloves long dresses country 

club ballrooms ear to ear dancing—Mrs. Evans could not let it happen. What 

would the other mothers whisper in carpool lines PTA meetings Wednesday 

night bridge? 

Mrs. Evans reached two-handed for the doctor's shoulders as if she 

would choke him, but spun him, pleading, "Is there anything, anything at all 

we can do, we're desperate, please?" 

The doctor backed away from her as if to dust himself free. Tears began 

to well in Blair's eyes. Mrs. Evans put her arms around Blair, burying her 

face in the crease between her armpit and breast. The wet soaked the satin 

blouse, cooled Mrs. Evans1 nipples hard. The doctor stared at Mrs. Evans' 

breasts as if they were pointing to him. 



"Well, I don't condone any alternative practices not supported by the 

American Medical Association, but in your case . . . I've been researching 

country methods and learned of a woman who practices what some might 

call magic. Some even say she's a witch. My opinion is it's all B.S. In fact, 

what you find could help a paper I'm working on for a conference. It's worth 

a shot." 

The doctor bent to itch his knee, ruffling the khaki pant leg. 

"Remember, I tell you this under strictest confidence and will not be held 

accountable for the outcome . . . my word against yours. You must 

understand." The doctor lifted his prescription pad from his coat pocket and 

scribbled the name of a woman—Maudie Rheem—who would know how to 

find the wart lady. He tore the ties to his office off the top and bottom of the 

sheet of paper and handed it to Mrs. Evans whose cleavage dipped far beneath 

the shadows of her blouse. She was forty, but Oil of Olay pencilled-in 

eyelashes mud wraps rouge beauticians kept her thirty. 

The dermatologist said, "That's all I know. I'm afraid you'll have to do 

a little research of your own now." 

"Blair honey, wait for Mommy in the waiting room while I settle up 

with the doctor," Mrs. Evans said. And when her daughter left the room, 

Mrs. Evans pushed firmly against the doctor and unfolded her tongue into 

his mouth. She softly bit his lip and exhaled as she pulled slowly away. "I 

owe you one, Dr. John," she said. 

The doctor put his hand into his pocket to cover his erection. "Call 

me," he said in a cracking voice. He turned to scrub for his next patient. 



Mrs. Evans had tried to find Maudie's phone number from directories 

at the public library. She was not listed. A man in coveralls and a John Deere 

cap brim-folded in the middle, reading a newspaper, had overheard Mrs. 

Evans speaking to the librarian; he said he knew how to find her. 

"She'll be sittin1 at the Carverville park, every Sunday she sit there to 

feed them pigeons, but the pigeons don't come no more. You're going to see 

her, ain't you lady?" The man gave her a good all-over-the-face stare as if 

searching for growth. 

Mrs. Evans said, "I have no earthly idea what you're talking about." 

She rushed through the security panels at the entrance to the library. 

Flustered, she forgot about the book she held and the alarm sounded. Her 

cheeks flushed as red as her manicured nails. 

Mrs. Evans took her asthma sprayer from her pocket and took a deep 

breath to begin the long day. This was the day she carted Blair away from 

their home and into the pre-dawn mist, away from her husband and son still 

kicking the kicks of sleep, away from the world: the day Blair's wart was to be 

removed by the back-woods widow who specialized in odd growths. 

Blair scuffed her black and white saddle-oxfords, rubbed the night from 

her eyes as she followed her mother out into the morning. It was still dark. 

A fog-hazed street lamp looked to Blair like some gauzy torch. The tall grass 

at the perimeter of their yard hung with dew. The two passed a hedge clipped 

in the form of a tortoise and one of an elephant, passed the cactus garden 

bedded in lava-rock to the end of the driveway where the station wagon was 

strategically parked for the silent escape. Just after six a.m. was the time. Mrs. 



Evans quietly unlocked the passenger side door, looked back at the house as 

she pulled the handle, then circled behind Blair to tighten the white bow that 

flowered above her head—a flag of surrender bold against her straight, fawn-

colored hair. 

Blair reached for her seatbelt as the driver's side door broke open. She 

wrapped the belt around her red cotton t-shirt and buckled it at the waist of 

her starch-creased blue jeans where a red bandanna rounded in her belt loops: 

the new fourth grade look. Her mother belted herself the same, turned to 

Blair and said, "I know you're afraid, honey, but Mommy's with you. This is 

our little secret that no one has to find out about. It will be over by lunch 

time. And you'll be able to hold your head high once again, like a child of 

mine should." 

When they arrived at Carverville Park, early service bells rang through 

the sky. Just as the man at the library had said, there sat the old black woman. 

Her mouth jawed as if she were sucking several candies at once. Her face was 

vulpine, pointed; she had a squinting look that gave the hint she knew more 

than one who pitched seed to nothing nowhere pigeons, pitched seed from a 

paper sack with the edges rolled down. But Mrs. Evans could not see that. 

Her understanding of life was black and white, right and wrong, wart or no 

wart. 

Mrs. Evans had left Blair hiding behind the thick trunk of a pecan tree 

near the car—didn't want her to see the outside world, the world that was 

safer than what her mother was trying to hide. "Mommy takes care of it all, 

takes care of it like she always does, for all of you. Don't you know that? Just 



wait here honey, dammit, wait here." Mrs. Evans approached. Maudie's legs 

bent from the bench, barely touching the ground beneath; they were thin as 

young winter brandies falling from a birch-bark skirt. 

"Excuse me, Mrs. Rheem . .." 

"Davies, don't you read the obituary? Had a husband, near two years. 

Dead in the crop fires back July." 

"I'm real sorry . . 

"Sorry ain't nothing. Old nigger had it coming. Said fire won't burn 

what's already been burned. He was funny that way. Loved him though." 

She pitched seed, each piece ticking on the sidewalk around her. "You got 

yourself a husband, missy?" 

"Yes I do, he's probably making coffee now. The routines we all get 

ourselves into." 

"Routine, just something we crap out. Go on and tell your daughter to 

come out from behind the tree. The one with the growth can't never hide. I 

smell it like the foul of your breath." 

"I brushed," Mrs. Evans said. Her face glowed red. She turned and 

walked toward the pecan tree. 

Maudie continued spreading seed. Her mud-turtle-mouth bobbed like 

stretched springs. When Mrs. Evans and Blair returned, Maudie didn't even 

raise her eyes. She continued dropping seed at her feet as if the birds were 

right there, circling her pink terrycloth slippers. 

"That's a booger on your face there young 'un," Maudie said, still not 

looking up. 



Mrs. Evans held Blair's hand behind her. "We were told you could 

help us." 

"I can't help no one. That's your part, missy." 

"I understand that, please," Mrs. Evans said. 

"Bet you don't." Maudie paused, then continued. "But I ain't a betting 

fool. You gonna follow this here road near twenty miles and you'll reach a 

rusted sign mostly grown over with brush. Says Young's Farm Milk. Take 

you a right, follow the barbed wire until the road T's off. Take the left fork as 

far as you can drive it. You'll know when you're there. Just follow the 

signs." 

When they reached the car, Blair began to sob. "I don't care about the 

stupid wart, I'll just lock myself in my room until it falls off if I have to, join 

the circus if I have to." Blair had said that once before, after her mother's 

stylist trimmed her bangs too short. 

"We didn't come all the way out here for nothing, little girl. Didn't 

your mother always teach you to never give up? Didn't she? Didn't she 

teach you that if you start quitting now, you'll be a quitter for the rest of your 

life? By God, we're not going to quit until that wart is as smooth and pale as 

your little bottom patted with talc. You got that?" Blair wanted to tell her 

mother she hated her. Hate! She wanted to scream it ten times in row. She 

didn't even care about the wart anymore. She was getting used to it, maybe 

even liked it. But instead of hate, she tucked herself into the front seat again, 

trying to quiet her sniffles, drying her eyes with a swipe of her shirt sleeve. 

Rounding toward the driver's side, Mrs. Evans paused at the back of 

the station wagon, took a pull from her asthma sprayer, relaxed, and exhaled. 



Driving, Mrs. Evans began to brood over her behavior and how the 

whole wart business had made her a little crazy. "Mommy gets this way 

sometimes, baby. It's all for your own good, believe me. Everything I do is 

for you, your father and brother. What in the hell would you all do without 

me?" She stepped down on the gas pedal. Blair stared out the window, 

watched the unfamiliar landscape pass. 

Blair remembered the Mother/Daughter-of-the-Year speech her 

mother had written for her to memorize and what a flop it was and how her 

white dress had mashed-potato-brown-gravy down the front, and how they 

didn't win, and whose fault it was. She wanted Elmo, her stuffed walrus, 

wanted to confide in him again. She often told Elmo that when she was older 

she would move far away to a place not so stuffy crumbly hot somewhere 

where the leaves turned red with the apples where the grass is always green 

and the hills a shiny velveteen maybe even the waters clear-blue like they 

show on television. Someplace free of warts, free of mothers. Elmo was full 

of such stories. 

Blair said, "I wish I could wake up in the next day or in another week." 

She fingered her face again and closed her eyelids. 

"Keep your eyes open for the damn sign," her mother said. 

Maudie had made the directions seem simple and short, but after an 

hour of winding back roads Mrs. Evans said, "Christ almighty! What in the 

goddamn hell is going on here? I knew I shouldn't have listened to some 

half-wit nigger woman." She slowed the station wagon in a cul-de-sac. An 



overgrown two-wheel-path road continued. Blair flung open her car door 

and dashed toward it. She followed the swale into a field of sunflower and 

cattail which folded open in the wind like sacrament hands. The roar of 

semi's from the highway had disappeared and a group of yearling dove flew 

into the trees just ahead of her. Their wings fluttered; the soft warble in their 

throats echoed off the surroundings. The smell of Texas sage filled the breeze. 

Blair disappeared into the tall of the field. "Blair, Blair," she yelled. 

Mrs. Evans took another puff of her asthma spray and started after her 

daughter. 

Blair weaved through the maze, seemed to know where she was going. 

She could hear her mother calling behind, could imagine her mother's walk: 

the leaned-forward marching steps and wheezy breath. 

Mrs. Evans broke through the tall of the field, saw Blair, and began to 

shake her finger. When she saw the strange home snared by a copse of 

mesquite trees, she stopped. 

The house was built like wrong pieces to a puzzle: dove-tailed ties with 

metal roofing, red-brick, wooden slats, quarried limestone. There was a pen 

rounded by chicken-wire. The fencing was trash: tricycles and bike frames, 

tires, plastic jugs, skeletoned sofas, wood chairs, and a doorless Chevy 

Biscayne all firmly formed together. Plastic smiling-sixties-sunsplash wind 

vanes all the colors of Easter adorned the heaps. The ground underneath was 

mostly dry dirt save scrub sage and vines growing small yellow-orange 

gourds. 



When the woman of the home came outside, Mrs. Evans ran over to 

her daughter and snatched hold of her arm. The woman was hideous with 

warts. They dangled from the ball of her nose like snot draining from each 

pore of her face as if she were melting right then and there. Her hair was 

short and thinning like a cancer patient's. She wore a long pullover robe 

made of polyester. It looked electric, neon, with flowers of pink, orange, 

purple and green. 

"Have you ever seen such," Mrs. Evans said under her breath. She 

turned and started moving in the direction of the car, but again Blair broke 

free of her grasp. Blair moved through the garbage-masoned fence, past the 

yard of clucking hens. And as Blair slowly approached the home, the wart 

lady looked toward Mrs. Evans and said to Blair, "What a freaking nag." 

As if the roles had changed, Mrs. Evans shied away, and Blair was now 

comfortable, anxious for the operation. She stuck her hand out to the old 

woman, "I'm Blair, just plain Blair." 

The woman said, "Esther Rheem. Some call me the wart lady." 

Blair thought of her dad always saying, "No shitsky Sherlocky!" 

Esther continued, "But I'm sure you figured out that one for yourself. 

And I guess you met my sister at the park. I think she's fed one too many 

pigeons in her time." 

Blair giggled. 

"Blair!" Mrs. Evans approached. 

"You too, Mrs. whoever-you-are, come on in. This is as much for you 

as the little one." 



Esther led Blair through the entryway and pulled back a burgundy 

velvet drape covering the open-entrance to a small room. Mrs. Evans trailed 

a safe distance behind. Books were upright on the floor to ceiling shelving. 

The queer light coming through the windows showed no dust, no sign of the 

stagnancy of a decayed mind. The rug was a red and black Persian, the couch 

and chairs Victorian in style. The bust of a man was framed in glass and 

underneath it said Colonel William P. Rheem. The room smelled of lilac 

and a hint of cinnamon. Esther pulled two stools from the corner of the 

room and placed them in the middle. She flicked on a lamp and directed the 

light toward the stools for the precision of her work. 

"Please sit," Esther said to both of them. Mrs. Evans stood as close to 

the drape as possible, as if thinking of the best means of escape if something 

were to go sour. "Don't you want your daughter to be rid of the darn thing 

once and for all?" 

"I guess I'm not sure anymore," Mrs. Evans said. "Anyway, why do 

you need me, I can see perfectly from over here." 

"And I suppose you think I'm contagious, that somehow you might 

end up like me?" 

"No that's not it at a l l . . . there are some things I'd just rather not see 

so closely." 

"This wart here is as much yours at it is hers. Do you forget where this 

child came from?" 

Blair no longer cared what her mother did and sat up on the stool. 

Esther put on a pair of spectacles that sat on a side table. She moved close to 

Blair's wart to inspect the age, the degree of growth. As Esther moved in 



close, Blair looked at her warted face. She could see the valleys and peaks as if 

she were in an airplane over the mountains and the plane was going down. 

Fast. 

"This thing looks like it's been through a small war," Esther said. "I 

take it I'm the last resort." 

Mrs. Evans interrupted, "If you can cure warts why don't you get rid of 

your own?" 

Esther paused, stood up tall, pushed her glasses down the bridge to rest 

on a wart at the ball of her contorted nose. "It's surely a sacrifice. My face, my 

body, used to be just like Blair's here when 1 was young. But I have this gift. 

No matter what you call it, it's a gift. And I was brought up right, taught to 

take advantage of i t . . . . Now come over here and sit yourself next to your 

daughter. Hold her hand like a mother should." 

Mrs. Evans eased close, suddenly concerned, as if she had been caught 

in a lie. 

Esther said, "It is important to know this isn't just about removing 

warts. If it was, you can be sure I wouldn't be in this sticky business. Now, 

let's get on with it, by Jesus, so little Blair can rejoin life." 

Esther turned and approached a blue-ceramic bowl sitting on an oval-

shaped mahogany table. The bowl was full of water, and she dipped her 

hands then toweled them dry. Blair squeezed her mother's hand, but Mrs. 

Evans quickly broke the embrace to dig a compact from her purse. 

When Esther turned back around she held out her hands as if they 

were separate from her own being. Standing in front of Blair, Esther 

massaged the lone wart with the butt of her palm. Blair's feet began to 



twitter. She could feel the heat of friction. She felt a warmth rise from her 

toes. All through her body. It seemed to gather at the wart—the heat so hot 

she thought she would scream. Then it cooled/ froze/ stung, then ceased. 

Esther moved away slowly, her finger joints crooked, but locked that way. 

When Blair opened her clenched eyelids, Esther winked. 

Then she approached Mrs. Evans who winced and quickly snapped 

shut her compact mirror. Esther placed her warted hands over her heart/ as if 

to pump, to bring breath back again—removing shame. Mrs. Evans flinched 

at the hands on her breast, but slowly moved forward—trusting—into 

Esther's hands. Blair wondered if her mother felt the same heat. 

While Mrs. Evans' eyes were closed, Esther moved her hands up to the 

facial area. She massaged the same pulsating heat that she had freed from 

Blair. She rubbed/ and rubbed it deep. 

"What in the hell are you doing? Goddamn!" Mrs. Evans jerked 

herself quickly toward the water bowl and doused her face. She looked up 

with water dripping to the floor, "I know what you're trying to do, you god-

damn freak. I know your kind. You never fooled me for an instant, you 

gypsy nigger trash." 

Mrs. Evans wrenched Blair off the stool. It toppled sideways and Blair 

fell to her knees, but Mrs. Evans did not stop for her. She stormed through 

the yard leaving the chickens kicking up dust with their wings. 

Esther let Blair pull herself up. "You better go take care of Mom." Blair 

searched with her fingers for the wart, but it had vanished. Against all 

possibility it was gone. She nodded to Esther, smiled, and started out of the 

house. At the curtain, Blair turned and gave Esther a hug 

1C1 



Blair sashayed through the yard as if dancing—twirling now and then 

with her arms extended at her sides—through the cattail and sunflower. She 

didn't even know if her mom would be by the car—lost in the maze or just 

plain gone—and she didn't care. Free of it all. 

When she saw the station wagon, Blair tiptoed because her mother sat 

in the front seat. She could tell how angry she was. Blair noticed the flap of 

the sun-visor was folded down. Mrs. Evans leaned forward peering into the 

mirror, with her hands to her face as if squeezing a zit. 

Blair opened the back door and dropped onto the seat laughing 

hysterically. When she looked up she could see her mother's eyes in the 

reflection of the mirror and could imagine what her mother saw. She could 

hear the wheeze in her throat. 

When her mother began to suck on the nozzle of her asthma sprayer, 

Blair began to laugh furiously like a cackling frog at dusk. She began kicking 

the back of the seat where Mrs. Evans sat hunched over gasping for air. Blair 

pumped her legs into the seat as if cycling, pushing pedals into the back of her 

mother. 

"Stop it. Stop it now before I whip you, you ungrateful little snob." 

Mrs. Evans gripped the door handle of the passenger door tighter and Blair 

began to whoop like she had heard her father do at a basketball game. Mrs. 

Evans screamed NI told you to . . . " and turned around with her hand in the 

air, but Blair had rolled down her back window and was half-way out, 

crawling to the roof of the station wagon. Mrs. Evans lunged, groping for one 

of her feet as she exited the window, and barely caught hold, but the saddle 

oxford came off in her hands. 
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Blair heard the metal crinkle under her shoes as she began to do a two-

step jig, jumping down hard on the roof. She remembered Cotillion and 

began to waltz down the windshield to the hood as if she held an imaginary 

partner, cheek to cheek. When she allowed herself to be dipped she could see 

her mother through the windshield, her face a little blue from the tint 

around the edges. Maybe she was blue, barely breathing, looking out the side 

window, lips pursed, looking into the tall of the field and into the depth of 

the cattail and sunflower. 



What's Buried in the Yard 

When Shelley Crowe first left Mississippi she never wanted to go back 

With a scholarship to New York University her Daddy Melin—"Wailin' 

Melin" the guys on the volunteer Fire Department Softball team called him 

twenty years back—didn't offer any Congrats; he begged her not to go. "Your 

mother needs you, we need you. You know I can't understand what your 

mother says. If you go . . . if you go we will die." 

Of course that was bullshit. Things were definitely harder since Ethel, 

her mother, had the stroke—her speech garbled, a mish-mash of syllables and 

the often repeated nonsensical phrase, "green penny clay is" (which had to 

mean something, but not even Shelley knew what), and sometimes just 

breaking down into a tirade of gibberish and tears: but nobody was going to 

die over it! 



The doctor had told them that she knew what she wanted to say, yet 

her brain just didn't communicate the words to her mouth. Ethel should 

have stayed in the hospital a little longer, received speech rehabilitation/ but 

the Crowe's were far from well off and their insurance barely covered the 

room for a week. Shelley hated, really, to think it, but hell, if she didn't get 

far from Mississippi, away from them—for their sake—God alone knows that 

she would probably have killed them herself, or worse yet, be the redneck 

Daisy Duke her home doomed her to be. And that's what they all called her 

at school, Daisy Duke. And it wasn't because she was ravishing in short-

shorts either. It was because of her accent, and the large space between her 

two front teeth. When she was little she beat all the boys in spitting contests. 

And then after Ethel had the stroke that left her verbally incapacitated 

with the speech patterns of a two year old, the Crowe's became the freak 

family out on Route 8 and some of the boys and girls from school would 

drive out in a truck, drink beer, and listen for Ethel's non-sensical screaming. 

School had never been hard for Shelley, which seemed to make up for 

the way she carried herself, her springy stride, big feet: clumsy. She had 

wanted to be a cheerleader but her cartwheel looked like a dive for cover. She 

tried to dye her brown hair blonde and it turned out orange. She tried to 

have football-playing boyfriends, but she earned the nickname 

Tyrannosaurus Rex after she shredded Billy Williams' penis with her teeth 

while giving him a blow job. While her hair was orange, she was the 

Bronzasaurus. But her life seemed to take a turn for the best, as she hoped it 

would, the moment she moved to New York. 



Shelley was nineteen when she moved to the City. She immediately 

dyed her hair black, and had it cropped square at her nape. Her face was 

smooth, thin lips, a palish yellow tint to her skin; she took on the wan 

underground glow. She had been lying in her bed—Eric, her boyfriend 

spraddling her and sucking on a nipple, his curly mop of hair rubbing under 

her chin—when Melin called her apartment. "When are you coming 

home?" he asked. "When will you be finished? When can we expect you? 

We're dying here!" 

It was almost Christmas 1994. Shelley was in her last year, twenty two. 

Winter had fallen on The City; sleet ticked on the glass. The blinds were 

blinked open. The windows were framed with frost and with her fingernail 

Shelley scratched a heart with an arrow in it. "That's cliche," Eric said. Then 

he etched in eyes, a nose and a mouth and gave the heart wild frizzy hair. 

Pigeons huddled on the porch under the plastic chairs where the snow 

had not gathered. They were ruffled and downy, a sunset pink ringing their 

necks, warbling. Eric taught Shelley this ritual: staying naked in bed all day 

on Sundays, swimming in sex, reading poems and favorite book passages to 

each other, eating banana, strawberry, and kiwi slices off of each other, off 

spots of the smoothest skin. Shelley's favorite spots to eat fruit were from the 

crease between Eric's hips and his rippled stomach where a tattoo of the 

Chinese character for CRISIS was stitched (blue-black in color), and the suede-

soft spot between his breathing pecks and furry arm pits. He was tall and thin 

and pretty hairy, hairier than any man she had ever seen. It turned her on: 

his shoulders, the back of his neck. Shelley liked best to be on top when they 

made love so she could tell him not to move, close his eyes, and he would get 



a big surprise. Eric taught her how to give a blow job sans teeth. He was 

patient, which was more than anybody had ever been with her. 

Eric's pants were folded over the top of the bedroom door. His shirt 

hung from a hanger off the doorknob. Shelley's clothes were piled next to 

her table of candles (which she called the heart of her new spirituality). On 

the wall was a framed picture of Sylvia Plath. Eric had bought it for her at a 

street bizarre. She looked angry, just opposite of what she believed poets to 

be. Shelley had tried to read Plath's poetry, but couldn't get through most of 

it. Eric showed her the poem about her Daddy. She thought it was violent 

and despicable, the rantings of a mad woman, but said it was deep, sad. Eric 

had whispered, "My tongue is your Ted and your cunt is my Sylvia." 

With his tongue Eric laved her body, between her legs—the coiled cord 

to the telephone drumming on her flexing stomach while she talked. 

"What is it, Daddy? I'm real busy. Finals and all." 

"It's your mother." 

Eric was studying to be a poet. Shelley couldn't help feeling stupid 

when he talked about rhythm or other poets or their particular bents. Even 

the structure of the word rhythm made her uneasy. No real vowels. Eric 

tried to explain it as "liquidy consonance." She wanted to tell him she 

couldn't understand those words, could not feel them like he did. But she 

wanted him to teach her the feeling of thoughts, the music of artists, the 

rhythms of the world. But sadly, not much ever sank in. Shelley wanted 

compassion and heart to come naturally, an inspiration like a drug, smooth 

and fast to the brain. 



Shelley had never been able to learn what her parents tried to teach 

her. Once, when she was a child in Mississippi, her mother Ethel tried to 

teach her to play the electric organ. They sat side by side on the organ's seat, 

under which sheet-music lay—"Onward Christian Soldiers." Ethel's hair had 

been gray for as far back as she could remember. She wore a billowy skirt with 

a white apron tied tight. And Shelley in her shorts—her thin smooth-shaven 

thirteen year old legs unfolding to the floor—felt hostage to the music of God. 

"Watch my fingers child, watch them dance from key to key," Ethel said. 

"One fluid motion." Her mother's fingers were rumples of skin at the 

knuckles, pointy as shell shards at the tip. Ethel closed her eyes and swayed 

back and forth as her feet kept rhythm on the floor pedals. But Shelley's 

fingers would not glide across the keys. And when she started to beat on the 

keys, twisting her toes to her mind-made time, Ethel slapped the back of her 

head. "You're not listening, child!" 

Sometimes Ethel played softly well into the night on Saturdays when 

Shelley and Melin were in bed; she practiced for church where every Sunday 

she lent the music for song. "I am the Lord of the dance said He." When the 

music started, no matter how faint, it always woke Shelley, made her brood in 

her sheets until the music stopped and the light of the moon through her 

window lay flat on her face. 

"Your mother's getting awful worse," Melin said on the other end of 

the phone. 

"What is it now?" 

"Please! please come home for Christmas this year!" he said so loud 

Shelley pulled the receiver from her ear. "Your mother is getting worse and 



I'm afraid she's gone plumb crazy." Eric pushed himself up from between 

Shelley's legs, wrapped a towel around his waist and walked toward the 

bathroom. Shelley rolled her eyes and whispered, "I'm sorry." 

"Maybe you should take her in to see Dr. Jamieson again," she said. 

"You know well as I she won't stand for no doctor. I really think she's 

readying herself to die. She takes stuff from all over the house, takes it into 

the yard, says a prayer over it and buries it with her rose spade. Can't leave 

anything just sitting around or soon as you can say spit-fire, it's gone. And 

the roses, she let them all die. You know how much she loved them roses." 

Shelley imagined her mother kneeling in the garden with her shears 

trimming the dead petals, cupping the buds to her nose. She remembered 

sitting by the open window listening to her mother talking to them. "Each 

and every one of you are God's children. You are my children too, who will 

never disrespect me like my own daughter does. What is so the matter with 

this country?" 

"Does she try and talk to you?" 

"Oh, you know how she is. She gotten too proud to even talk the 

nonsense, though sometimes she talks in her sleep, makes real sense 

sometimes. And when I wake her up, she gets angry and snoots at me. 1 can't 

understand it. The mind is an awful weird thing and I think your mother's 

plays tricks on her. And sometimes she don't even come to bed at all, just 

falls asleep right there on her organ, arms crossed, an ear flat on the keys like 

it was whispering to her. You know, like the word of God came from that 

damn organ and she could hear it, plain as if He spoke that strange language 

she do. You gotta come home honey. I tell you, we're dying here!" 



What could she say to that? This was the strongest plea in the four 

years she had been in New York. She agreed to a Christmas visit and when 

she hung up the phone she heard the commode flush in her bathroom. 

Eric walked back into the room, a towel tied around his waist. "What 

did crazy Melin have to say today?" He couldn't believe Shelley hadn't been 

home in four years. 

"I'm going this time," she said. 

"About damn time. Nothing can be that bad. You know, everything 

one could ever need to know about happens in the first ten years of 

childhood. From that point forward all life is the same. The trip home might 

stir you like you never imagined. People change, thoughts change. I think 

you're doing yourself a terrible injustice not coming to grips with a place and 

a family who gave you life." 

"You just don't understand," she said. 

"I don't know, it just seems like being so resentful about that life is like 

resenting yourself." Eric was always so level-headed and sometimes it made 

Shelley mad. For the first time in the year since they had been dating she 

gave him the full story of the childhood she was so embarrassed of, so scarred 

by her parents backward ways—like how Ethel and Melin made her pick her 

own switch that she would be whipped with after they found her smoking in 

the backyard, or like the time Ethel found her rolling around with Frank 

Jordan in the front seat of his car and Ethel yanked her out and stripped her 

clothes from her and sprayed her with the hose until her skin was red, saying, 

"I'm cleansing you for Christ." 



Shelley explained that she sent Melin and Ethel money every month, 

saved from her job at the University counseling center where she answered 

phones and took appointments for the psychiatrists—and that it was above 

and beyond the call of duty. 

"Don't you feel guilty," he said. 

"Oh, a little, but you know how busy . . . . " She thought how self-

centered that sounded. "Just come here and kiss me." 

Melin had sent Shelley a plane ticket in the mail. With it was a note 

that said, "Bring your belongings in case you want to stay. We are dying 

here!" Damn the dying bit, she thought, they are so fucking melodramatic. 

Eric had wanted to go with her, to her home, to get a feel of country life, to see 

where she had grown, but for Shelley it was out of the question. 

The flight had lay-overs in four different states before the Delta cattle 

car—with a snack of a belly-full of honey roasted peanuts, a finger turkey 

sandwich, a bruised apple, and butter scotch flavored wafers—dropped into 

Memphis, the final destination. Between miniature bottles of Gallo white 

Shelley tried to write poems in a notebook she always carried in her black 

leather shoulder satchel. She tore out the pages and stuffed them into the 

barf bag in the seat in front of her. A bald and sweaty man in a starched shirt 

with suspenders and pointy-toed boots sitting next to her looked up and 

smiled every other paragraph of the book he was reading, L. Ron Hubbard's 

Dianetics. She folded her arms to conceal her breasts. 



In Memphis she had to get a cab to take her the forty-five miles out of 

Tennessee and across the border into Mississippi to her parents Yocona home. 

Shelley thought, next month, because of this crap, they're not getting a check. 

Two days before Christmas, and it was still warm in Mississippi—a 

sticky warm that made Shelley's dress stick to her back. She asked the cab 

driver if he would turn up the AC and he opened his window instead. She 

pulled her short hair off her neck and tried to savor what little breeze there 

was. She wore a thick, black-lensed pair of sunglasses, the eye rims oval, 

tortoise shell. She was dressed in black leggings, clogs on her feet, a short, 

floppy cotton dress that hung to mid-thigh. 

The driver veered onto a back road off the highway. They passed yards 

with weeds growing through the windows of abandoned cars; children 

running in loose-pinned pampers; a horse roped to a tree where a silhouette 

of a man in a straw hat took a piss at the horizon. Cattle sat in muddy fallen-

barn fields. Two boys fished from a bridge. Kudzu climbed phone poles. 

Chickens and roosters clucked and scratched. 

Shelley was drowned by the memory of the first chicken Melin made 

her kill. She leaned her head back on the taxi's seat, smelled mud pies and 

manure, grub worms, imagined the round stump in the backyard of her 

childhood, the stump smeared brown with dried blood. She saw the old 

rusted tractor, the refrigerator on its side, broken bush hogs and other 

antiquated farm equipment sitting in the yard as if for sale, some ghost town 

store. All the equipment was ringed by high grass, too close for the John 

Deere. 



"Okay my little honey/ she remembered Melin saying. "Pick us out a 

dinner hen. Make her a fatty cause I'm a hungry." She shied away, put her 

hands up to her mouth and shook her head. 

"Okay then, what if I was to pick this one." Melin reached over the 

short wire fence grabbing a chicken by the legs. Its wings flapped as if it could 

fly downward into the earth and somehow find salvation. The chicken was 

Buttercup. Shelley used to hold Buttercup like a baby-doll when it was just a 

yellow chick, stroking its small plumed head. Buttercup was the only chicken 

that let her cradle it, scratch its belly until its dun colored eyelids fell shut. 

"Okay my little honey," Melin said. He gripped Buttercup by the neck 

and walked toward the stump where the ax was wedged. The chicken looked 

like she wore bloomers ruffled by the wind—the scrawny half-feathered legs 

fearfully flapping. "You better come pick us out a dinner hen less you want 

your Miss Buttercup to be singing with all angels." 

Melin released Buttercup back in the hen after Shelley rushed up to the 

fence and said, "How about this one Daddy, or this one, or this one." Melin 

handed Shelley the ax and she cried. He grabbed one she had pointed to, 

again by the legs. 

"Now look my little honey, these birds are giving their lives for us to 

eat. In the eyes of God we all got to eat. We got to eat same as these birds got 

to eat." Shelley turned to run, to run near the river and hide in the thick 

trees, but she froze and then blurted out. 

"But they don't kill nothing." 

"You think those crickets and worms they peck at did anything? It's 

the Lord's way. If He would of made us different then we wouldn't have to 



worry about it none. But He didn't. It's God's will. The strongest got to 

survive or they be eaten the same." Melin kneeled down in front of Shelley. 

She stared at the pocks on his forehead, the dust stuck to the stubbled and 

moist skin of his face. His nose was wrinkled and red from the sun. "Tell me 

Shelley, do you want to live or die? Me and your Mama want to live and we 

want you to live with us here and forever. We all got to do our part to make 

this here world keep spinning. Now do what God put us here to do." 

While Shelley stood with the ax in her hand, Melin reminded her that 

they didn't want any of God's creatures to suffer, and to make sure and get it 

right on the first swing. 

After all had gone to bed that night, Shelley tip-toed through the house 

and rooted through the kitchen trash for the chicken's carcass that Ethel had 

striped of all the meat planning to make sandwiches and soup. She carried it 

outside and then dug through the fire barrel outside and found the chicken's 

head that was strangely stiff. She had not been able to see too well in the dark 

and didn't notice the chicken's head was infested with ants which bit her 

hands and forearms. Through the pain of the fire ant bites, she dug a shallow 

grave for what was left of the chicken and returned to a fitful sleep. 

Shelley got out her notebook from her satchel and began scribbling 

words and wondering about the rhythms of her past. 

Melin waved from the field when he saw the cab drive up. He waved 

his felt cowboy hat in the air—the sweat ring marbled and shiny in the sun. 

He stood up from his slumped position, holding the wheel of the tractor with 



one hand. The driver unloaded Shelley's suitcase from the trunk, took his 

money, U-turned. 

Shelley flung her leather satchel over one shoulder, picked up her 

suitcase and clomped her dogs up the red-brick front walk that had weeds 

with small yellow flowers pushing through. There were no other houses 

near, always the only house Route 8. When the cab was gone there was only 

the faint drum of the tractor's pistons chugging toward her from the field 

across the road. 

The drapes in the windows of the house were pulled shut. The front 

door was pushed wide, the screen unhinged and lying on its side. One side of 

the porch swing was dangling from its roof-chain. It was a small house: 

brick, one eave above the overhanging porch painted a lime-green, flecked 

with gray where the color peeled—a louvered opening to the attic in the 

middle. Melin's Ford truck was in the driveway. The hood was open. Melin 

had told Shelley on the phone that the transmission was shot and he would 

have to fix it himself, but that was a month ago. 

Her bedroom was still decorated as she had left it: posters of Garth 

Brooks and John Bon Jovi, prom corsages and pictures tacked to cork board. 

Her sheets were folded down. The old red roper boots she used to wear were 

standing at the end of the bed, spider webs in the uppers. The sound of the 

tractor was getting louder. 

Shelley dropped her stuff and walked through the den, rounding stacks 

of newspapers. Reading them was Melin's favorite part of the day. A scraggly 

Christmas tree was in the corner, wrapped with no more than one strand of 

lights. She called, "Mama," then looked out the screened window to the back 



yard. Ethel was sitting cross-legged in the grass digging a hole with her rose 

spade. Shelley pulled at her panties sticking to her butt because of the moist 

Mississippi heat. She watched Ethel toss the spade aside and scoop down into 

the hole with both hands. The yard was speckled with such holes that had 

been buried over, slightly humped. The tractor gasped to a stop. 

"Where's my little girl?" Melin hollered as he entered the front door. 

He looked older than Shelley remembered, walking bent-hipped to one side. 

He put both arms around Shelley's neck and pulled her into his sweaty chest 

and frothy hair sprouting from the v-neck of his t-shirt. He smelled like an 

old rain-swelled book dried from the sun. Shelley ducked out of his grasp. 

"What's Mama doing in the yard? And why didn't she hear me come 

in?" Shelley asked. 

"Oh, she sure heard you was here, but that's one of her new games, 

pretending she don't hear." 

"What does she bury out there?" 

"Anything she feels like. While I'm out working she buries all sorts of 

things. I got to lock up things I don't want to lose. I told you I think she's 

planning on dying soon, and she wants all our stuff already in the ground 

with her when she go." Melin put his hands on his waist and looked Shelley 

over. "Aw, just let her be, honey. She'll be in to say hello when she's good 

and ready." Melin wrapped his arms around Shelley again and picked her up 

off the ground. 

"Daddy please!" Shelley stepped away from him and brushed the front 

of her dress. "I need to take a shower and lie down for a spell." Ah! she 



thought to herself, "spell," that's so redneck, this place is rubbing off on me 

already. "It's been a long day." And she walked from the room. 

With a towel swathed around her head like a turban and another high 

on her chest, Shelley locked the door to her bedroom and plopped onto the 

bed. It was softer in the middle than she remembered. She scooted around 

until comfortable. Her telephone still sat on her night stand, Charlie's Angels 

stickers on the sides. She dialed Eric's apartment. 

He said he was sitting at his desk writing a poem about her. "Fathom 

that, like ESP," he said. "I can't believe you called." They exchanged I-miss-

you and talked idly about the past half-day they had been apart. 

"Guess what I'm doing right now," he said. 

"You just told me, spaceman." 

He told Shelley that he had pulled his pants down to his ankles, 

thinking of her, eating peaches wedged below her breasts. He told her that he 

was imagining her rolling on top. He was inside her. Shelley took off her 

towels and rubbed the phone between her legs, the sound of his moans 

floating up her body to her ears. 

"Guess where the phone is?" she whispered down to the receiver. 

Shelley flattened herself on the bed, brought the phone back up and rested it 

on the pillow at her side. She slid three fingers into herself and told him he 

felt warm inside her. He breathed slow, she back, head tilted sideways. 

Shelley tightened her thighs around her driving hand, bucked her hips, 

careful not to make the bed squeak. She exhaled hard into the phone and 

whispered, "Harder Ted, I'm your Plath, follow me." In full thrust, Shelley 



looked around her room, the edges glinted by pure pleasure. She arched her 

back so that the shadows from the tree limbs outside her window fell on her 

face. 

"AH!" Ethel was at the window, hands and face pressed to the pane. 

Shelley screamed, threw her towels around her and ran to the bathroom 

while Eric continued breathing heavy on the line. Tm coming. I'm coming 

to you." 

Shelley didn't leave her room until Melin called her for dinner. He 

had a triangle hanging from a rope in the kitchen he hit with a knife. She 

had thought about calling a cab, leaving back to New York that same night. 

Had the Delta Hotline dialed three times, but she never got through. Who 

could her mother say anything to? Ethel couldn't even write the words she 

thought, much less say anything recognizable. 

Shelley came to the dinner table wearing her old forgotten boots, the 

zip-ankle of her blue jeans tucked into them. She had on a polo shirt, sports 

bra underneath. 

A steaming bird was on a long plate sitting on the red and white 

checked table cloth. Four high-backed wooden chairs circled the table. The 

wicker webbed seats were frayed and cracking and hers creaked when she sat. 

A glass of milk was in front of her place, water in front of Melin's and Ethel's. 

The plate she drew the baby Jesus in the manger on when she was in Sunday 

school was also in front of her. Ethel already sat at the table. 

Shelley enunciated, "How are you, Mama?" Ethel nodded not altering 

her gaze from Shelley's eyes. Melin placed a bowl of rice on the table and a 



bowl of butter beans. Melin spooned Ethel a helping of both. Still she stared 

at Shelley. 

"I made some of your apple pies honey," Melin said to Shelley and 

then began slicing the sides from the chicken. 

After grace, Shelley forked a slab of chicken to her purple, green and 

red markered-mess plate. Melin drove the hesitant conversation by asking 

about school, boys and her plans after graduation, with a tinge of hope she 

might come home to live (maybe to Oxford, or to Memphis even, just closer 

to family). Shelley tried to stomach the chicken, until she no longer could 

and pushed it to the side of her plate. The milk made a mustache in the faint 

black hair above her lip. Ethel began to speak, and she went on and on even 

though nobody understood a word. 

"I can't even understand what she is saying anymore, Daddy. Can 

you?" Melin shook his head, crisped his gaze as if to say, I told you so. Ethel 

looked at both of them. "What is it, Mama?" Shelley asked. 

Ethel put both her hands up to her own breasts and began massaging 

them. She closed her eyes and made grunting noises. Shelley's face turned a 

bright red. 

Melin said, "Ethel stop that! What in God's name are you doing?" She 

stopped with Melin's words and picked up a piece of chicken from her plate 

and slung it at Shelley. The chicken slapped her face and fell to the crotch of 

her jeans. 

"Mama," Shelley said. "What in . . . . " Ethel began a tirade of shrill 

words that seemed to all have Ns and Gs in them. Shelley threw the piece of 
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chicken back at Ethel; it thumped against the front of her dress and fell also to 

her lap. 

"A little bit of your own medicine Mrs. I'm-dying-and-the-whole-

world-should-feel-sympathy-for-me." 

"Now damn it, cut it all out already/ Melin said sitting forward in his 

seat and looking at Ethel. She stared at Shelley, pursed her lips, and still 

sitting slid her chair back away from the table. Ethel hiked her dress up to her 

knees, showing her blue-veined ankles and calves. She put both her hands 

under her dress to her crotch and rubbed, still staring at Shelley. Ethel stuck 

her lips out like she'd just tasted something bitter and mimicked the sounds 

Shelley made while masturbating. Like a baboon, she snorted and growled. 

Melin quickly stood and wrapped his arms around her waist, pulling at the 

hem of her dress trying to lower it. Ethel twisted free from his grasp and 

lunged at Shelley. They both tumbled to the floor. Ethel had Shelley's neck. 

Kicking her legs up from underneath her mother's dress, Shelley reached for 

a book in the shelf near where they rolled. No air passed as she tried to 

breath. Her face turned beet-red, her lips an ash gray. 

Just as Melin got his hands around his wife's shoulders, Shelley 

thwacked Ethel at the side of the head with an unabridged hardboard 

dictionary. Ethel slacked her neck-grip and toppled to her side. Melin 

screamed, "See what I mean, see what I mean!" 

Shelley stood and darted from the front door of the house, knocking 

down a knee-high stack of newspapers in her wake. Her heart in her throat, 

she slowed, the boots rubbing wrong at the crest of her heel. She sat at the 

edge of the road to pull them off, then threw them into the ditch at the side of 
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the road. She yanked off her socks, balled them, and tossed each one like a 

baseball into the high weeds. She pulled her knees up to her chest, lowered 

her head and sobbed. The asphalt under her flat feet was still warm. 

A moment passed before her heart slowed and she breathed easy again. 

Shelley thought about all the friends she used to know in Yocona. She saw 

them as grocery store clerks, quickie mart employees, rebuilding old car 

motors, drinking beer and throwing cans out the windows of speeding cars. 

She thought of them riding tractors, sweating out their days working the 

fields of Mississippi while the world passed them by. She turned and saw 

Melin's tractor sitting at the edge of the rock driveway. 

The moon was full, faint clouds dusting the glow. The tractor had the 

bush hog attached. She pulled herself up onto the holed, metal seat shivering 

with the moon's reflection. She clicked the key and it rumbled started 

spitting smoke. Brake, clutch, gear. She punched in each. Then she lowered 

the whirring blades and released the clutch and then the brake. The tractor 

jerked forward and got away from her when she put it into first gear and it 

took a second before she gained control and drove toward the chicken coup. 

I'm gonna kill all their God-damned chickens, she thought. 

The night whizzed past her and she dropped into fourth gear. Stones 

and branches crunched and clanked as the bush hog sucked and destroyed 

with horrendous motion zinging pieces like shrapnel through the air. 

Fumbling for the headlight switch, she saw the chicken wire fence speeding 

up on her. She pulled levers and pushed buttons, but no lights came on. 

Like walking shadows the chickens danced in the excitement and dust rose 

from their pen. Shelley placed both hands on the wheel seconds before the 
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coup and pulled the wheel hard left until it could go no more and she sprung 

from the seat to keep the low branches from knocking her in the head and 

rolled into the chicken wire she had just missed. The tractor crashed through 

dogwoods and oaks until it thunked into the massive trunk of a willow and 

sputtered to a silent stop. 

"Fuck off, tractor," she screamed and started to cry again, cry because of 

her weakness. Before she could scream another word Melin kneeled beside 

her and lifted her to his arms. 

When the house was dark and silent, Shelley rose from bed to get a 

glass of milk and look for some cookies. She found some apple pies leftover 

from the ruined meal and she took two back to her room. It was Friday night, 

two days before Christmas, and she planned to get on a standby flight to the La 

Guardia Airport the next morning. 

As Shelley folded clothes back into her suitcase she heard the sound of 

the organ faintly dripping through the air. The song she had heard many 

times before, and she hummed along not realizing she was doing so. She 

continued packing her suitcase with new stride. She held her dress with her 

chin and then crimped the edges back on one another. She was drawn to the 

music. 

Ethel did not acknowledge Shelley's entrance into the living room. 

Shelley sat in a chair, looking at her mother's back, in her nightgown, her 

shoulders bare, dimpled and rolled skin. She watched the shoulders move 

with the music. 
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When Shelley sat beside her mother on the bench, she could see 

Ethel's eyes were closed, her eyebrows moving up and down as if keeping 

time. Shelley placed her hands on her mother's hands as they played, and it 

seemed as if Ethel did not feel them at all, and at the end of the song her 

hands continued from the beginning again, until they had played together, 

that same song eleven times. When Ethel's hands stopped moving, her eyes 

opened. She removed her hands from the keys like playing cards from a 

table. Shelley's fell flat, one hard note on the organ. Ethel looked as if she 

strained to find words, yet nothing came out, not even a mutter. Her tongue 

waggled in her open mouth, she lurched forward, but still nothing. Ethel 

continued to play, and closed her eyes. Shelley retreated through the dark 

hallway, feeling at least as if she would be leaving on good terms, having 

spent that one small moment, wordless, but knowing with her mother. 

She called Eric and asked if he would be able to pick her up sometime 

tomorrow. She didn't know when. 

"Would you like to spend Christmas at my house? I've got a new baby 

cousin. Her first Christmas," Eric asked. 

"Yes, yes that would be nice." When she hung up she stared through 

the crooked moon-lined limbs out the window of her bedroom and fell 

quickly to sleep. 

She woke not an hour later to the drone of the organ, the most pitiful 

sound she had ever heard come out of it. It was loud, one extended note. Just 

to piss me off, Shelley thought. She makes amends, and then goes back to 

ruin it by purposefully waking me up. Daddy was right, she's lost her 

marbles. Shelley buried her head in her pillows, trying to cushion the sound. 
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She hummed to drown out the noise. But it didn't work. She flung the 

pillows across the room and scrambled out of bed. Across the hall, she peeked 

into their bedroom where Melin lay still snoring. She thought about waking 

him, but didn't want him to have to referee again. It was in fact between 

them. Ethel would not forgive Shelley for leaving the family, for not 

spending her life collecting eggs and killing the chickens and deciphering 

what she could no longer say. 

When she rounded the corner of the living room Ethel sat slumped 

over with her cheek on the organ keys. Her arms limp and hanging at her 

side. The sound of the organ that close was almost deafening and she 

couldn't believe Melin hadn't woken up too. 

Shelley nudged Ethel, but she didn't move. She whispered, "Mama, 

Mama, let's go to bed. It's been a long night, and while I came in here to have 

it out with you, I just want to say that I'm sorry you don't agree with the way 

I've chosen to live my life. But it is my life. I don't love you and Daddy any 

the less for it. It's just something I have to do." Shelley paused to see if there 

would be a response. Just like her to sleep through the most important 

speech of my life. Shelley's drooped expression tightened as the awful 

thought flashed through her mind. 

Grabbing Ethel's wrist, she felt for a pulse, but there was none. She 

stood quickly and tripped over her own feet. She sprung up in terror and 

then quickly paced around the living room. She wanted to cry, but couldn't 

find the tears. She screamed at herself, "Feel it you pitiful bitch! This is what 

your petty hate brings." She stopped by the window facing the back yard and 

could see all the buried-over holes lit by the moon. For a moment she closed 



her eyes and felt a tear roll out from the corner of her eye. Then suddenly 

aware of the sound of the organ again walked back over to where Ethel lay 

dead, finally breathless, no need to fight for words. She lifted Ethel's head 

from its rest, finally ending that long deafening note. 


